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Abstract
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) are responsible for 3.4% of the total healthcare costs in Canada
and 43% of all workplace lost-time claims and costs in Ontario. Specifically, 23% of all claims
were related to the upper limb. A lack of adherence to prescribed physical therapy regimens
results in improper healing; however, many societal and psychological barriers prevent proper
adherence. These barriers are addressed through the system presented in this work consisting
of the following components: an ambulatory biosignal acquisition sleeve, an electromyography
(EMG) based motion repetition detection algorithm, and work towards the design of a compatible
capacitive EMG acquisition module.
The biosignal acquisition sleeve was untethered, unobtrusive to motion, contained only mod-
ular components, and collected multi-modal sensor data. Biomechanical and physiological data
were used to form full motion profiles of the following four degrees of freedom (DOF): elbow
flexion—extension (EFE), forearm pronation—supination (PS), wrist flexion—extension (WFE),
and ulnar–radial deviation (URD). Validation of the sleeve determined that it was able to collect
information that fell within the DOFs’ expected range of motion. The piloted sleeve was able to
simultaneously collect data from four inertial sensors, two channels of EMG acquisition, and a flex
bend sensor. A visualization application was also developed to process and present the information
in an intuitive, meaningful manner.
As well, an EMG based motion repetition detector was developed for use within the system.
The algorithm was developed and validated using an existing database of 23 subjects with varying
musculoskeletal health. The detector was successful for 90.455% of EFE motions, 100% of PS
motions, 97.5% of WFE motions, and 93.75% of URD motions. Modifications were made using
inertial data to limit the detectors’ search window for use with the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
When tested on 15 datasets, the success rates were: 100% for EFE motion, 100% for PS motion,
95.6% for WFE, and 93.3% successful and 97.7% for URD motion.
iii
ABSTRACT iv
Finally, progress was made towards the development of a non-obtrusive EMG sensing module,
which could be embedded within the biosignal acquisition sleeve. Three iterations of the module
were fabricated and assembled. The impacts of input bias components and bootstrap feedback
were observed during benchtop testing on iteration 2; however, on-arm testing failed due to an
overabundance of noise. Finally, another approach to the design was proposed, which relied upon
a unique structure of materials to create the layers for sensing, guarding, shielding, and insulation
techniques.
A prototype was presented of an effective, resource-conscious tool for multi-modality tracking
of elbow, forearm, and wrist motion. Future work on this system would allow it to be feasibly
integrating into a physical rehabilitation regimen for upper limb MSDs.
Keywords: Rehabilitation, musculoskeletal disorders, wearable devices, upper limb motion, body-
worn sensing, electromyography, biosignals
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) are prevalent in Canadian society and have a significant nega-
tive impact. MSDs are injuries and disorders affecting the musculoskeletal system, which includes:
muscles, tendons, tendon sheaths, nerves, bursa, blood vessels, joints, and ligaments. An over-
whelming amount of MSDs of the upper limb are classified as work related (WRMSDs) and develop
over time from the repetitive use and overuse of the arms and hands, often in an awkward fashion.
Often, WRMSDs are characterized by pain, weakness, and fatigue.
Recovery from such MSDs places a significant burden on individuals, businesses, and the gov-
ernment. On a national level, the Public Health Agency of Canada’s Economic Burden of Illness in
Canada (EBIC) reports growing costs of hospital care, drugs, and physician care directly related
to MSDs; in fact, these disorders’ associated costs rose from $2.46 billion in 1993 [4] to $2.65
billion in 1997 [5] before arriving at $5.8 billion in 2008. In this most recent period, MSDs are
the fourth most costly diagnostic category in the EBIC survey, consisting of 3.4% of all direct cost
expenditures [6].
Provincially, the effects of MSDs in the workplace have been analyzed by the Occupational
Health and Safety Council of Ontario (OHSCO), a council within the Ontario Ministry of Labour.
OHSCO has determined that MSDs account for 41% of lost-time claims, 49% of lost-time days,
and 41% of lost-time benefit claim costs between 1996 and 2003 [1]. Between 2003 and 2007, the
percentage of all claims and claim costs rose to 43%, indicating the increasing pervasiveness of
MSDs in the workplace [2]. The growing number of claims indicates the impact of MSDs on both
the physical well-being of the Ontario workforce and the province’s economic performance.
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The WSIB’s 2015 statistical report provides further insight into the impact of MSDs on society;
here, it was found that the most frequent cause for allowed claims was bodily reaction, which are
injuries resulting from external influence, and exertion, making up 36.6% of all claims. This
category consists of activity that frequently causes MSDs such as: repetitive movement, over-
exertion, static postures, and bodily reaction. The second and third most common causes can
also be associated with musculoskeletal injuries, which were contact with objects and equipment
at 28.4%, and falls at 20.8% [3].
From the same WSIB study, it is also notable that the upper extremity was found to be the
body part most affected. Twenty-three percent of all claims were related to the fingers, hands,
wrist, and arms [3]. Limited use of the upper limb caused by MSDs affects not only one’s ability
to function in the workplace, but also inhibits one’s ability to perform activities of daily living,
take physical care of one’s self, and participate in recreational activities. The impact of upper limb
related MSDs is felt greatly.
1.1 Motivation
The typical intervention for such MSDs is physical rehabilitation, consisting of visits with clinicians
and at-home exercise regimens intended to restore the capabilities of the affected limb to its pre-
disordered state. Strengthening of the limb, increasing range of motion, and reducing pain and
fatigue are some of the goals achieved through adherence to such programs. To demonstrate the
impact of proper regimen adherence, a study of 87 recruited patients with an MSD of the knee
indicated that after 5 months patients felt an overall decrease in pain and increase in strength;
however, after one year, most of the individuals had abandoned the prescribed regimen and their
conditions had reverted to pre-treatment levels [7].
There are numerous reasons why a physical rehabilitation outpatient may not comply with
treatment, both of physical and psychological nature. The former includes barriers, such as a low
level of physical activity at the baseline and high levels of pain that inhibit movement. The latter
is largely due to a lack of social support and a lack of control over their treatment.
Nevertheless, many of the existing barriers to adherence do not fit neatly into this dichotomy, as
patients are unable to equate their mental and physical states. For instance, patients of Campbell’s
aforementioned osteoarthritis study based their decisions to quit their exercises is based on the
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perception of their symptoms and the effectiveness of the treatment. Papi et al. also found that
limited markers of progress prevented adherence to intervention regimens [8]. This fundamental gap
in the patients’ understanding of their condition and of the exercise content inhibits improvements
in patient compliance and therefore the outcome of the treatment.
Another major segment of barriers includes those of an organizational nature. It has been found
that patients with more contact time with healthcare professionals are more compliant and show
more signs of recovery; however, it is challenging for many to receive that level of care. Exercises
and appointments are difficult for some to incorporate into their daily routines due to constraints in:
time, finances, transportation, and childcare needs [10]. To improve MSD physical rehabilitation
interventions, it is clear that increased communication and remote options are essential.
Many of these adherence concerns can be mitigated through tools that allow the patients to
participate in their own healthcare management. The use of wearable devices provides a possible
solution through the collection of quantifiable biometrics in a non-clinical environment. This type
of telemonitoring permits both clinicians and patients to retrieve objective information; further-
more, quantitative-self reporting hybrid models (QHSM) create a communication link between the
involved parties through the incorporation of patients’ qualitative input [9]. This model of device
allows dynamic adaptations to be made to treatment plans based on the way the patient interacts
in their day-to-day environment. By providing ownership and access to one’s health data, patients
are given a new sense of agency, a basis for self-motivation, and resultantly a catalyst for positive
behavioral changes.
The impact of losses due to MSDs of the upper limb could be greatly reduced if barriers to
therapy regimen adherence were reduced as well. An ambulatory tool for tracking the health
and motion of the upper limb would provide a way for patients to get quantifiable metrics relat-
ing to their recovery process in the location of their convenience; thus, alleviating some of the
organizational and psychological barriers to recovery.
1.2 Research Objectives and Scope
1.2.1 Research aims
The objective of this thesis is to develop an initial prototype of an effective, resource-conscious
tool for multi-modality tracking of human motion of the upper limb. This is the preliminary work
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towards a wearable system to be used for remote monitoring of patients with MSDs, which can be
incorporated into a physical rehabilitation regimen for musculoskeletal disorders of the upper limb.
The ambulatory sensor-based system will be able to be worn in a home or workplace study. It
will: collect and process biometric data in order to track the motion and muscle recruitment of the
patient and display information in a meaningful manner to both the user and any other interested
party, such as a researcher or a clinician. The system is intended to supplement the expertise of
professional healthcare providers by providing access of quantifiable data related to the MSD in
an everyday environment. A low cost, simple interface and the highly accurate feedback would
make the system easy to incorporate into an MSD recovery care program.
1.2.2 Research scope
In this work, a functional prototype of the system is presented that fulfills the requirements outlined
in the research aims. The work focuses on providing biofeedback for part of the upper limb;
specifically, the wrist and elbow joints, as well as the related metrics pertaining to the forearm
and upper arm. The shoulder joint is not be considered at this time. For the stated joints, the
system must be able to provide both biomechanical and physiological data in order to provide
a well-rounded profile of the movement. The work presented in this thesis is composed of three
major components, as follows:
1. A biosignal acquisition sleeve,
2. A software component to process the obtained electromyography (EMG) signals and detect
individual repetitions of gross motions associated with the upper limb,
3. Work towards the design of a non-contact EMG acquisition module that can be used in
conjunction with the sleeve.
An overview of these components is shown visually in Figure 1.1.
The first component, the sleeve, is intended to be a fully ambulatory, untethered wearable
device that the patient is able to operate outside of a clinical environment. Measures were taken
to make the sleeve modular, such that off-the-shelf sensor systems can be removed and others can
be inserted in place.
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Figure 1.1: Overall system and the major components of this work.
An algorithm was developed in order to detect repetitions of motions that a patient may
be prescribed in an upper limb MSD physical rehabilitation regimen. This piece of software was
developed within MathWorks’ MATLAB to determine onset and offset points within a EMG signal
stream. The system does not provide biofeedback in real time.
A non-contact EMG acquisition system was designed to address the need for unobtrusive
physiological feedback to incorporate within the sleeve. The criteria informing the module’s design
was based off of partial prototypes and prior art found via literature review. A low-noise, high-
accuracy analog front end buffer was designed and simulated.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The content of this thesis is organized to represent the work-flow of the research process. Each
chapter is dedicated to a major component of this work and can be outlined as follows:
Chapter 1 Introduction: The first chapter provides context to this work, introducing the prob-
lem at hand, and discussing limitations of current treatment methods. Once the need
for a new solution has been established, the research objectives and contributions are
described before outlining the thesis.
Chapter 2 Background and prior art: The intent of the second chapter is to provide a gen-
eral foundation of knowledge for the reader. Due to the breadth of topics explored
throughout the literature review process, this chapter will not act as a complete lit-
erature review; instead, it will be a high level overview. This chapter can be divided
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into two major components: 1) The anatomy of the upper limb and related MSDs
2) Existing systems that provide biofeedback for monitoring the upper limb Analysis
of this background knowledge informs the design presented later in this work. Other
topic-specific prior art will be included within the relevant chapters for completeness
and cohesion.
Chapter 3 Development of the acquisition sleeve: Introduces the design of a biosignal acquisition
sleeve. This chapter also walks through the development process of two individual
unimodal sensor systems used to determine design requirements. These are then
used to inform the integrated multimodal sleeve and its physical structure, where
additional emphasis is placed on modularity.
Chapter 4 Algorithm for detecting motion repetitions and gesture classification: This chapter
first provides a partial literature review of techniques used for determining onset
and offset points of EMG activity within a signal stream. Then, an algorithm was
proposed to detect repetitions associated with the major gross motions of the elbow,
forearm, and wrist. This algorithm is then tested and validated in two manners:
firstly, on an existing EMG database, consisting of subjects with varying muscle
health; and secondly, using data collected from the low-cost biosignal acquisition
sleeve presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 Design and work towards the development of a non-contact EMG acquisition module:
Focuses on the design of a surface electromyography module that can be used in
conjunction with the developed acquisition sleeve. Here, there will be a partial
literature covering various types of surface electrogmyography (sEMG) acquisition
technologies, existing non-contact electrode designs, and their characteristics. The
design of the module’s capacitive electrode and low-noise analogue front end will be
presented. Testing of a failed first prototype, a dual-pronged approach for future
test modules towards the development of this module will also be included in this
chapter.
Chapter 6 Conclusions: The final chapter acts as a conclusion of the work presented, providing
a brief overview, contributions to the field, and areas for future work.
Chapter 2
Background and Prior Art
This chapter presents relevant background information required to inform the design of the wear-
able upper limb monitoring tool. One of the focuses is the underlying anatomy of the upper limb,
such that the expected muscle activity and movements to be observed are well understood and
to provide design requirements. This information was acquired between September 2015 and May
2016 through online library services by the combining keywords including: physical rehabilitation,
upper limb, elbow, wrist, forearm, biomechanics, and musculoskeletal disorders. This information
makes up the content of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The second component of this chapter focuses
on prior art in the area of wearable upper limb devices. The sources pertaining to these exist-
ing systems were found between September 2015 and July 2016. Systems developed in academia
were found through Google Scholar and the university library services’ summon search. Com-
mercially available systems were found through survey papers and simple search engine inquiries
with the keywords: upper limb, wearable devices, monitoring, biofeedback sensing, and tracking
system. This section determines commonalties, shortcomings, and gaps within the developed sys-
tems through the comparison of characteristics, such as: sensing modalities, data fusion methods,
and monitored limb segments. The review informs design specifications and identifies limitations
amongst the existing solutions. Further relevant information is presented at the beginning of
Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.1 Anatomy of the Upper Limb
As the intention of this work is to develop a tool to quantify metrics relating to rehabilitation of
upper limb MSDs, the upper limb’s anatomy is necessary to inform the device requirements. Here,
the elbow, forearm, and wrist are the limb segments of focus. For each segment, the associated
movements, joints, muscles, and biomechanical properties are reviewed in order to provide a basis
of knowledge when designing the device, such as: methods of determining joint angles, expected
ROM, and muscles with expected activity during particular motions.
2.1.1 Movement of the elbow
The most proximal joint segment within the scope is the elbow, which exhibits one gross motion:
flexion–extension. Flexion is the bending of the elbow joint such that the angle between the
forearm and upper arm decreases. Arthrokinematically, the ulna rolls and glides posteriorly on
the humerus, the radius moves distally, and the radius and ulnar spread apart. During extension,
the opposite phenomenon occurs. The ulna moves anteriorly, the radius moves proximally, and
the two bones ultimately move closer together. This can be seen as the bending of the elbow joint
resulting in a greater angle between the forearm and upper arm [11].
 (A) (B) 
Figure 2.1: Motion of the elbow in the sagittal plane.
(A) An flexed elbow. (B) An extended elbow.
2.1.1.1 Joints of the elbow
The elbow structure is a compound synovial joint composed of the humero-ulnar joint, which is
located between the distal end of the humerus and the proximal end of the ulna, and the humero-
radial joint, which is the articulation between the distal end of the humerus and the proximal
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end of the radius. It may be considered to be a modified hinge joint, as it predominately allows
motion to occur within only the sagittal plane; however, there is a deviation of the rotation axis
throughout the elbow’s range of motion (ROM). This unipolar motion is the flexion–extension
of the elbow around the stationary medial-lateral axis of rotation, which experiences side-to-side
motion and axial rotation. These additional motions are unintentional, uncontrollable, and are
thus not considered as additional active degrees of freedom; as well, they do not occur directly at
the elbow joint.
2.1.1.2 Muscles of the elbow
Table 2.1 below displays the muscles required for the flexion–extension motion of the elbow and
the corresponding label where the muscle is shown in Figure 2.2.
Table 2.1: Muscles required for elbow motion.
Muscle
Primary
Purpose
Secondary
Purpose
Label in
Figure
Coracobrachialis Flexion – a
Biceps brachii Flexion Forearm supination b
Brachialis Flexion – c
Brachioradialis Flexion – d
Triceps Extension – e
 
Figure 2.2: Muscles within the elbow used in flexion–extension.
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2.1.2 Movement of the forearm
The second limb segment of interest is the forearm, which lies distal to the elbow. The gross
movement associated with the forearm is the rotary pronation–supination motion, which allows
the independent rotation of the hand without that of either the humerus or ulna. Pronation occurs
when the radius and the hand rotate anteriorly and medially to cross over the ulna obliquely. In
a fully pronated arm, the palm is facing down, as shown in Figure 2.3. Conversely, supination is
the reverse motion, in which the radius returns to be lateral to the ulna and the palm ends facing
up. The radius and ulna will now be parallel to one another [11].
 
(A) (B) 
Figure 2.3: Movement of the forearm in the transverse plane.
(A) Pronation of the forearm. (B) Supination of the forearm.
2.1.2.1 Joints within the forearm
The joints required for both the pronation–supination motion of the forearm are the proximal and
distal radio–ulnar joints. The former is the articulation between the head of the radius and radial
notch of the ulna, located near the elbow; conversely, the latter is the articulation between the
ulnar notch of the radius and the ulnar head found near the wrist. Both are classified as pivot
joints, as they are synovial joints allowing only rotary movement. Here, the movement axis runs
from the radial head proximally to the ulnar head distally.
2.1.2.2 Muscles of the forearm
Table 2.2 displays the muscles required for the pronation –supination motion of the elbow. The
location of these muscles are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Table 2.2: Muscles required for forearm motion.
Compartment Muscle
Primary
Purpose
Secondary
Purpose
Label in
Figure
Superficial flexor Pronator teres Forearm pronation Elbow flexion a
Deep flexor Pronator quadratus Elbow flexion Forearm supination b
Deep extensor Supinator Forearm supination – c
 
a 
b b 
c 
Figure 2.4: Muscles within the forearm used in pronation–supination motions.
2.1.3 Movement of the wrist
The final joint of interest is the wrist, which allows two major distinctive degrees of freedom that
are displayed in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. One is the flexion–extension of the wrist, which is a rotation
around the lateral axis proximal to the head of the capitate near the lunate and in the sagittal
plane. The flexion movement is the forwards bending of the wrist; here, the scaphoid and lunate
roll anteriorly and glide posteriorly along the concave surface of the radius and ulna. Conversely,
the extension is the bending of the palm and fingers upwards, where the scaphoid and lunate roll
posteriorly and glide anteriorly.
The other gross movement is the radial–ulnar deviation in the frontal plane. It occurs along the
antero–posterior axis at the center of the capitate head and perpendicular to the axis of flexion–
extension. This movement may also be referred to as the abduction–adduction of the wrist. During
ulnar deviation, the scaphoid and lunate roll towards the ulna and glide towards the radius. This
appears as the bending of the wrist towards the side of the hand with the thumb, which is medial
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Figure 2.5: Movement of the wrist in the sagittal plane.
(A) Flexion of the wrist. (B) Extension of the wrist
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Movement of the wrist in the frontal plane.
(A) Ulnar deviation. (B) Radial deviation.
to the body from one’s perspective if their palms are facing away from them. Radial deviation is
the opposite motion, such that the hand bends in the opposite direction, which is lateral to the
body if the palm is facing away from one in the frontal plane.
The wrist structure is composed of the radiocarpal, midcarpal, and intercarpal joints, which
exist in a common synovial cavity allowing for flexion–extension, radial and ulnar deviation, and
circumduction motion to be possible. As the wrist can be modeled as a condyloid joint, circular
motion can be preformed; however, circumduction is the combination of flexion, extension, ad-
duction, and abduction motions. It does not occur in a singular plane, and therefore will not be
considered a gross motion in this work.
The midcarpal joint is the articulation between the proximal and distal rows of the carpal
bones, which can be divided into the medial and lateral compartments. The medial compartment
can be modelled as a ball-and-socket joint, in which the ball is formed by the convex head of the
capitate and apex of the hamate and the socket is considered to be the convex recess formed by
the scaphoid, lunate, and triquetrum bones. The midcarpal joint is primarily responsible for the
wrist’s flexion and radial deviation.
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2.1.3.1 Muscles of the wrist
Tthe muscles required for the flexion–extension and radial–ulnar deviation motions of the wrist
are described in Table 2.3 [11].
Table 2.3: Muscles required for wrist motion.
Compartment Muscle
Primary
Purpose
Secondary
Purpose
Superficial flexor
(forearm)
Flexor carpi radialis Wrist flexion Radial deviation
Palmaris longus Wrist flexion —
Flexor carpi ulanris Wrist flexion Ulnar deviation
Flexor digitorum superficialis Wrist flexion Flexion of the MPA.
and PIPB. joints
Deep flexor
(forearm)
Flexor digitorum profundus Wrist flexion Flexion of the MPA.,
PIPB., DIPC. joints
Extensor carpi radialis longus Wrist extension Radial deviation
Extensor carpi radialis brevus Wrist extension Radial deviation
Superficial
extensor
(forearm)
Extensor digitorum Wrist extension Extension of the
MPA., DIPB., and
PIPC. joints
Extensor digiti minimus Digit minimus
extension
Wrist extension
Extensor carpi ulnaris Ulnar deviation Wrist extension
Abductor pollicus longus Abducts thumb Radial deviation and
thumb extension
Deep extensor
(forearm)
Extensor pollicus brevis Abducts thumb Radial deviation and
thumb extension
Extensor indicis Extends wrist,
index finger
—
A. MP – metacarpophalangeal, B. PIP –Interphalangeal, C. DIP –proximal interphalangeal joints
2.1.4 Four degrees of freedom (DOF) model of the upper limb
The elbow, forearm, and wrist of the human body can be characterized as three rigid-link seg-
ments with four degrees of freedom existing between them. These four degrees describe the elbow
flexion–extension, forearm pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension, and radial–ulnar devia-
tion. These are shown schematically in Figure 2.7. The imperfections of the hinge joint at the
elbow are unintentional and small enough to discount as an additional degree of freedom; similarly,
the circumduction of the wrist can also be neglected.
In addition to the standard 4-DOF model, the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB)
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Figure 2.7: Four degree of freedom model of the elbow, forearm, and wrist, with the axis of rotation
and direction shown of elbow flexion–extension (EFE), forearm pronation–supination
(PS), wrist flexion–extension (WFE), and radial–ulnar deviation (RUD).
developed a standardized system of selecting joint coordinate systems (JCS) that describe human
body motion.The concept was originated by Grood and Suntay [12], specifically for the knee joint,
and later expanded upon by Wu et al [13]. This system creates a relative coordinate system
between two anatomical landmarks, where the rotation angles measured between a fixed and
floating axis provides information describing a particular motion; consequently, these angles form
the basis of Euler or Cardan representation of the relative movement. The axes are formed as
non-orthogonal unit base vectors, two of which are embedded on the anatomical bodies of interest.
These axes move with the body in question to provide a relative description of motion The last
axis is referred to as a floating axis, which moves with respect to the other two and is defined
as a vector perpendicular to both fixed axes. Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 describes the anatomical
landmarks of interest, the definitions of the JCS axes, the corresponding Cardan representation,
and the practical representation of the resultant angles.
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Table 2.4: ISB joint coordinate system of the elbow.
Joint Axis Definitions
Cardan
Order
Angle Interpretations
Elbow
Fig. 2.8
e1: proximal segment, coinci-
dent with z of the humerus z, x, y
α: elbow flexion (+) and ex-
tension (-)
e3: distal segment, coincident
with y of forearm
β: internal (+) and external
(-) ulnar axial rotation
e2: perpendicular to e1 and e3 γ: carrying angle of the elbow
Figure 2.8: ISB joint coordinate system of elbow motion, as described in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.5: ISB joint coordinate system of the forearm.
Joint Axis Definitions
Cardan
Order
Angle Interpretations
Forearm
Fig. 2.9
e1: proximal segment, coinci-
dent with x of the ulna x, z, y
α: radial abduction(+) and
adduction(-)
e3: distal segment, coincident
with y of the radius
β: saggital rotation of the radius
e2: perpendicular to e1 and e3 γ: radial pronation(+) and
supination(-)
Figure 2.9: ISB joint coordinate system of forearm motion, as described in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.6: ISB joint coordinate system of the wrist.
Joint Axis Definitions
Cardan
Order
Angle Interpretations
Wrist
Fig. 2.10
e1: proximal segment, coinci-
dent with z of the proximal
segment’s coordinate system
x, y, z
α: wrist flexion (+) and ex-
tension (-)
e3: distal segment, coincident
with y of the distal coordinate
system
β: radial (+) and ulnar (-)
deviation
e2: perpendicular to e1 and e3 γ: forearm pronation (+)
and supination (-)
Figure 2.10: ISB joint coordinate system of wrist motion, as described in Table 2.6.
Figures 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 correspond to the ISB JCS of the elbow, forearm, and wrist, respec-
tively, as described in Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, respectively.
2.1.4.1 Biomechanical properties of gross movements of upper arm limb segments
Particular biomechanical properties exist within a healthy human body. An understanding of these
capabilities provides a set of expectations for a healthy subject and goals for an individual receiving
physical rehabilitation for the upper limb; subsequently, a patient meeting these goals would
indicate a completion point for therapeutic intervention. This set of biomechanical properties also
provides specification for the sensors used in an upper limb tracking device. The chosen sensors
must be able to represent the entirety of the expected ranges of motion and torque without aliasing
to provide meaningful data.
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Table 2.7: Range of motion of gross movements of the elbow, forearm, and wrist.
Limb Segment Muscle Group ROM (◦) Active ROM (◦)
Elbow
Flexion 145 30 – 130
Extension -5 0
Forearm
Pronation -75 50
Supination 85 50
Wrist
Flexion 70—85 40
Extension -60 – -75 -40
Radial deviation -15 – -20 -10
Ulnar deviation 35 – 40 30
Table 2.8: Torques associated with four degrees of freedom in the elbow, forearm, and wrist [11]
.
Limb Segment Muscle Group Mean Peak
Torque
(N·m)
Standard
Deviation
(N·m)
Elbow
Flexion 71.1 15.1
Extension 41.4 10.7
Forearm
Pronation 7.2 1.8
Supination 8.9 2.3
Wrist
Flexion 12.2 3.7
Extension 7.1 2.1
Radial deviation 11.0 2.0
Ulnar deviation 9.5 2.2
2.2 Existing Systems
Wearable tools for physical rehabilitation of the upper limb are becoming more prevalent both
in research and clinics due to recent advances in technology. Consistently, biofeedback has been
made a key component in the operation of such systems, as it allows some combination of the
user, healthcare professional, or the device itself to gain insight into the affected individuals’ con-
dition and respond accordingly. Tracking systems primarily focus on monitoring physiological and
biomechanical signals to provide information to the user. Exoskeletons are body-worn mecha-
tronic systems consisting of: sensors to detect the body’s signals, a control system to interpret
this feedback and provide instructions, and actuators that use these commands to assist the user
in motion. Robotic arms have also been developed. The scope and capabilities of existing systems
vary extensively. Some of these are compared in the following section.
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2.2.1 Exoskeletons
Exoskeletons are rigid structures that provide an organism with means of support, protection, and
the ability to sense its environment. This concept can be directly extended to robotic exoskeletons,
which perform the same tasks to enhance the skeleton of the human during rehabilitation. These
devices consist of a series of rigid links that mimic the functionality of the limb: the mechanical
structures provide support to the weakened limb; sensors mimic the humans’ sensory capabilities;
the control system processes this information; and the actuators exert the response.
More specifically, upper limb exoskeletons are wearable systems that enact desired motion by
providing the user with the necessary mechanical power. They can be used to perform rehabilitative
exercises or assist in activities of daily living by producing the torque and force needed to complete
these tasks without causing too much fatigue; likewise, it is important to ensure that use of the
device does not have a net metabolic carrying cost on the user. In order to address this, many
systems are not entirely portable but grounded or attached to a table.
To be effective, exoskeleton systems should simulate natural human motion as closely as pos-
sible, mitigating abnormal jerks and vibrations. This is an incredibly challenging task due to the
complex nature of the upper limb and would require an intricate control system. Selection of
actuator technology is a critical component; here, high power-to-weight ratios and back-drivability
are ideal.
2.2.1.1 Existing exoskeleton-based systems
Exoskeletons for the upper limb have been developed by research institutions worldwide. Although
the primary goal of these devices is similar, the methods and mechanisms used to achieve this vary
greatly. This is highlighted by the extensive technology reviews conducted by researchers such as
Maciejasz [14], Gopura [32], and Jarrasse´ [15]. A subset of these existing devices are listed below
in Tables 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11. Criteria for this comparison include the following: the segments of
the upper arm included in the design, the number of allowed active degrees of freedom, the sensors
used to retrieve physiological and biomechanical feedback from the user, and any notable features
of the system’s control architecture.
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2.2.2 Tracking systems
In addition to full exoskeleton systems, researchers have developed upper limb tracking systems.
These can be used as tools to allow healthcare professionals and affected individuals to obtain
biofeedback. The use of such a system can ensure that the limb is able to regain its pre-injury
functionality through the frequent monitoring and correction of biomechanical and physiological
properties. By pinpointing the areas in need of improvement, it is likely that the rehabilitation
process can be made more effective and expedient. There are many types of sensors that can be
used to implement an upper limb motion tracking system while achieving the same goal; however,
the operating principle of different sensor types affects their performance in this application. Zhou’s
survey on human motion tracking for rehabilitation provides an overview of existing technologies,
their advantages and drawbacks. Overall, they can be grouped as ‘visual’ or ‘non-visual’ tracking
systems, where the former consists of optical/motion-capture systems and the latter includes:
inertial based, magnetic based, and glove based systems [38].
2.2.2.1 Inertial systems
Inertial systems are able to track biomechanical metrics through the use of inertial sensors. Devices
such as accelerometers and gyroscopes monitor the angular acceleration, velocity and position of
the limb segment. Magnetometers are often incorporated into inertial measurement units (IMUs)
to measure the effect of Earth′s magnetic field to correct the heading and attach it to a fixed
reference frame.
Additional body-worn sensors can also be included in human motion tracking systems to sup-
plement the information obtained by IMUs. This may include: more mechanical feedback, such
as force and torque sensors; acoustic representations of muscle movement, using ultrasonic sources
and microphones; and physiological information through sEMG.
Inertial systems are generally advantageous as portable tools throughout the rehabilitation
process. They are accessible due to their low cost. As well, they are light and compact, enabling
them to be easily integrated into a system without impeding on the natural movement of the user.
Since they are not bulky or obtrusive, the data collected is more likely to reflect the affected indi-
vidual’s capabilities better. They can be highly accurate and computationally efficient; however,
proper sensor placement and calibration processes are essential to the system’s efficacy. A major
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challenge facing inertial systems is the effect of gyroscope drift, causing the orientation estimation
to deteriorate over time. Most of this can be mitigated through sensor fusion techniques.
Some of the developed inertial tracking systems are listed below in Table 2.12. Measures for
this comparison include: the segments of the upper arm included in the design, the number of
allowed active degrees of freedom, the sensors used to retrieve physiological and biomechanical
feedback from the user, and the sensor fusion algorithms employed to convert the data into a form
that is meaningful to the user. Inclusion criteria for this table were as follows:
 Must describe both the biomechanical sensing and control techniques used.
 Must monitor activity from at least two of the following: elbow, forearm, or wrist.
 Tracking systems must include at least two of the following: accelerometers, gyroscopes,
magnetometers, EMG acquisition modules, or ultrasonic sensors.
2.2.2.2 Optical motion capture systems
On the other hand, motion Capture, or MoCap, devices record the movement of the human body
or other objects using optical or magnetic sensors. These systems use multiple cameras with
overlapping projections to extrapolate motion based on specific markers or features. Typically,
MoCap systems are not designed for a particular structure and are more commercially available
than non-optical systems. This is due to their overwhelming presence in the entertainment and
military industries; in fact, some systems designed for recreation, such as the Microsoft Kinect,
have been re-purposed by researchers to study human movement throughout the rehabilitation
process. Optical MoCap systems can be subdivided into two categories: marker based and marker
free. The use of markers indicates the points between which the system must triangulate to obtain
the link′s positions; alternatively, the omission of markers causes reliance on optical sensors to
dynamically track surface features.
Visual marker based systems: Visual marker based systems use markers as identifiers for
particular structures within the limb. Information regarding the complexity of human movement
is not compromised due to the ability of optical sensors to triangulate most degrees of freedom;
thus, these systems are considered to be very accurate and often the ”gold standard” of motion
tracking [38]. However, unavailability of resources such as space and money may deter one from
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choosing this solution. Due to the setup of the cameras, systems are far from compact and a con-
trolled environment is required for correct operation; as well, they are costly and computationally
expensive.
Active marker based motion capture places markers with embedded LEDs on the links of a
kinematic chain. Using an infrared sensor, the camera system is able to identify the markers based
on their self-emitted infrared light. The position of the link segments are determined through
the identification of markers based on their positions relative to one another, and triangulating
the distances between them. In order to accurately resolve the three dimensional image without
succumbing to occlusions, the LED markers can be illuminated individually.
Conversely, the markers used in passive optical systems do not emit their own light; instead,
they incorporate retro-reflective balls. These markers reflect the light that illuminates them, which
is generated by infrared emitters mounted to the motion-observing cameras. Passive markers rely
on a priori knowledge of the relative marker placement and temporal continuity of the kinematic
chain in order to mitigate ambiguities. The information observed by a single camera uses density
to estimate the centroid of the marker on a two dimensional image; however, multiple cameras
are required to resolve a three dimensional representation. Passive marker based systems require
more time to resolve occlusions and more extensive manual cleanup on the software end in order
to obtain meaningful data.
Marker free optical tracking systems: Marker free systems omit the use of body-worn
markers in motion tracking; instead, they rely on powerful cameras to identify structures within the
human body and measure the position of its linkage structures accordingly. Without dependence
on markers to identify features, the sources of error associated with sensor attachment and marker
visibility are mitigated. This also makes the system more compact and often less expensive. In
order to retain high accuracy, complex algorithms have been developed to recognize the boundaries
and features of the human body, without being limited to any number of degrees of freedom.
Naturally, this becomes computationally expensive. Hardware used within the system must also
support this: the cameras used must have a very high resolution and speed for effective detection.
Factors affecting the operating modalities of marker free systems include: the number of cam-
eras and their configurations, the use of global, local, or dependence-graph-based feature selection,
and the dimensionality of the model used. Two dimensional systems are only concerned with
motion that takes place within a defined image plane. The 2-D method can be expanded upon
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to include a priori knowledge of human movement in order to segment the body and to track
active shape modules through background deletion. A three dimensional approach recovers artic-
ulated poses over time by representing the skeletal structure as either a stick figure or volumetric
model consisting of elliptical cylinders. Time-of-flight infrared technology provides the basis for
systems such as those developed by: SoftKinect [49], Organic Motion [48], and PrimeSense. This
approach uses the known speed of light to measure the signal between the camera and the subject,
illuminating the area with modulated infrared light to create 3-D depth maps.
The most popular 3-D marker-free system is Microsoft’s Kinect [50]. Its software development
kit provides the user with skeleton joint angles; as well, there are open source libraries specifically
for human motion tracking such as Skeltrack [51]. As it follows, SeeMe [52], VirtualRehab [53],
and Jintronix [54] have all used the Kinect platform to create commercially available systems for
motion tracking, diagnostics, and therapeutic games. Additionally, academic studies have been
conducted using the Kinect for motion tracking of the upper limb; for instance: Metcalf et al. [55]
uses it for hand kinematic analysis, Tian combines the Kinect data with IMUs [45], Otten has
conducted a feasibility study [56], Scano [58], and Li [57] also looked at this technology for upper
limb rehabilitation.
2.3 Conclusions
Through this literature review, it can be determined that there is a need for the development of an
additional upper limb tracking system for the purpose of monitoring physical rehabilitation from
MSDs. This chapter began by reviewing the affected anatomy of the elbow, forearm, and wrist,
which need attention following the occurrence of injury; here, focus was placed on the characteris-
tics of motion that should be observed, including its angular range and active muscles. From here,
existing monitoring systems and exoskeletons used in the physical rehabilitation of the upper limb
were sorted according to the following criteria: limb segments analyzed, biomechanical sensing,
physiological sensing, and control and sensor fusion techniques. Other monitoring techniques were
explored. From the exploration of existing technologies, it appears as though a gap exists for a
monitoring system for the wrist, forearm, and elbow that can be used in a non-laboratory setting
with both biomechanical and physiological feedback.
Chapter 3
Development and Evaluation of a
Biosignal Acquisition Sleeve
3.1 Introduction
As noted in the prior art component of the previous chapter, body-worn sensor-based systems are
ubiquitous in mobile monitoring tools. This chapter focuses on the development of a biosignal
acquisition sleeve for the upper limb in order to collect information relevant to MSD recovery. It
discusses the ideal hardware design and an initial sleeve prototype.
The chapter begins with Section 3.2, where the initial design criteria and specifications are
established. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe the sensor selection and the construction of single-
modality sensor networks. The former, Section 3.3, will focus on biomechanical feedback while the
latter, Section 3.4 centers on the acquisition of digital physiological signals. Results from each of
these partial prototypes can be used to inform more specifications for the system; consequently, the
microprocessor selection and integration of the subsystems into the electronics design is presented
in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 describes the implementation of a preliminary sleeve prototype using
primarily off-the-shelf components, as well as the physical structure of the sleeve; additionally,
sample results from multi-modality sensor data collection is presented. The chapter is concluded
in Section 3.7.
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3.2 Initial Design Considerations
The goal of this work is to develop a wearable upper limb monitoring device. It should be able
to acquire biometric data such that a complete profile of the user’s motion is formed; principally,
allowing one to track progress in the recovery of a musculoskeletal disorder. This section focuses
on the creation of a signal acquisition sleeve to collect the pertinent information, outlining an
initial set of specifications and the steps required to obtain additional specifications to inform the
next iteration of the design. The process can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Process describing the determination of design specifications for the biosignal acquisi-
tion sleeve.
As seen above, the primary functional requirements of the device were first defined. They are
outlined as follows:
1. Able to form a full motion profile of the following four degrees of freedom:
(a) elbow flexion–extension,
(b) forearm pronation–supination,
(c) wrist flexion–extension, and
(d) ulnar–radial deviation.
2. Include methods of obtaining biomechanical feedback, physiological feedback, and other sen-
sory information required to use these data in existing research-based models of upper-limb
motion.
3. Allow for modularity.
4. Be fully ambulatory and untethered; ensure that the hardware is self-contained.
5. The sleeve should be able to be reprocessed and washed.
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The qualitative and psychosocial aspects of the design can also be determined prior to building
any partial prototypes. Many of these can be derived through existing studies, such as the ones
conducted by Bergmann and Macgregor [59], Belsi [60], and Papi et al. [61], which have surveyed
healthcare professionals and potential users of such medical devices. By adhering to the desires of
the users, compliance of the system and consequently, outcomes of physical rehabilitation, could
be greatly improved. Some of these criteria are as follows:
 Users would prefer to avoid the stigmatization of using a medical device. To do so, the
following conditions must be met:
– The sleeve should be esthetically pleasing and not draw unwanted attention.
– The sleeve should contain small and embedded sensors to reduce bulk.
– The sleeve should be comfortable and the components should distribute the pressure.
 The device should not be obtrusive or affect one’s ability to perform ADLs; its impact on
motion should be minimal.
 The sleeve should be comfortable for the user to wear for prolonged periods of time.
 Operation of the sleeve should be simplistic enough to be accessible to patients and profes-
sionals.
3.3 Single Modality Subsystem — Biomechanical
To determine additional design specifications for the final iteration of the biosignal acquisition
sleeve, single-modality sensing networks were first built and tested. The first single-modality
subsystem focuses on obtaining reliable biomechanical feedback, as it is a stated requirement
within the previous section. The data collected should be representative of the specific motion
performed by the user. In order to determine the modality, factors including the accuracy, cost,
complexity, and size of the sensors must be considered. As well, one of the sleeve’s requirements
is the self-containment of hardware and the ability to use the device in a variety of environments.
Through a qualitative comparison of technologies in Table 3.1, it is evident that the modality most
suitable for this application is the inertial measurement unit (IMU).
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Table 3.1: Functional comparison of biomechanical tracking modalities.
Modality Accuracy
Computational
Complexity
Cost Portability
Inertial measurement unit High Low Low High
Optical tracking– marker
High
(gold standard)
High Mid-range Low
Optical tracking– marker-free High High Low Low
Magnetic tracking Mid-range Low Low Mid-range
3.3.1 IMU requirements and selection
To create a proper biomechanical motion profile, the IMU selected must provide representative
information of the limb’s orientation, position, angular velocity, and angular acceleration. Ac-
celerometers are shown to be capable of obtaining such signals in many motion tracking studies;
however, the calculation of metrics such as position are susceptible to non-negligible integration
error. The main component of the signal is the acting gravitational force, such that the other
parts of the signal are obscured. As well, highly accurate, linear accelerometer measurements are
challenging to obtain without the use of very expensive sensors. Typically, gyroscopes are used
in conjunction with accelerometers to provide an additional three degrees of freedom. Gyroscopes
cannot be used independently due to the significant accumulation error, or drift, present in the
signal. Still, IMUs are able to compensate for the shortcomings of the accelerometers. The drift
problem can be solved through the use of additional sensors that are able to orient themselves
with respect to the Earth’s gravitational force, such as magnetometers or GPS sensors. The data
should accurately reflect the position of the arm, such that changes in posture and the occurrences
of gross motions can easily be identified, as well as compared with the expected motion. These
signals should be obtained at a rate of 10 Hz, which is approximately twice the expected frequency
of human motion (0–5 Hz) in accordance with Nyquist criteria.
3.3.1.1 IMU component selection
Ultimately, the IMU module selected was the 9 DOF LSM9DS1 by STMicroelectronics. The IC is a
package, pictured in Figure 3.2, consisting of a 3-axis linear accelerometer, a 3-axis magnetometer,
and a 3-axis gyroscope. It is of relatively low cost for a commercially available 9 DOF sensor. The
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IMU can be configured to operate with an I2C, 3 wire SPI, or 4 wire SPI communication interface.
The full scale values of all three sensors can be set within the device registers to be made suitable
for this application. It has a 16 bit output resolution, which is sufficient to represent the data to
the desired degree of accuracy for human motion. The IMU has the ability to self-test, to enable
interrupts, and to power-off particular sensors within the IC. This sort of flexibility may become
beneficial later for particular testing scenarios and to support modularity within the system. The
LSM9DS1 is a well-documented, well-supported integrated circuit; in fact, both SparkFun and
Adafruit have released free libraries for Arduino and other common microprocessors on GitHub.
This allows for minimal setup and coding, enabling rapid partial prototyping.
Figure 3.2: LSM9DS1 inertial measurement unit IC package.
3.3.2 IMU partial prototype setup
A sensor network that collected data from the IMUs was built in order to test their capabilities
and to determine additional hardware specifications. Four LSM9DS1 ICs were placed along the
upper limb. The sensors’ placement was determined such that biomechanical information could
be obtained and joint angles of the system’s four DOF could be calculated. To minimize motion
artefacts due to skin displacement, they were placed along the following bony structures:
 The distal end of the upper arm near the elbow,
 The proximal end of the forearm near the elbow,
 The distal end of the forearm at the base of the wrist, on the dorsal side,
 The base of the back of the hand.
The four LSM9DS1 IMUs communicate using a four wire serial peripheral interface (SPI)
communication bus. Each sensor’s serial data out pin is connected into the master-in slave-out
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(MISO) pin in the following sensor of the chain and are returned into the master-out slave-in
(MOSI) pin of the microcontroller. It was determined that these sensors do not easily support
daisy-chaining, so individual chip selects were used for each sensor’s accelerometer–gyroscope pair
and magnetometer.
The data were collected using an Arduino Teensy 3.5 microcontroller, which was supplied with
5V through the use of a USB cable connected to a PC. The output of the microcontroller’s 3.3V
regulator was used to power the sensors. The script used to collect data from the sensor uses
SparkFun’s open source library from GitHub, and printed the data as a comma delimited list.
3.3.2.1 IMU calibration and data processing
Data from the IMUs were collected on an on-board SD card and saved as comma delimited lists.
The microcontroller script uses the open source LSM9DS1 library from Sparkfun. To provide
accurate joint angle information, the data collected by the four inertial sensors underwent calibra-
tion and orientation estimation. A function from the SparkFun LSM9DS1 library for Arduino was
used to calibrate the accelerometer and gyroscope in real time. This function determines sensor
bias through the averaging of collected raw data. This bias is converted to the appropriate unit
(degrees/s for the gyroscope and g for accelerometer) and removed from the current value. All
values are scaled with respect to the resolution calculated from the selected sensor sensitivity.
While the magnetometer uses the same resolution scaling process, the remainder of its cal-
ibration was completed off-board using Merayo et al.’s method for scalar calibration of vector
magnetometers using linear parameterization [62]. First, raw data is collected from the sensor
using the Arduino Teensy 3.5. The sensor is moved through as many orientations and positions
as possible to create a full data profile. Then, the data were saved as a comma delimited list and
entered into Mathworks’ MATLAB.
Here, Merayo’s technique is applied, with the understanding that three orthogonal compo-
nents of B, the magnetic field, should exist on a sphere’s surface where its radius is equal to the
normalized vector. The field can be expressed as follows:
B = α1u1 + α2u2 + α3u3 = β1w1 + β2w2 + β3w3 (3.1)
where α and β represent the vectors’ components in the orthonormal basis [u1, u2, u3] and the
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arbitrary basis [w1, w2, w3], respectively, which describe the intrinsic characteristics of the sensor.
The data is mapped to an ellipsoid, where calibration occurs when the following equation is
minimized:
(
−→
M −−→c )′(Û ′Û)(−→M −−→c ) = 1. (3.2)
Here
−→
M is the magnetometer input, −→c is the ellipsoid center, and Û is an upper triangular
matrix that can be obtained from decomposing the ellipsoid. Through linear parameterization and
Cholesky factorization, the matrix Â, equal to the expression Û ′Û , can be determined. Ultimately,
this matrix is a three-by-three representation of the unit scaling factors required for spherical
mapping of the existing data; subsequently, −→c is a three-by-one vector representing the offset
bias. The results of the calibration are applied to future collected data sets through the following
expression:
Â ∗ (−→M −−→c ) (3.3)
Figure3.3 shows the results of applying the ellipsoid mapping function to data collected from
the four IMU sensors in every possible orientation. Equation 3.2 was used to apply the offset and
scaling matrix to the raw data, resulting in the appearance of a sphere. The more ”filled” and
ideal-shape spheres indicate more successful calibrations. The figure also lists the values of Â and
−→c found in the laboratory environment for the four sensors.
Following the input of collected motion data, the initial position was calculated using the
three-axis attitude determination (TRIAD) algorithm [63]. The TRIAD algorithm is based on the
construction of two triads of orthonormal unit vectors, which are components of the same reference
frame. The multiplication of the two triads provides Â, a direct cosine matrix representing the
estimated initial position, which is defined as follows:
Â =
[
Ŝ
... M̂
... Ŝ × M̂
] [
ŝ
... m̂
... ŝ× m̂
]T
. (3.4)
Here, Ŝ and M̂ were the respective normalized accelerometer and magnetometer reading vectors
in the body frame, and ŝ and m̂ were the respective normalized gravity and magnetic field vectors
in the world frame.
Finally, each sensor’s orientation was estimated in quaternions using the Madgwick filter [64].
This method was chosen due to its open-source code implementation, lack of complexity, relatively
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Figure 3.3: Results of the Merayo ellipsoid-to-sphere mapping calibration for each of the four
LSM9DS1 IMUs.
small computational load with acccuracy comparable to Kalman-type filters. The direct cosine
matrix from the TRIAD algorithm was converted to a quaternion and used as the initial position.
First, the accelerometer and magnetometer measurements were normalized. Then, these data
and knowledge of the magnetic field in both the Earth and sensor frames were used as inputs to the
gradient descent algorithm. The inverse Jacobian and objective functions were multiplied together
and then normalized to provide the step orientation estimation. Afterwards, drift compensation
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was performed through the computation of the angular gyroscope error direction, the removal of
gyroscope biases, and the computation of the quaternion rate of change measured by the gyroscope.
The quaternion rate of change was found through integrating: the a priori estimate, the
measured gyroscope quaternion, and the gradient descent estimation with unity gain factor of β.
The result was normalized and the quaternion orientation was determined at the given time step.
3.3.2.2 IMU partial prototype testing, results, and discussion.
This subsystem is programmed such that the representative voltages from the accelerometer, gy-
roscope, and magnetometer are read, converted into angular acceleration, velocity, and heading
respectively through functions in existing libraries, and stored into a .csv file for further abstrac-
tion. The intent of this partial prototype is to check the efficacy of the communication protocol
and the signals collected.
To accomplish the first objectives, a simple test program was used to verify the functionality
of the SPI communication protocol. Through testing, it was determined that daisy-chaining the
sensors was not appropriate for the collecting data from the chosen IMUs; instead, the multiple
chip select method was used. It was possible to connect four LSM9DS1 sensors and use SPI com-
munication to read the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data at the desired sampling
rate (952 Hz for accelerometers, 952 Hz for gyroscopes, and 100 Hz for magnetometers) at a baud
rate of 115200 bits per second.
The efficacy of the subsystem was determined in two ways:
 Through visual analysis of the data collected while performing basic motions representing
the four degrees of freedom of the elbow and wrist,
 and through the comparison of the Euler angle readings processed from each sensor to those
collected simultaneously using a commercially available tracking system.
In order to observe the joint angles in the first efficacy test, the IMU data is returned and
stored in terms of x,y,z components of the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data.
In this verification procedure, the sensor chain was donned by the user and it was ensured that
the sensors were properly located. The microcontroller was instructed to begin collecting data,
initially with the user standing in an anatomically neutral position for ten seconds. The user was
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asked to perform one repetition of elbow flexion–extension, forearm pronation–supination, wrist
flexion–extension, and ulnar–radial deviation with three seconds between each motion type.
The data collected on the SD card was input into MathWorks’ MATLAB for further processing.
Here, the quaternion representation of each sensor’s data were transformed into a rotation matrix.
Rhe rotation matrices are as follows:
 RuArmworld , the data collected on the sensor located on the upper arm, proximal of the elbow,
with respect to the world frame.
 RuFworld , the data collected on the sensor on the upper forearm arm, distal of the elbow, with
respect to the world frame.
 RlFworld , the data collected on the sensor on the lower forearm arm, proximal of the wrist,
with respect to the world frame.
 RHandworld , the data collected on the sensor on the back of the hand, distal of the wrist, with
respect to the world frame.
In order to determine the transformation matrix between adjacent sensors’ rotation matrix, the
general formula was applied:
Q = Rdistal
−1Rproximal. (3.5)
The transformation for each gross motion’s angle is dependent on the joint coordinate system
(JCS) guidelines provided by the International Society of Biomechanics. The JCS used to define
the motions of interest are described in Section 2.1.4. For the elbow joint, the JCS indicates that
elbow flexion–extension motion can be described across the forearm relative to the humerus in
the z,x,y Carden order. Equation 3.5 can first be applied to find the transformation matrix that
relates the sensor data from RuFworld with respect to R
uArm
world as
Qelbow = R
uArm
world
−1
RuFworld (3.6)
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This transformation matrix can then be decomposed based on its order to yield:
Qelbow = QyQxQz =

cγ 0 sγ
0 1 0
−sγ 0 cγ


1 0 0
0 cβ −sβ
0 sβ cβ


cα −sα 0
sα cα 0
0 0 1
 (3.7)
and then re-multiplied, resulting in the following:
Qelbow =

cγcα − sαsβsγ −sγcα cαsγ + sβsαcγ
cγsα + cαsβsγ cαcβ sαsγ − cαcγsβ
−cβsγ sβ cβcγ
 (3.8)
As the ISB guidelines indicate, α is representative of the flexion–extension joint motion.
The JCS describes the radio-ulnar joint using the motion from the radius with respect to the
ulna along a x,z,y Carden order. Here, Equation 3.5 is applied as: Qforearm = R
uF
world
−1 · RlFworld
and then decomposed based on its order as follows:
Qforearm = QyQzQx =

cγ 0 sγ
0 1 0
−sγ 0 cγ


cβ −sβ 0
sβ cβ 0
0 0 1


1 0 0
0 cα −sα
0 sα cα

Qforearm = QyQzQx =

cβcγ −sβ cβsγ
sαsγ + cαcγsβ cαcβ cαsβsγ − cγsα
cγsαsβ cβsα cαcγ + sαsβsγ

(3.9)
Within this coordinate frame, the angle of interest is also α, which is the pronation–supination
motion.
The wrist uses a JCS that measures the sensor on the hand with respect to the sensor located
on the distal side of the wrist. Using x,y,z Carden angles, Qwrist = R
lf
world
−1 ·Rhandworld is decomposed
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the mean ROM recorded from the IMU subsystem to the expected values
from literature
Motion
Recorded
mean ROM (◦)
Expected
ROM (◦)
EFE
Flexion 135.4341 145
Extension -3.3802 -5
PS
Pronation -75.2062 -75
Supination 82.3386 85
WFE
Flexion 79.0954 70–85
Extension -69.8707 -60– -75
URD
Ulnar deviation 30.7455 35–40
Radial deviation -20.8011 -15– -20
as:
Qwrist = QxQyQz =

cγ −sγ 0
sγ cγ 0
0 0 1


cβ 0 sβ
0 1 0
−sβ 0 cβ)


1 0 0
0 cα −sα
0 sα cα)

Qwrist = QxQyQz =

cβcγ −cβsγ sβ
cαsγ + cγsαsβ cαcγ − sαsβsγ −cβsα
sαsγ − cαcγsβ cγsα + cαsβsγ cαcβ

(3.10)
The guideline indicates that wrist flexion–extension motion is represented by the angle α and
the ulnar–radial deviation is represented by β. These two angles are isolated and found as the
angles representative of these gross motions.
These biomechanical representations are applied to their corresponding gross motions from the
dataset collected. For each gross motion, ten data sets, consisting of three repetitions, were col-
lected. The mean maximum and minimum values for each gross motion were recorded, interpreted,
and compared to the expected ROM in Table 3.2.
As well, sample plots of each of the four specified gross motions are displayed in Figure 3.4.
These new data are plotted as the joint angle, in degrees, with respect to time, in samples.
One is able to determine that the ISB based representation shows the four gross motions as
expected through comparison of the obtained peak values from ten trials to the reported ROMs
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Figure 3.4: Sample plots of the range of motion obtained using the IMU subsystem, the Madgwick
filter, and the ISB JCS angle decompositions.
in literature.
The second verification task uses the Aurora commercial magnetic tracking system (Northern
Digital Inc. Medical, Waterloo) as a ground truth to compare the recorded values of the magnetic
sensors to those collected using the IMUs. Data were logged from the Aurora and the IMU
system simultaneously, using the proprietary NDI Tracker tool for the former and the SD card
on-board the Arduino Teensy 3.5 for the latter. As the NDI Tracker arbitrarily defines the fourth
dimension of each quaternion as zero, Euler angles were used as the basis of comparison. Since the
Aurora tracking probes are only capable of tracking two degrees of freedom of rotation, two probes
were required to track each sensor site. In order to track the IMU position, a small 3-D printed
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) cube was affixed to the sensor. One probe was taped to the
top of the cube and the other on the side, such that they are perpendicular to one another. The
cube provides a physical support to hold the probes at the same angle as the sensor; additionally,
it provides a slight barrier between the two sensing modalities and reducing the level of magnetic
interference. The sensor–probe set up is shown in Figure 3.5.
To collect the data for comparison, a user was asked to don a sleeve with the IMUs fixed
to the four aforementioned positions. The IMU with the affixed magnetic tracking probes was
considered to be the IMU of interest. The user was asked to perform the four selected gross
motions that involves the sensor of interest, with five seconds of rest prior to movement after both
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Figure 3.5: LSM9DS1 IMU with the attached ABS plastic block and two magnetic tracking probes.
the microcontroller and Aurora programs began recording. The motions were performed with the
user facing forwards, towards the magnetic field generator. The orientation of the sleeve with
respect to the field generator, and the directions of roll, pitch, and yaw Euler angles are shown in
Figure 3.6. Following collection of all pertinent data for the sensor, the ABS block and magnetic
probes were moved to a new sensor of interest, and the data collection process was repeated.
Figure 3.6: Partial set-up of the second IMU validation method, with the field generator and IMU
subsystem shown. The arrows indicate the direction of roll, pitch, and yaw motion as
seen by the Aurora and IMU collection systems.
Both the Aurora and IMU datasets were saved as .csv files and input to MathWorks’ MATLAB.
The raw 9-DOF gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer data from the IMU were filtered, the
data stream’s initial quaternion was found using the TRIAD algorithm, and the orientation over
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the collection period was estimated using the Madgwick filter. The output was then converted to
Euler angles to provide a direct basis of comparison to the Aurora data. Here, the samples were
first matched up based upon the five second rest period at the beginning of the collection protocol.
The data stream was truncated to remove data collected before this rest period and following the
return to anatomical position at the end of the trial. As the Aurora collected data at a rate of 40
Hz and the Teensy 3.5 at a rate of 100 Hz, the Aurora data were up-sampled to ensure that there
were an equal number of data points for each system. The initial bias was determined to be the
difference, in degrees, between the first data points of each dataset; subsequently, this initial bias
level was removed for every point in the data series. After the data series were aligned, the root
mean square error (RMSE) between the Euler angle values was calculated for the roll, pitch, and
yaw of each motion. These RMSE values are reported in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: RMSE of the IMU subsystem to track human motion, with respect to the NDI Aurora
magnetic tracking system
Sensor Motion
Axis RMSE (◦)
Roll Pitch Yaw
S1 EFE 3.3774 2.6061 6.7474
S2
EFE 17.948 10.8534 5.118
PS 4.4546 missing* 3.5311
S3
PS 8.8853 4.6959 7.8376
WFE 10.6168 5.1243 14.4573
URD 0.6802 1.6945 10.6431
S4
WFE 5.2633 4.3349 11.3678
URD 8.0466 1.5983 2.0307
*Roll component of sensor 2’s forearm
pronation–supination omitted due to corrupted data
from the corresponding magnetic tracking probe.
The reported RMSE ranges from 0.6802◦ to 17.948◦, with the former being the roll compo-
nent of the radial–ulnar deviation measured distally from the wrist and the latter being the roll
component of elbow flexion–extension distally from the elbow. As they both occur along the same
axis of rotation, this is unlikely due to physical error of probe placement with respect to the
IMU or an error innate to the probe measurement itself. The discrepancy may be a result of the
visibility of the probes to the magnetic field generator, interference between the magnetometer,
magnetic tracking probes, and surrounding electronics, or alignment error between the two data
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streams. While the commercial magnetic tracking system is considered to be ground truth, there
are instances in the plotted data stream that appear to be the result of disturbances; as well, both
systems experienced issues with data points surround the singularity points when expressed in
terms of Euler angles. As some of the higher RMSE values reported in Table 3.3 are largely due
to signal alignment issues, the two data streams collected for each motion are displayed in figures,
as follows:
 Sensor 1, proximal to the elbow, in Figure 3.7;
 Sensor 2, distal to the elbow, in Figures 3.8 and 3.9;
 Sensor 3, proximal to the wrist, in Figures 3.10, 3.11,and 3.12; and,
 Sensor 4, distal to the wrist, in Figures 3.13, and 3.14.
Figure 3.7: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and the
Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of elbow flexion–
extension, collected from the sensor proximal to the elbow. The plot displays the yaw
(blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
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Figure 3.8: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and the
Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of elbow flexion–
extension, collected from the sensor distal to the elbow. The plot displays the yaw
(blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
Based on the findings of the first validation method, the IMU subsystem is capable of tracking
and recording motion within the expected ROM. The second method of validation was able to
quantify the closeness of tracking joint angles during human upper-limb motion with respect to a
ground truth system.
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Figure 3.9: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of forearm
pronation–supination, collected from the sensor distal to the elbow. The plot displays
the yaw (blue) and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
3.4 Single Modality Subsystem — Physiological
It is also stipulated that physiological feedback information can be collected through the biosignal
acquisition sleeve. For insight into human upper limb motion, the pertinent physiological functions
to be observed are neuro-musculoskeletal in nature; consequently, signals relating to the action
potentials generated during muscle recruitment should be collected. To do so, an appropriate
transducer is required to convert these raw data into a representative voltage that can later be
abstracted into something meaningful.
There are three sensing modalities that have been explored for this type of physiological sensing.
The first is electromyography (EMG), which is the observation of the motor neurons’ electrical
signals that cause muscle contractions. EMG systems typically require both an electrode to act
as an interface to the human body and an analog front end to acquire the signal. This modality
has been well studied; as a result, many variations of sensors and acquisition systems have been
developed, allowing for flexibility within the system. The scale, accuracy, portability, and cost
of the system can be controlled. More importantly, the processing of EMG signals has been
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Figure 3.10: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of forearm
pronation–supination, collected from the sensor proximal to the wrist. The plot
displays the yaw (blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
thoroughly researched such that there are numerous techniques and models with which to analyze
the collected signals.
More recently, mechanomyography (MMG) has been studied as an alternative to EMG. This
type of physiological sensing collects the mechanical vibrational signals that occur at the skin’s
surface following a muscle contraction. Easily accessible, low cost, analog sensors can be used
to obtain this signal, such as accelerometers and microphones. Unlike EMG, MMG is not sus-
ceptible to changing skin impedance and excessive noise due to sensor placement; however, the
low frequency range of the signals causes them to be easily obscured during dynamic movement.
Between this and the lack of information available on MMG processing, it was not used within this
design. Lastly, neuro-muscular information can be obtained through medical imaging techniques.
Nevertheless, this modality will not be discussed or considered due its lack of portability.
3.4.0.1 EMG acquisition requirements
To obtain electromyography signals from the sleeve, an appropriate module must be selected in
accordance with the design criteria. One of the primary requirements is portability and unobtru-
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Figure 3.11: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of wrist
flexion–extension, collected from the sensor proximal to the wrist. The plot displays
the yaw (blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
siveness; thus, limiting the capabilities of the EMG acquisition system. It should not be tethered
or large, reducing the processing power and thus the number of feasible sampling sites. One of the
challenges is to maintain the efficacy of the information without the need for expensive and large
equipment. One important specification of the EMG module is the sampling rate. The anticipated
spectrum of muscle activation signals ranges between 5 and 500 Hz; thus, the minimum acceptable
sampling rate of the sensors is 1000 Hz as per the Nyquist criteria. The acquisition module should
be able to limit interface noise and motion artefacts through a high common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) exceeding 90 and a high input impedance. More information on specific sensor criteria
can be found in Chapter 4.
Though most EMG transducers provide an analog output, it is more desirable to have a digital
representation of the signal. This can be done through the use of a suitable ADC and allows
for more flexibility in device communication. Digital signals can be transmitted through the I2C
or SPI bus, such that the complexity, wiring, and number of pins on the microprocessor can be
reduced. Still, this ADC would require a high-resolution output to prevent decimation of the
desired signal content. To prevent aliasing in the ADC conversion process, the raw EMG data
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Figure 3.12: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of ulnar–
radial deviation, collected from the sensor proximal to the wrist. The plot displays
the yaw (blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
should be collected and stored for later processing.
3.4.0.2 EMG module component selection
For the initial prototype, the Advancer Technology’s MyoWare Muscle Sensor was one of the
modules used to collect the EMG signals within the acquisition sleeve. This is a commercially
available component that acts as a self-contained module. It can be connected to a microcontroller-
based existing system without the need for an additional full hardware system and software suite. It
is small, unobtrusive, and untethered to an external base unit. Through a cursory search of online
retailers such as Digikey, Sparkfun, RobotShop, and Canada Robotix, it does not appear as though
there are other devices available that fulfill this criteria; though other technologies considered, such
as the Delsys Trigno Mini, were unavailable or too costly. The module is relatively inexpensive
and easy to incorporate into the sleeve, making it possible for users to make application-specific
modifications.
The MyoWare acts as the analog front end of the collection module, which is capable of
providing either a raw or enveloped version of the signal to a microprocessor. The MyoWare’s gain
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Figure 3.13: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of wrist
flexion–extension, collected from the sensor distal to the wrist. The plot displays the
yaw (blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
is adjustable such that it can be tailored to provide high quality outputs for the desired muscles.
As well, it has an acceptably high CMRR of 110 and an input impedance of 110 GΩ.
It only requires a low voltage, 3.3 V, single supply, making it simple to integrate into a sensor
network. The module contains two snaps in order to form a bipolar electrode configuration, where
a differential amplifier can remove the common mode component of the signal across the muscle
belly. The snaps allow one to interchange the types of electrodes used in the spirit of modularity.
3.4.0.3 ADC component selection
Unlike the MyoWare muscle sensors, the ADCs they will be connected to are not designed to be
interchangeable. The ADCs are responsible for conversion and transmission of the A/C EMG
signal; due to the complexity and particularity of this procedure, modularity here would require
changes in both hardware and software that would be too challenging for the typical user to
implement.
The ADC package selected for the biosignal acquisition sleeve is Texas Instruments ADS129X
series. This device has an above-average output resolution of 32 bits, ensuring that none of the
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Figure 3.14: Plot comparing the Euler angles recorded by the IMU subsystem (dotted lines) and
the Aurora magnetic tracking system (solid lines) during two repetitions of radial–
ulnar deviation, collected from the sensor distal to the wrist. The plot displays the
yaw (blue), roll (red), and pitch (black) in degrees with respect to time.
Figure 3.15: MyoWare EMG acquisition module.
information is obscured by noise in the digitization process. This inherently allows for the collection
of raw signals, such that no filtering is necessary in the hardware. The ADS1292R is a medical
grade device and has features that reflect this, such as: a right-leg drive, to reduce the common
mode noise; lead detection, to ensure the electrode leads are connected properly; and a temperature
sensor, to provide data that may be necessary in some muscle models. It also supports the SPI
communication protocol, such that wiring and complexity are reduced.
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Figure 3.16: Functional block diagrams of (left) the ADS1292 2-channel ADC (right) the ADS1298
8-channel ADC.
Table 3.4: Electrode placement of the EMG subsystem
Muscle Primary Gross
Motion
Secondary Gross
Motion
Location in 3.17
Biceps brachii Elbow flexion Forearm supination a.
Triceps brachii Elbow exten-
sion
– b.
Pronator teres Forearm
pronation
Elbow flexion c.
Flexor carpi
ulnaris
Wrist Flexion Ulnar deviation d.
Extensor carpi
ulnaris
Ulnar devia-
tion
Wrist extension e.
3.4.0.4 Electrode placement
In order to record electromyography signals indicative of the four DOFs within the sleeve’s scope,
the EMG modules are placed on accessible surface muscles, indicative of a particular gross motion,
as informed by Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 in 3. The six selected muscles and the subsequent placement
of their associated electrodes is described in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.17 illustrates the location of the EMG electrodes as described in the fourth column of
the table above. Without proper, deliberate sensor placement, little of the desired signal content
will be picked up through the acquisition model and either cross talk or common noise will dominate
the response. As well, the figure below indicates the location of the active reference electrode, used
to further reduce common mode noise within the system. This is placed on the body structure of
the elbow.
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Figure 3.17: Placement of electrodes for use within the biosignal acquisition sleeve. (A) View of
electrodes placed on the anterior side of the upper limb in the coronal plane. (B) View
of electrodes placed on the posterior side of the upper limb in the sagittal plane. (C)
View of electrodes placed around the posterior of the elbow in the coronal plane.
3.4.1 EMG partial prototype setup 1 — MyoWare modules
Two separate EMG single modality subsystems were tested. For the sake of simplicity, the sub-
systems focused on the flexion–extension motion of the elbow. In both cases, gelled electrodes
were used to validate the change in muscle activity during the motion from the biceps brachii and
triceps brachii muscles.
The first setup used the MyoWare modules to collect raw EMG signal data from one bipolar
electrode site, the biceps brachii. A gelled electrode was placed at the terminals of the two female
snap locations on the sensor, as well as on the driven right leg attachment cable on the module.
Looking at the internal schematic of the sensor, the raw data signal comes from the output of a
Texas Instruments INA106 difference amplifier. This has a common mode rejection of 86 dB and
a fairly low input impedance of 110 kΩ , making it unsuitable for passive capacitive electrodes.
The MyoWare module’s signal was collected using a simple analog read function on the Arduino
Teensy 3.5. It was powered using 3.3 V from the microcontroller’s regulator.
The subject was asked to preform three repetitions of elbow flexion–extension motion. The
digitized signals were displayed in the serial monitor and copied into a .csv file; consequently,
the data were input into MathWork’s MATLAB. Here, it underwent filtration and amplification.
The resultant data were plotted such that visual detection could be used to determine if the data
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Figure 3.18: Placement of the MyoWare EMG acquisiton modules on the biceps brachii and triceps
brachii for sensor validation.
collected by the subsystem were characteristic of the anticipated signal. A sample of these data
can be seen in Figure 3.19 below:
Figure 3.19: Plots displaying the muscle activity of the biceps brachii, in blue, and the tricps
brachii, in red, during three repetitions of elbow flexion–extension with respect to
sample number. The data have been rectified, filtered, amplified, and normalized
with respect to the maxmimum value observed in the signal stream.
Figure 3.19 displays a plot of the sensor’s voltage representation of muscle activity with respect
to time, expressed in terms of the sample number. The sensor collects data at a sampling rate of 500
Hz, which is the expected frequency of EMG signals. Through visual detection, one can observe
three bursts in muscle activity on both data channels, which are indicative of the three elbow
flexion–extension repetitions preformed by the subject. This can be seen as a simple validation of
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the sensor.
3.4.2 EMG partial prototype setup 2 — ADS1292R
Another possible set-up for collection of EMG data from muscle sites is through the use of the
selected analog-to-digital converter. Here, an ADS1292R ECG/Respiration Breakout Kit was
purchased from ProtoCentral Inc. to be used within this protocol. This board contains the ADC,
regulated analog and digital power supplies, inputs for two electrode channels and a driven right leg
reference. The inputs are interfaced to the board via a jacks with three strands of sheilded cable,
each terminated by a female snap receiver. Like the previous subsystem setup, gelled electrodes
were snapped into the terminals of the snap receivers; however, monopolar signals were collected
at the biceps brachii and triceps brachii sites. A driven right leg electrode was attched to the
bony structure of the elbow to provide a reference signal. The setup of this trial is shown below
in Figure 3.20.
Figure 3.20: Placement of the gelled electrodes on the biceps brachii and triceps brachii, connected
to the ADS1292 for EMG sensing validation.
The ADS1292R breakout board was wired to an Arduino Uno microcontroller and a test
program was used to acquire digitized voltage representation of muscular activities from the three
sites. The Uno was used due to the breakout board’s required 5 V input that can be drawn from
this microcontroller itself. The ability to communicate with the module through the SPI protocol
was verified and the functionality of some of the ADC’s features was tested.
Following this verification, the subject was asked to preform three repetitions of elbow flexion–
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extension motion. The digitized signals were displayed in the serial monitor and copied into a .csv
file, input into MATLAB, and processed in the same manner as the raw signals obtained using
the MyoWare sensors in the first subsystem protocol. These data were plotted as the normalized
representative voltage with respect to the sample number, as seen in Figure 3.21.
Figure 3.21: Plots displaying the muscle activity of the biceps brachii, in blue, and the tricps
brachii, in red, during three repetitions of elbow flexion–extension with respect to
sample number. The data are collected from the 24-bit ADS1292R breakout boards
and have been rectified, filtered, amplified, and normalized.
Like the MyoWare setup, the data acquired through the ADC exhibited three bursts of muscle
activity, coinciding with the three motion repetitions. Specifically, the biceps brachii is activated
first through the flexion portion of the motion, followed by the triceps brachii during extension.
The observed signal matches the expected activation pattern.
3.5 Integrated Sleeve Design
3.5.1 Revised design considerations
Following the attempts at construction and testing of the two single-modality systems, the design
specifications of the integrated sleeve could be further defined. The microprocessor was selected
through analysis of the sensor program requirements and consideration of other peripherals. Data
transfer, communication, and the power circuitry have been designed around the aforementioned
constraints in order to limit the electronics, aside from the sensors, to a series of PCBs.
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3.5.2 Microcontroller selection
The microcontroller selected for the integrated design is part of Microchip’s PIC32 family. This chip
is capable of supporting the peripheral sensors and communication devices included in the design,
and is compatible with all of the components. It contains three SPI communication channels,
so it can support the two different sensing modalities and the device’s external communication
measures simultaneously; as well, there is an I2C channel for a battery management IC, such that
the system’s power can be transferred and monitored. The MCU’s 32-bit processor ensures that
there is no aliasing of recorded data; particularly, the 32-bit channel ensures that the EMG signals
quantized by the ADS1298 maintain their level of precision for effective processing results later on.
The MCU is able to run off of a 3.3 V supply rail, which is compatible with the chosen sensors.
This reduces the amount of boost/buck conversion circuitry required for the system and decreases
the likelihood of logic level shifting errors in the system design.
3.5.3 Board designs of major components
The main electronic components of the signal acquisition sleeve PCB were broken down into the
following three modules:
1. Microcontroller board: this board contains the PIC32MZ series microcontroller and its
supporting circuitry. It has buttons for both the manual reset of the board and the power.
As well, this module acts as a central hub for the electronics system of the sleeve and contains
a housing to interface with connectors that allow the other modules, as well as sensors, to be
attached to the system and routing for all three power supplies. The schematics and board
design are presented in Figures 3.22 and 3.23.
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Figure 3.22: Schematic of the integrated sleeve’s microcontroller module PCB.
Figure 3.23: Board layout of the integrated sleeve’s microcontroller module PCB.
2. ADC board: this board contains the eight channel ADS1298 analog-to-digital converter.
It has board housing to connect to the electrode module inputs, RFID protection for these
signals, and driven right leg circuitry to collect the common-mode signal from an external
source. The schematic, board design, and a photo of the fabricated board are presented in
Figures 3.24 and 3.25.
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Figure 3.24: Schematic of the integrated sleeve’s microcontroller module PCB.
Figure 3.25: Board layout of the integrated sleeve’s ADC module PCB.
3. Power management: This module is used to establish the three necessary power supplies
for the other modules and sensors used within the system. The design and fabrication of this
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module faced many iterations and challenges, which are further described in Section 3.5.3.1.
3.5.3.1 Power considerations
As the integrated sleeve is intended to be an untethered biomonitoring device, the electronic
components must be able to remain powered without a wired connection for the duration of a
typical at-home physical therapy regimen. This implies that it must be battery powered. A 400
mAh lithium-ion rechargeable coin cell battery from Illinois Capacitors’ RJD line was used to
provide power to the system. This chemical structure has been proven to be stable and safe for
consumer use; however, some power protection circuitry is required. Li-ion batteries have a high
energy density and are typically lightweight and durable. The coin-cell packaging of this particular
battery further reduces the footprint, such that the mass, size, and comfort of the device is not
compromised for functionality. This battery is considered to be memoryless, such that capacitance
is not sacrificed when charging the battery before it is fully discharged.
In the design, Texas Instruments’ BQ29702 chip was used to safeguard both the battery cell and
the wearer from high discharge currents and overcharge conditions using external FET monitoring
and trigger thresholds. This IC, and the remainder of the power circuitry, is displayed in Figure
3.27.
The power management system was then re-designed and greatly simplified from the initial
design shown in Appendix 1. The level of complexity and features within the ball grid array chip
were deemed unnecessary. Instead, MAXIM Integrated Products’ MAX1555 Dual-Input USB/AC
adapter 1-Cell Li+ battery charger was used. This chip uses a SOT23 package with only five
pins, making implementation significantly easier and does not require the I2C communication
protocol. Like the previous design, it receives power from the microUSB module without additional
protection. The battery output pin connects to the battery via Texas Instruments’ BQ29702 chip
for protection before branching off to two separate regulators.
One branch leads to the establishment of a separate +/- 5 V analog power source for both
the mixed-signal ADC and the electrode modules. A dual supply is output from this LDO, as
many EMG analog front end circuit modules use differential amplification and require the use of
both a positive and negative supply rail. Here, Texas Instrument’s TPS7379 is incorporated to
provide the desired output. The other regulator establishes a 3.3 V digital power supply. The
board includes housing for the connector cables that attach to the MCU module, providing power
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to the rest of the system. The board schematic and layout are presented in Figures 3.26 and 3.27.
Figure 3.26: Schematic diagram of final iteration of power management circuitry.
Figure 3.27: Board layout of the final iteration of power management circuitry.
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3.6 First Sleeve Prototype
A preliminary prototype of the biosignal acquisition sleeve was constructed utilizing the selected
sensing modalities and the sensor locations described earlier in this chapter; however, the micro-
controller and major board designs presented in Section 3.5 were not used due to limitations of
resources, time, and technical skills needed to implement and troubleshoot the module designs.
Still, the prototype fulfills the major criteria of the sleeve described in Section 3.2:
 The sensors remained modular,
 The system did not impede upon movement related to major gross motions,
 Both biomechanical and physiological sensing modalities were incorporated,
 The prototype was simple to use.
The developed prototype, including the physical sleeve and its electronic components, are
shown off-arm in Figure 3.28 and on-arm in Figure 3.29.
Figure 3.28: First prototype of the biosignal acquisition sleeve. (A) View of the exterior of the
sleeve laid flat, with the microcontroller and ADC inside the mesh pocket and the
IMUs in their pockets. (B) View of the interior of the sleeve laid flat, with the elbow
flex sensor and electrodes laid over possible placement sites.
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Figure 3.29: First prototype of the biosignal acquisition sleeve, shown on the arm of a user. (A)
View of the exterior of the sleeve, along the coronal plane of the arm. (B) View of
the exterior of the sleeve on-arm, along the sagittal plane. The sleeve is partially
un-velcroed to reveal the EMG acquisition electrodes.
The remainder of this section describes the changes made from the intended design to the
current prototype, the mechanisms for modularity, the physical design of the sleeve, and a quick
”common-sense” test where the prototype is used to obtain data from the four major gross motions
of the upper limb.
3.6.1 Microcontroller and power
While the initial integrated design uses individual board designs for the microcontroller/peripheral
hub and the system’s power management, the first version simplified and combined these boards
for rapid prototyping as shown in Figure 3.30. The Arduino Teensy 3.5 was used in place of
the Microchip MZ series microcontroller. The Arduino uses a simple integrated development
environment (IDE) for quick programming, and is sold on a breakout board that contains a built-
in SD card slot and an internal 3.3 V regulator. This reduces the components required in the
remainder of the design.
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Figure 3.30: Microntroller and power board for the biosignal acquisition sleeve prototype.
The use of the Teensy 3.5 does not compromise the performance of the system. In addition
to the built-in line for the SD card, there are three SPI buses available. This is sufficient to ac-
commodate the chosen peripheral devices. The processor is capable of storing the data acquisition
program and operates at a rate quick enough to collect data from the sleeve’s sensors at their
appropriate acquisition rates.
The board also contained a rechargeable 3.7 V lithium ion battery was used to provide power to
the microcontroller and its peripherals while untethered from a PC. The battery was charged using
the MAX1555 IC, which received 5 V from a microUSB when connected to a PC. The MAX1555
output was then attached to the Texas Instruments’ TPS65135 split rail voltage converter, which
provided a ± 5 V voltage rail. The positive voltage was used as a voltage source to power the
microcontroller.
A schematic of the printed circuit board can be seen below in Figure 3.31 below, and the board
layout is shown in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.31: Schematic of the microcontroller and power circuitry for the biosignal acquisition
sleeve prototype.
Figure 3.32: EAGLE board layout for the microcontroller and power circuitry for the biosignal
acquisition sleeve prototype.
3.6.2 Physical sleeve design
The sleeve’s physical structure has been chosen to best meet the design criteria and effectively
house the electronic components. It was based on the modification of an existing compression
sleeve, the ”Elixir Scorpion UV Sun Protective Compression Sleeve” purchased via Amazon.ca.
This sleeve extends from the base of the palm, wrapping around the thumb, to the upper arm,
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just distal of the elbow. It is comprised of a blend of nylon (85 %) and spandex (15 % ), which
is fabricated to wick moisture and maintain a comfortable temperature. The sleeve itself is shown
in Figure 3.33.
Figure 3.33: Physical structure of the biosignal acquisition sleeve. (A) Sleeve not on user, laid
flat with velcro and elastic exposed (B) Sleeve not on user, view of external sensor
pockets.
While the base purchased was a ”one size fits all” product, it was found to run on the larger
side. In order to make the fit adjustable the sleeve was cut along the humerus and ulna in the
coronal plane, stopping at the wrist. This cut was curved around the elbow. Thick Velcro strips
were sewn onto the sleeve on both sides, allowing the user to attach the two edges at a comfortable
point. The Velcro was placed in this location because it would not interfere with the anticipated
sensor sites.
The compression sleeve’s fit was intended to reduce muscle vibration, minimizing fatigue and
soreness; additionally, the structure ensured that the sensors were held firmly in place. Non-stick
elastic was sewn on the perimeter of the sensor sites, on the side of the sleeve in contact with the
user’s skin. This mechanically stabilized the skin, limited uncoupled motion and reduced motion
artefacts. Similarly, this elastic was attached around the extremities of the sleeve and near the
uncovered portion of the elbow, where the common reference electrode was placed.
The microcontroller, power sources, and inertial measurement units were placed along the
exterior of the sleeve. In order to conceal their appearance and secure them in place, pockets
were created using the same base material. These pockets were partially sewn onto the modified
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sleeve along two adjacent sides and attached to the other two via Velcro. This allowed for the
components to easily be removed in the following situations: the component was not in use, the
component was swapped for another sensor, or the sleeve needed to be reprocessed.
The IMU pocket sites were informed by the partial prototype set-up described earlier in this
chapter, in Section 3.3.2. The sensors themselves were attached to small PCBs, shown below in
Figure 3.35. The use of the board-to-wire connection system allowed for the detachment of sensors
to maintain modularity, without sacrificing ease of use due to the organization of the wires. The
board-to-wire connectors create a signal chain between the microcontroller and each of the sensors,
which can be seen in Figure 3.34.
Figure 3.34: Biosignal acquisition sleeve prototype with a signal chain between the microntroller
and IMUs using detachable board-to-wire connectors.
The five-signal connectors passed through the power, ground, serial data in, serial data out,
and clock pins; specifically, one connector was used to receive the signal from the previous sensor in
the chain, and the other connector was used to pass these signals to the next module. The boards’
use enabled the creation of these shared signal nodes. The final two-signal connector attached the
two chip select pins of the sensor to the microcontroller.
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Figure 3.35: PCBs containing the LSM9DS1 IMUs and SPI connection nodes. (A) Board layout
in EAGLE 7.6.0 (B) View of the assembled PCB with connectors.
Two piezoresistive sensors were incorporated within the sleeve design to provide an additional
representation of the wearer’s bending motion. Both sensors were placed on the interior layer
of the sleeve, in the anatomical coronal plane. One was placed across the interior of the elbow
joint (medial epicondyle) from just proximal of the elbow to just distal of the elbow. The other
sensor was place across the wrist on the lateral side of the arm. The leads on these sensors were
soldered to thin-gauged wire and attached to the MCU board with standard header pins. Each
of these sensors were fastened to the sleeve through the use of four loops of non-stick elastic, as
shown in Figure 3.36. This allows for the sensor to be easily added or removed from the structure,
to secure the base of the sensor, and to prevent the sensor from being bent in a manner that
will damage it. The piezoresistive sensors were calibrated prior to being incorporated within the
sleeve, as the sensor acts as a variable voltage divider, the output resistance was recorded while
the sensor was flat, at zero degrees, and at a right angle, 90 degrees. These values were then used
to proportionately map out resistance values that fall within that range.
Figure 3.36: Piezoresistive sensor secured to the interior of the biosignal accquisition sleeve.
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The electrodes and EMG acquisition modules were placed on the interior of the sleeve proto-
type. This allowed for the electrode sites to be selected based upon the user’s anatomy, as there
were no fixed locations on the sleeve. The interior sensor sites also allows for the type of electrode
to be easily swapped out, as both the MyoWare modules and the ADS1292 used snaps as electrical
connectors that were able to facilitate gelled electrodes or custom insulated electrodes. The com-
pression sleeve base holds the electrodes in place, decreasing movement and motion artefacts in
the signal. A wire routing pathway was created on the interior of the sleeve alongside the velcro to
streamline the sleeve’s profile for improved organization, comfort, and appearance. The interior of
the sleeve with electrodes and EMG acquisition modules can be seen below in Figure 3.37, showing
the sensors placed on a user’s arm before the sleeve is fastened. Silicon-based elastic was also sewn
around the perimeters of the underside of the pockets that house the IMUs in order to provide
mechanical stability to the sensors while the arm was in motion.
Figure 3.37: Biosignal acquisition sleeve prototype shown off-arm and open, providing a view of a
possible electrode placement.
3.6.2.1 Reprocessing considerations
In order to be a fully realized device, the designed biosignal acquisition sleeve must be able to
be reprocessed, such that it can be sterilized, cleaned, and made safe for repeated use. This
procedure must be accessible to those using the device remotely, outside of a lab or healthcare
environment; consequently, no specialized tools or equipment should be required. Simple cleaning
is made possible due to the modular nature of the device, such that sensitive components can be
detached and sterilized separately.
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The physical structure of the sleeve allows the user to take the device apart and wash the
components individually. The nylon–spandex material allows for the sleeve’s base to be washed
using simple detergent either by machine or by hand. The velcro, mesh, and elastic materials used
in the shell are also washable using conventional measures. The electronic components can be
removed from their respective pockets, fasteners, or sites prior to washing.
Although the sensors themselves do not come into contact with neither the human body nor
the environment while the sleeve is in use, they can be cleaned separately. Basic alcohol wipes
can be used to disinfect the sensors and their respective breakout boards without damaging the
circuitry.
3.6.3 Data acquisition, evaluation, and display
The prototype was evaluated through the collection and visual verification of data from the four
basic gross motions described in the initial design considerations in Section 3.2. The prototype
of the biosignal acquisition sleeve was donned by a healthy user and data were collected from the
following sensors for each motion type:
 Four IMUS, placed proximal and distal to both the elbow and wrist,
 One piezoresitive flex-bend sensor, along the elbow or wrist,
 EMG signals from two electrode sites, dependent on the motion preformed.
Four repetitions of each gross motion were performed per each gross motion trial.The data were
collected through a Arduino Teensy 3.5 microcontroller, which was programmed to detect the type
and number of sensors connected to the microcontroller. It was able to determine: the number of
LSM9DS1 IMUs used, between zero and four; the presence of the ADS1292R breakout board; the
number of flex sensors attached, between zero and two; and the number of other analog sensors,
such as the MyoWare modules, used, between zero and four. The script created a data header
based on the detected sensors and saved the sensor information as a comma delimited list to an
SD card.
A set of sample plots for each gross motion are displayed for elbow flexion–extension in Figure
3.38, forearm pronation–supination in Figure 3.39, wrist flexion–extension in Figure 3.40, and
ulnar–radial deviation in Figure 3.41.
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Figure 3.38: Sample data from the biosignal acquisition sleeve for four repetitions of elbow flexion–
extension motion. The top plot contains the angular orientation of the elbow from
the IMU subsystem, determined using the corresponding ISB JCS. The middle plot
contains representative muscle signal information from the biceps brachii and triceps
brachii muscles. The bottom plot contains the elbow angle, collected from the flex–
bend sensor.
In addition to the sample data plots in Figures 3.38, 3.39, 3.40, and 3.41, data were displayed
using an application developed using MathWorks’ MATLAB R2017B. The application’s toolbar
allows the user to select the datastream from the SD card they wish to input. Upon loading, the
diagram panel indicates which sensors are present through the change in colour of the buttons
on the sensor sites from gray to: a muted red, for EMG electrodes; to a muted blue, for IMU
sites; or to a muted green, for other analog sensors. Clicking on these buttons will select the data
streams the user would like to view. These are plotted in the tab ”RAW” on the right-hand panel
of the page. Additional common processing options are available and can be selected under from
the ”PROCESS” menu on the tool bar. The EMG data can be normalized, filtered in accordance
to standard practices, observed in the frequency domain, or placed through the Teager-Kaiser
energy operator. The number of repetitions detected for certain motions can also be tested using
the algorithm later described in Chapter 4. The IMU data can be placed through the Madgwick
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Figure 3.39: Sample data from the biosignal acquisition sleeve for four repetitions of forearm
pronation–supination motion. The top plot contains the angular orientation of the
forearm from the IMU subsystem, determined using the ISB radioulnar JCS. The
middle plot contains representative muscle signal information from the biceps brachii
and pronator teres muscles. The bottom plot contains the elbow angle, collected from
the flex–bend sensor.
orientation filter and expressed as quaternions, Euler angles, or Cardan angles in accordance with
the ISB JCS. Figure 3.42 displays the appearance of the interface prior to loading in the desired
data. Figure 3.43 shows the appearance of the interface once wrist flexion–extension data were
loaded in to the application; here, IMU4 is selected from the image in the left panel and thus
displaying this sensor’s raw accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data in the visible tab
within the right panel. Finally, 3.44 shows the application’s appearance after the user had chosen
to filter the available EMG data from the flexor carpi ulnaris and the extensor carpi ulnaris.
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Figure 3.40: Sample data from the biosignal acquisition sleeve for four repetitions of wrist flexion–
extension motion. The top plot shows angular orientation of the wrist from the IMU
subsystem, determined using the ISB JCS representation of the wrist. The middle plot
contains EMG data from the extensor carpi ulnaris and flexor carpi ulnaris muscle.
The bottom plot contains the wrist angle, collected from the flex–bend sensor.
3.7 Conclusions
The current first prototype of the biosignal acquisition sleeve accomplishes the goals set out by the
initial design considerations outlined in Section 3.2. The sleeve met all of the described functional
requirements, and was able to effectively track human elbow flexion–extension, forearm pronation–
supination, wrist flexion–extension, and radial–ulnar deviation; furthermore, both biomechanical
and physiological sensing methods were used to create these motion profiles. The information
collected using the biosignal acquisition sleeve fell within the expected ROM within existing models:
specifically, the EMG data could be processed using typical filters and the IMU data could provide
angular orientation within the expected anatomical ranges of motion using the Madgwick filter
and joint coordinate systems defined by the International Society of Biomechanics. As well, the
IMU data’s efficacy was further validated through a comparison to data obtained concurrently
from a commercial tracking system.
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Figure 3.41: Sample data from the biosignal acquisition sleeve for three repetitions of ulnar–radial
deviation motion. The top plot shows the angular orientation of the wrist from the
IMU subsystem. The middle plot shows EMG data from the extensor carpi ulnaris
and flexor carpi ulnaris muscle. The bottom plot contains the wrist angle, collected
from the flex–bend sensor.
While the initial electronics design was not implemented, the prototype allowed for the sensor
choice to remain modular. The chaining of IMUs let the user select the number and location of
positional sensing; meanwhile, multiple EMG acquisition modalities, the Advancer Technologies
MyoWare modules and the ProtoCentral ADS1292R module, were tested to demonstrate the
compatibility of different sensor types with the system. The microcontroller’s software was designed
to recognize the type and number of sensors connected to the system, and adapted the document
header and collection sequence correspondingly. The prototype also remained fully self-contained
and ambulatory, as this version contained an on-board rechargeable battery, power regulation, and
an SD card to record the collected data.
The physical design of the sleeve allowed it to fulfill many of the qualitative aims outlined in Sec-
tion 3.2. The sleeve did not impede motion, as evidenced by the measurement of the full expected
ROM, and could be worn for long periods of time. The design was velcro-adjustable to provide a
proper fit for the user, and created from materials that allowed for comfort, proper reprocessing,
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Figure 3.42: Screen-shot of the data visualization application before loading in session information.
Figure 3.43: Screen-shot of the data visualization application after loading in a WFE session,
showing raw IMU data.
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Figure 3.44: Screen-shot of the data visualization application after loading in a WFE session,
showing processed EMG data.
and security of the electronics. While the prototype was not obtrusively bulky, the size of the some
components would be reduced through the implementation of the more complex electronic design
in Section 3.5.3. The combination of the adaptive collection software, plug-and-play sensor input,
and MATLAB visualization application make the use of the system straightforward and simple to
operate. Overall, this preliminary design of an ambulatory, modular, and multi-modal biosignal
acquisition sleeve met its intended goals.
Chapter 4
Algorithm for Detecting Motion
Repetitions Using EMG Signals
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the development and testing of a MATLAB algorithm used to detect repe-
titions of gross-motions used in physical rehabilitation of upper limb MSDs. Repetition detection
within an EMG signal stream is considered to be a challenge in EMG processing, as the inclusion
of latent time can impede on proper feature analysis, and thus gesture classification. The algo-
rithm was initially developed, tested, and validated using an existing EMG data-set collected by
a previous student.
The same algorithm was modified to input and process data from the biosignal acquisition
sleeve described in Chapter 3 to further test and compare its efficacy. As well, the algorithm
was updated to include input from the IMU data collected. The proceeding work describes the
principles used in alogrithm design, the data collection methods, the testing procedure, and the
results obtained.
4.2 Repetition Detection
Detecting the onset of the EMG signal can be a considerable challenge due to the erratic nature
of the signal stream; however, this is often necessary to characterize motion and extract features
within it. Although filtering and pre-processing can help to eliminate some intrinsic noise and
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motion artefacts, wandering baselines and poor signal-to-noise ratios can still present difficulties.
4.2.1 Existing methods
The problem of repetition detection has been looked at in literature through numerous different
angles over the past 25 years. Still, there is not a singular method considered to be the “gold
standard”. There are three general approaches that each take on many form, as follows:
1. Visual-detection based analysis
Visual detection-based analysis does not rely on the use of a computational algorithm; in-
stead, this method of burst detection is done manually. Following post-processing, the stream
is inspected using the human eye, and requires a person to pick out the onset and offset times.
While computational inexpensive, it is time consuming for the individual to select the points
for each data stream. As well, there is no quantitative criteria that defines the onset and
offset times. With this method, there is no consistency amongst what constitutes a burst
and its detection cannot be replicated; however, it gives immediate and visually justifiable
results.
2. Threshold-based analysis
The most commonly used methods of burst detection involve the use of thresholding. The
single threshold method is the most simplistic and therefore computationally inexpensive;
however, it is also the least accurate. Here, the onset is estimated once the amplitude exceeds
a predefined value. Typically, this value is chosen to be the mean value of background
noise in a filtered signal stream, without independently accounting for probability of false
detections [98].
This shortcoming is addressed in the double-thresholding methods by adding an additional
degree of freedom to the design; here, the second threshold is considered to be a consecutive
number of samples at which the amplitude exceeds the first threshold’s value. Using this
method, the signal is often whitened first to remove dependence on prior samples [94] [97].
A test function is calculated based on the product of the inverted squared variance and
the sum of squares of the sample and its preceding sample; then, the first threshold is
applied. Afterwards, a particular portion, n, of a set of successive samples,m, must exceed
the threshold to remain active. The whitening and equal variance allow for explicit parameter
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specification. Double threshold methods are more computationally expensive than the single
threshold; however, they are significantly more accurate.
Both of these methods can be improved upon through the use of finite moving averages
(FMAs). Here, a fixed-size sliding window can be used to find the weighted sum of signal
amplitudes to redefine the baseline. This way, the muscle activity can be determined as the
instant at which the signal exceeds the calculated baseline by a multiple of the standard
deviation of baseline noise. This method was first proposed by Hodges and Bui [93], whose
preprocessing involved low pass filtering and rectification. Liderith [96] later expanded upon
their work by adding a decision rule that required the threshold to be exceeded by a specified
number of following samples, T1. As well, the signal was allowed to fall below the threshold
within the burst for a specified duration. Abbink’s [95] work uses the same pre-processing
and algorithm as well, then applies a 30 Hz low pass filter. The onset and offset candidates
are selected by looking at the maximum argument of the sum of the number of normalized
amplitudes smaller than the threshold preceding the onset candidate and larger than the
threshold following the candidate.
3. Statistically optimal decision-making
This decision making method estimates the time of onsets through the use of statistical tools
on existing information. While this group of methods may be very accurate, they are most
difficult to implement and are computationally expensive. One method first reconstructs the
desired data as a statistically independant Gaussian random process through the use of an
adaptive whitening filter; from the resulting data, its chatacteristics are determined using
the probability density function. The change in density and consequent variation in variance
helps detect the onset and offset points. Then, decision making rules created based on
previous knowledge of variance profiles before and after the changes in density are detected.
For the optimal estimator, these variance profiles are known and the maximum likelihood
estimate of the unknown onsets are computed using the log-likelihood function. The onset
point is considered to be the maximum value of the argument of this ratio. Another method
of statistically optimal decision making is the approximated generalized likelihood ratio, or
AGLR, detectors [99]. Here, the variance profiles are unknown and the variables they are
dependant upon are estimated using the AGLR, where a vector of potential parameters
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are determined based on previous entries on a sliding-window basis; afterwards, a similar
maximum likelihood ratio is used to estimate the onset point. This process has been used in
two manners:
(a) AGLRstep, where the variance profile is assumed to be step-like in nature, where
constant variances exist before and after the onset point.
(b) AGLRramp, where previous observations are used to determine the unknown param-
eters, which are assumed to form a ramp variance profile.
4.2.2 Teager-Kaiser energy operator
In conjunction with the existing repetition detection methods, the Teager-Kaiser energy operator
(TKEO) can be applied as a pre-processing step to aid in onset detection. Like the moving aver-
age, the Teagar-Kaiser Energy Operator (TKEO) relies on the improvement of the signal’s SNR in
order to accurately detect bursts. Solnik applied this technique to EMG signals to compress the en-
ergies of the baseline noise to make the bursts more apparent [102] [101]. The operator is defined as:
φ[x(n)] = x2(n)− x(n+ 1)x(n− 1) (4.1)
where x is the recorded amplitude and n is the sample number across the signal stream. This is
applied to the rectified, filtered, and smoothed data. Upon applying this operator, a threshold is
detected from the new signal as follows:
T = µ+ Jσ (4.2)
Here, µ is the mean amplitude of the signal during latency, σ is the standard deviation of latent
signal, and J is a constant, chosen depending on the amount of noise present [100]. The value of
J has been chosen as 7 in the literature based on the normal amplitude size distribution of the
burst [95]. The values to the left of the proposed threshold are 0.99, implying that amplitudes
exceeding this threshold should not exist between bursts of activity.
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4.2.3 Selected repetition detection algorithm
The repetition detection algorithm employed uses the Teager-Kaiser energy operator in conjunction
with a threshold-based analysis and some additional decision-making rules. A summary of the
algorithm is presented in Figure 4.1.
 
Figure 4.1: Summary of the algorithm used to process signals and detect motion repetitions.
This method first begins with some pre-processing filtering in software; the signal is de-trended,
a 4th order Butterworth bandpass filter with its lower cut off frequency at 10 Hz and a an upper
cut off frequency of 500 Hz is applied to ensure that the signal remains within the expected range
of an EMG signal. A notch filter is applied at 60 Hz to remove power line interference and the
signal stream is rectified. From here, the Teager-Kaiser energy operator is applied to the filtered
signal to improve the SNR. The resultant signal stream is rectified and a linear envelope is applied
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through the use of a fifth order low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. A
threshold is then calculated using Equation 4.2, where the variables µ and σ are the mean value of
the of the signal stream with the TKEO applied and the variance, respectively. A vector is created
containing information on whether each data point falls above or below this threshold.
From here, temporary vectors containing onset and offset times are created based on the
following decision making rules:
∑i+ f
4
i i > 0.4 · f4
flag = 0
i− previous onset > f
= onset point

∑i+ f
4
i i < 0.2 · f4
flag = 1
i− previous offset > f
= offset point
(4.3)
To determine an onset point from the threshold vector, the threshold vector was summed from
the given data point, i, for the duration of 14 second, which corresponds to the data point i +
1
4
of the sampling frequency f. To be considered ‘on’, the threshold must be exceeded for 40 percent
of those f4 data points; as well, the on/off indicator flag must be set to zero to show that the
repetition has yet to begin. Another rule is to check that more than one full second has occurred
between the previous onset and the point in question.
Similarly, the offset point is found when the indicator flag has been set to ‘1’, and the following
¼ second of data points fall below the threshold 20 percent of the time. Again, it is also checked
that the previous offset time is over one full second before the proposed offset point, as it would
be unrealistic for a full repetition, and its intention, to occur in less time.
If neither of these criteria sets are met, the data point is considered to be part of the current
repetition if flag = 1 or latent if flag = 0.
4.2.4 Expected motion profiles
The temporary onset and offset vectors face further scrutiny by ensuring that the duration of the
repetition is greater than 300 ms, which is considered to be the amount of time required for the
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nerve signal to reach the muscle and the action potential to occur. If this criterion is not met,
the offset point is omitted and the following temporary offset point is used. As the onset-offset
pairs have changed, the duration between the onsets of the new pairs are checked again such that
the i -previous onset >f is held true and false bursts can be removed. Based on an understanding
of the anatomy of the upper limb, particular motion profiles are expected for each type of gross
motion. The motions relevant to this work will be those associated with the four degrees of freedom
outlined in Chapter 2. Here, a repetition of the motion is considered to be the profile through
both ends of the ROM (for example, elbow flexion and extension). It would be defined as the
onset of the primary muscle associated with the first half of the motion until the offset of the
primary muscle associated with the second half of the motion. However, if multiple repetitions of
the motion are performed without rest in between, repetitions may overlap. The muscle associated
with the first half of the motion may activate prior to the full deactivation of the second part of
the motion from the previous repetition. This is due to the fact that muscle activity occurs prior
to the actual associated biomechanical motion. The motions considered, and their corresponding
profiles, are as follows:
1. Elbow flexion–extension: While the elbow is flexing, the biceps brachii activates at a high
amplitude. When the elbow moves through the neutral into an extension, the long head of
the triceps brachii becomes active while the bicep brachii gradually deactivates. The profile
per repetition begins at the bicep brachii onset and ends at the triceps brachii ’s offset. The
expected EMG readings from these two muscles, in terms of their normalized amplitudes,
are shown below in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Expected motion profile of extending and flexing the elbow, shown in terms of the
normalized amplitudes of EMG signals collected from the biceps brachii (blue) and the
triceps brachii (red).
2. Forearm pronation–supination: The motion profile begins with the activation of the biceps
brachii as the forearm supinates. It gradually deactivates while moving through the neutral
position and the pronator teres activates throughout the pronation movement. The onset of
the biceps brachii is the onset of the repetition, while the offset of the pronator teres indicates
the end of the repetition. The expected EMG readings from these two muscles, in terms of
their normalized amplitudes, are shown below in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Motion profile of pronating and supinating the forearm, shown in terms of the nor-
malized amplitudes of EMG signals collected from the biceps brachii (blue) and the
pronator teres (red).
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3. Wrist flexion–extension: The motion profile begins with the activation of the flexor carpi
ulnaris during the flexion of the wrist. While moving through neutral, this muscle deactivates
and the extensor carpi ulnaris activates through the wrist’s extension. The repetition onset
is the onset of the flexor carpi ulnaris and the offset is that of the extensor carpi ulnaris.The
expected EMG readings from these two muscles, in terms of their normalized amplitudes,
are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Motion profile of extending and flexing the wrist, shown in terms of the normalized am-
plitudes of EMG signals collected from the flexor carpi ulnaris (red) and the extensor
carpi ulnaris (blue).
4. Radial–ulnar deviation: The expected EMG reading that indicates the occurrence of a radial–
ulnar deviation repetition begins with the deactivation of the extensor carpi ulnaris, the
pronator teres, and the flexor carpi ulnaris while radial deviation occurs. When moving
through the neutral position towards ulnar deviation, the normalized amplitude of all three
muscle signals gradually increases. The amplitude falls again when ulnar deviation is reached,
marking the offset of the repetition. These expected EMG readings are displayed in Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Motion profile of ulnar and radial deviation, shown in terms of the normalized ampli-
tudes of EMG signals collected from the flexor carpi ulnaris (red), the extensor carpi
ulnaris , and the pronator teres (blue).
These expected motion profiles were established in order to classify gross-motion profiles using
the algorithm from Section 4.2.3 with an existing EMG database.
4.3 Repetition Detection on an Existing Database
Initially, the algorithm described in the previous section was tested on an existing database created
by a previous student in the Wearable Mechatronics Laboratory at the Western University [103].
The purpose was to determine the efficacy of the algorithm and search for areas for improvement.
4.3.1 Data collection set-up
The existing database consists of 33 data sets, in all, collected at the Hand and Upper Limb Clinic
at Saint Joseph’s Hospital in London, Ontario. Eight of these were considered to be ”bad” by the
student who collected the data. Of the remaining 25 subjects, 11 were healthy and 14 were upper
limb MSD patients who had sought physical rehabilitation.
The trial data were collected using a standard electrophysiological amplifier system with signal
conditioning, the Intronix Model 2024, which is able to record four channels of EMG data. As
it relies on conventional Ag/AgCl electrodes, the system has a low input impedance of 10 ohms.
This data were then input to a computer using National Instruments’ NI DAQ N19205 data
acquisition system. This system is capable of collecting 32 channels of data in the +/- 10 V range
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simultaneously at a maximum rate of 250 Kb/s and a precision of 16 bits. Following the DAQ,
the data reached a PC, where the data are recorded by a proprietary software suite, the Intronix
Model 8008 Myoguide system.
Data were collected from each patient by placing gelled Ag/AgCl electrodes at each of the
following six muscle sites:
1. biceps brachii
2. triceps brachii (proximal head)
3. triceps brachii (long head)
4. pronator teres
5. flexor carpi ulnaris
6. extensor carpi ulnaris
The electrodes used were Ambu Blue Sensor NF floating electrodes. Two electrodes were placed
20 cm apart over the muscle belly for a complete bipolar electrode configuration. A reference
electrode was also placed over the elbow.
4.3.2 Data collection procedure
Prior to collecting data, subjects were seated at a comfortable height, relevant anthropomorphic
data were measured, skin was prepared, and electrodes were placed in accordance to SENIAM
standards. Data were collected at the six muscle sites for a total of six motions; however, the
subject’s baseline, EMG burst, and maximum voluntary contraction of the biceps and triceps were
verified first.
The subject was asked to preform three repetitions of each of the motions described below:
1. Elbow flexion–extension: The subject sat with the shoulder aligned with the torso. Beginning
in a neutral position, the subject was asked to lower the arm, extending it through their
maximum range of motion (ROM). Then, the subject bended the elbow, flexing to their
maximum ROM.
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2. Wrist flexion–extension: The subject sat with the shoulder aligned with the torso, the elbow
bent at a 90 angle, and the wrist in a neutral position with the palm facing downwards. The
subject was asked to extend their wrist downwards and then flex it upwards through their
maximum ROM.
3. Hand open–close: The subject sat with the shoulder aligned with the torso, the elbow bent
at a 90 degree angle, the wrist in a neutral position, and the fist open with the fingers spread
apart. The subject was asked to close their fist and then release back to the initial position.
4. Ulnar–radial deviation: The subject sat with the shoulder aligned with the torso, the elbow
bent at a 90 degree angle, the wrist in a neutral position, and the palm facing medially. The
subject was asked to first deviate the hand downwards, to deviate towards the ulna, and
then upwards towards the radius through their maximum ROM.
5. Pronation–supination of the forearm: The subject sat with the shoulder aligned with the
torso, the elbow bent at a 90 degree angle, and the palm facing downwards in a pronated
position. The subject was asked to rotate the forearm until the palm was facing upwards
and the forearm was supinated.
6. Pushing on a ball: A ball was placed on a table in front of the seated subject. The subject
was asked to push downwards onto the ball, stabilizing it, with the forearm perpendicular
to the table.
The data for all six channels for each repetition of each of these motions were saved separately on
the PC in an .edf format [103].
4.3.3 Data processing and algorithm iteration
In order to isolate the data for the individual repetitions of each motion, a series of MATLAB
functions were created. The structure of this software can be seen in the diagram below.
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loadUp.m 
 process 
edfread   repDetect.m  
createRep.m  
save data within each 
repetition to a structure 
and then as a .mat file 
Figure 4.6: Flowchart describing the MATLAB structure for repetition detection.
Here, the createRep.m function was considered to be the main function of the script. It inputs
the subject number and the motion type as strings to pass along to the loadUp.m function.
The loadUp.m function inputs the patient number and motion type to determine the location
of the file to be analyzed. This file is loaded using the edfread function from Intronix, which allows
one to read the data collected with the Intronix Model 8008 Myoguide system. Afterwards, each
channel of data were placed through the process function. This took in the desired signal stream
and its length. Here, the data were detrended, filtered, rectified, and linear enveloped, as described
in Section 4.2.3. The data were returned in two forms: as the final, linear enveloped data set and
just filtered. The loadUp.m function returned the fully processed data from each channel, as well
as the filtered-only data from the two primary muscle channels for the given motion. The relevant
channels were selected via a switch statement based on the input motion string.
Once this information was returned to createRep.m, the relevant data channels were then input
to repDetect.m. This function determined the onset and offset points of the input muscle channel
using the selected algorithm, described in Section 4.2.3. The TKEO was applied, the threshold
calculated, and the onsets and offsets were determined; however, through plotting some of the
data collected and using visual analysis, it became evident that not all EMG bursts appeared to
have a single peak. In some datasets, there appeared to be two peaks per repetition. In order to
counteract that, additional decision-making rules were added, as follows:
 When there were six onset times, it was observed that there were two peaks per repetition;
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consequently, the odd-numbered onset times and even-numbered offset times were matched
up.
 For five onset times, it could be seen that the first two repetitions were double-peaked and
the final repetition’s activation was cut-off slightly; to compensate, the odd-numbered onset
times were matched up with the even-numbered offsets. Here, the fifth offset also remained
as the end of the third repetition.
 In the case of four onset times, there was a false burst that occurred within a repetition. To
isolate it, the duration of each onset–offset pair was calculated and the shortest repetition was
isolated. The distance between the beginning of this repetition and the end of the previous
one was calculated, as well as the end of the isolated repetition and the start of the following
one. If the former value was smaller, the isolated repetition’s end point becomes the offset
point of the previous repetition and its former endpoint was discarded. The inverse was true
if the latter value was smaller.
In addition to false EMG bursts, an additional adjustment must be made. The data that this
algorithm was run on has not been linear enveloped; however, this is untrue for data used for
feature characterization and classification. The envelope changes the shape of the signal stream
to make the onsets and offsets more gradual. Visually, it was determined that a safety factor of
-/+0.45 s should be applied to the onset and offset points for a more accurate result. This buffer
is necessary due to the combined group delay of the band-pass, notch, and linear envelope digital
filters. In this work, there should not have been any phase delay due to the use of Matlab’s ”filtfilt”
command, which uses backwards-forwards filtering.
These onset and offset points for each muscle are returned to the createRep.m function. Then,
the onset time for the motion profile are assigned as the onsets of the first muscle channel and
the offsets as the offsets from the second muscle channel. A structure is created where, for each
repetition, a field name is generated and the corresponding data points for all six channels are
added. The getfield.m function is used to extract each repetition’s data and field name to be saved
as a .MAT file.
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4.3.4 Results and discussion
Of the 23 remaining data sets, the repetition detection algorithm was found to be moderately
successful. As the algorithm’s rules were determined in order to find the onset and offset points
visible to the human eye, the inability of the algorithm to find these points where visual detection
failed is to be expected. Table 4.1 presents a summary of the success of the algorithm, where a
dash indicates a success, i.e., where the algorithm detected three repetitions at points comparable
to visual detection, or an ’x’ indicates a failure. Other notes indicate whether parts of repetitions
could be detected, such as if the onset and offset times could be detected for one of two primary
muscles in the motion profile. In the table, the column ”subject type” refers to the muscle health,
or the time elapsed since injury. The key is as follows:
 0: Subject’s status unknown
 1: Healthy subject
 2: Patient 4+ months following injury
 3: Patient 3–4 months following injury
 4: Patient 2–3 months following injury
 5: Patient 1–2 months following injury
 6: Patient 0–1 month following injury
As seen in Table 4.1, the ability of the algorithm to detect onset and offset times is effective,
providing that these times can be determined through visual detection (V/D). Tables 4.2 and 4.3
breaks down the success of the algorithm for each motion. In Table 4.2, the results are split into
five categories; here, V/D error indicates that the repetitions cannot be determined through visual
detection and partial success indicates that onset and offset times were only detectable for one of
the primary muscles. The values in the table are the quantity of datasets that correspond to each
category.
There were a significant number of visual detection errors encountered while testing the repe-
tition detection algorithm. These unclear signal streams may be the result of improper electrode
placement, loose and detaching electrodes, unrestrained movement, or poor gain settings applied
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Table 4.2: Success of repetition detection algorithm by motion type.
EFE PS WFE URD HOC
Success 18 17 19 17 14
Failure 2 0 0 0 0
Partial success 1 0 1 1 2
V/D error 2 5 2 4 4
No file 0 1 1 1 3
Table 4.3: Success and failure percentages of repetition detection algorithm by motion type.
EFE PS WFE URD HOC
Success (% ) 90.455 100 97.5 96.7 93.75
Failure (%) 9.455 0 2.5 3.3 6.25
to the collection channel. As well, the primary muscle of the motion may not be activated as ex-
pected if the subject performs the motion in a different manner, compensating with the activation
of another muscle instead. The aforementioned sources of error may also rationalize partial suc-
cesses, where there were errors with only one of the channels. In some cases, extreme drift in the
collected signal stream prevented the threshold detection portion of the algorithm from behaving
as desired.
Table 4.3 displays the success and failure for each motion, calculated as a percent of the number
of datasets that existed without visual detection error. The percentage that would be associated
with “Partial Success” is divided evenly among the success and failure rates, as successful use of
the detector was used for one of the muscles. It is apparent that the repetition detection of the
pronation–supination was most successful; however, the motion also had the greatest number of
visual detection errors. Elbow flexion–extension was the least successful, as it was the only motion
to have full failures.
The data were further analyzed to determine if the success rate was dependent on the subject’s
muscle health; ultimately, there is not enough data to make a definitive conclusiom, as seen in Table
4.4. There was only one dataset for Categories 3 and 6, two datasets for Category 5, and none in
Category 4. There are no linear trends related to failures and partial success rates; although, there
is a vague increasing trend in visual detection errors as the time from injury decreases. Providing
that the quality of the data collected is sufficient, the algorithm will remain successful.
To further illustrate the success of the algorithm, the motion profile of the four motions dis-
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Table 4.4: Success and failure percentages of repetition detection algorithm by patient classifica-
tion.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Success (% ) 85.45 67.9 100 0 50 60
Failure (%) 0 3.6 0 0 10 0
Partial success (%) 5.45 7.1 0 0 20 0
V/D error (%) 9.1 21.4 0 0 20 40
cussed in Section 4.2.4 is shown from both a healthy subject, Subject 59, and a Subject 1–2 months
into their physical rehabilitation regimen, Subject 36. The two sets of plots are fairly similar to
one another and to those in Section 4.2.4, indicating that the algorithm was able to detect mo-
tion repetitions that corresponded with the expected motion profiles. The plots are organized by
motion type, wherein the healthy subject’s plots precede the injured subject’s plots.
4.3.4.1 Elbow flexion–extension sample plots
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 display the elbow flexion–extension motion profiles of Subject 59 from the
existing database. As indicated in Table 4.1, this subject is healthy and the onset–offset detection
algorithm was found to be successful for the elbow flexion–extension motion. The plot shows
the recorded EMG signal stream of the biceps brachii and triceps brachii over time, expressed as
the sample number. The amplitude of each EMG signal is normalized with respect to its own
maximum value.
The first figure, Figure 4.7, displays the entire signal stream of both muscles of interest. The
asterisks indicate the points where the algorithm detects the onset of a repetition, which occur
where the triceps brachii began to activate; consequently, the dots indicate the detected offset
points, when the biceps brachii deactivate at the end of the motion.
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Figure 4.7: Detection of onsets and offsets across the entire recorded signal stream of three repe-
titions of EFE in a healthy subject from the existing database.
Figure 4.8 shows a single repetition of Subject 59’s elbow flexion–extension motion. The
normalized amplitude data from the signal stream is extracted from the one of the algorithm’s
detected onset points until its corresponding offset point. This provides a clear view of motion
profile, comparable to that of Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.8: Motion profile of a single repetition of EFE in a healthy subject from the existing
database.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are analagous to Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively; however, the data used
is the EMG recordings of the biceps brachii and triceps brachii of Subject 46. As stated in Table
4.1, this data were recorded only 1–2 months after seeking treatment for the injury.
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Figure 4.9: Detection of onset and offset points across the entire recorded signal stream of three
repetitions of EFE in a subject 1–2 months following injury from the existing database.
Figure 4.10: Motion profile of a single repetition of EFE in a subject 1–2 months following injury
from the existing database.
Through Figures 4.9 and 4.10, it appears as though the algorithm was able to determine appro-
priate onset and offset points for three repetitions, even with slightly different muscle activation
patterns or intensities due to injury.
4.3.4.2 Forearm pronation–supination sample plots
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 display the EMG data of interest for the forearm pronation–supination
motion collected from Subject 59. Like Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the plots show the filtered and
normalized EMG amplitudes of interest with respect to the sample number; here, the muscles of
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interest are the biceps brachii (red) and the pronator teres (blue). Figure 4.11 shows the full signal
stream of three repetitions, with the subject’s forearm began in the pronated position, moving
through neutral, and then into supination. The onset and offset points of each repetition are
marked with asterisks at the onset of the pronator teres and dots at the offset of the biceps brachii.
The motion profile of the single repetition in Figure 4.12 appears inverted from Figure 4.3 due to
the opposite starting position.
Figure 4.11: Onsets and offsets of three repetitions of PS in a healthy subject.
Figure 4.12: Motion profile of a single repetition of PS in a healthy subject from the existing
database.
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Similarly, Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are display the same information as Figures 4.11 and 4.12 using
the data obtained from Subject 46, who was patient receiving care 1–2 months following injury.
Figure 4.13: Detection of onset and offset points across an entire recorded signal stream of three
repetitions of PS in a subject 1–2 months following injury from the existing database.
Figure 4.14: Motion profile of a single repetition of PS in a subject 1–2 months following injury
from the existing database.
4.3.4.3 Wrist flexion–extension sample plots
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 display the EMG signals of interest for the wrist flexion–extension motion
performed by the healthy sample subject, Subject 59. The former shows the entire signal stream
of three WFE repetitions, where asterisks along the activation of the flexor carpi ulnaris mark
the onset, which is the beginning of flexion, and dots along the extensor carpi ulnaris (red) signal
denote the offset points. Figure 4.16 shows a singular repetition from the signal stream, where the
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subject first flexes and then extends the wrist. This plot is comparable to the expected motion
profile shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.15: Detection of onsets and offset points across an entire signal stream of three repetitions
of WFE in a subject healthy subject from the existing database.
Figure 4.16: Motion profile of a single repetition of WFE in a healthy subject from the existing
database.
The following two figures, Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the same motion profiles and muscles of
interest as Figures 4.15 and 4.16; however, the data input to the algorithm and displayed below
are obtained from Subject 46, a subject 1–2 months post-injury at the time of recording.
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Figure 4.17: Detection of onsets and offset points across the entire recorded signal stream of
three repetitions of WFE in a subject 1–2 months following injury from the exist-
ing database.
Figure 4.18: Motion profile of a single repetition of WFE in a subject 1–2 months following injury
from the existing database.
4.3.4.4 Ulnar–radial deviation
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the key ulnar–radial deviation muscle activity of Subject 59, a healthy
subject. Figure 4.19 shows the three onset and offset points of the EMG activation of the flexor
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carpi ulnaris (red) and extensor carpi ulnaris (blue) through the recorded signal stream. During
ulnar–radial deviation, the two muscles of interest activate concurrently, but the onset asterisks
on the plot are found along the extensor carpi ulnaris and the offset dots along the flexor carpi
ulnaris due to the points determined by the algorithm. Figure 4.20 shows a singular repetition
extracted from the signal stream.
Figure 4.19: Detection of onsets and offset points across an entire signal stream of three repetitions
of URD in a healthy subject from the existing database.
Figure 4.20: Motion profile of a single repetition of URD in a healthy subject from the existing
database.
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 are analogous to Figures 4.19 and 4.20, substituting the data obtained
from a healthy subject for that recorded from Subject 46, a subject 1–2 months into their reha-
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bilitation regimen post-injury.
Figure 4.21: Detection of onset and offset points across the entire recorded signal stream of
three repetitions of URD in a subject 1–2 months following injury from the exist-
ing database.
Figure 4.22: Motion profile of a single repetition of URD in a subject 1–2 months following injury
from the existing database.
4.4 Repetition Detection using the Biosignal Acquisition Sleeve
Prototype
Following the repetition detector’s validation using the existing EMG data set, the algorithm was
tested using data collected from the biosignal acquisition sleeve prototype described in Chapter 3.
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This ensured that the detector is adaptable to various EMG acquisition technologies and was not
only functional with the set-up used by the previous student. Ambu Blu Ag/AgCl electrodes were
placed on the same sensor sites as the existing data and the same motions described in Section
4.3.1.
4.4.1 Data collection and processing from the biosignal acquisition sleeve
To demonstrate the efficacy of the repetition detection algorithm on low-cost devices, data were
colected using the biosignal acquisition sleeve’s ADS1292R module, a two channel 24-bit ADC
capable of collecting data from two unipolar muscle sites and a driven right leg signal. Initially,
this EMG sensing modality was used to collect data from a single repetition of each of the four
gross motions. This served as a visual validation to ensure that the collection and filtering were
correctly implemented. As the data from the sleeve was saved as a comma delimited list on a
microSD card, an alternative data input process was implemented in the ”loadUp.m” function,
hereby known as ”loadUp2.m”. This version also uses the trial number and motion type as inputs
to the function; however, the module type is also required, as use of the ADS1292R module requires
conversion of the data from a signed long to a representative voltage. The module chosen also
informed the data’s sampling rate, which was required to correctly implement the filters and later
determined the factor by which the data were interpolated to avoid editing the ”repDetect.m”
function. Following the validation of the single repetition profiles, adjustments were made to limit
the search window for onset and offset detection points. This modified version of the algorithm
was then used on a series of test data to determine the efficacy of the algorithm.
4.4.1.1 Motion profile validation of single repetitions
As described in Section 4.4.1, single repetitions of each gross motion were recorded from the
biosignal acquisition sleeve and processed using the MATLAB script. These preliminary results
are shown in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Single repetition test of the four gross motions performed using the biosignal acqui-
sition sleeve. Each pair of plots consists of: the top plot, showing the orientation of
the limb segment with respect to time; and the bottom plot, showing the normalized
activity of the motion’s two dominant muscles with respect to time.
Figure 4.23 shows single repetitions of (A) elbow flexion–extension, (B) forearm pronation–
supination, (C) wrist flexion–extension, and (D) ulnar–radial deviation. The results were com-
parable to the isolated repetitions found using the repetition detection algorithm on the existing
EMG signal database in Section 4.3.4. As well, the apparent onset and offsets of the EMG signals
coincided with the apparent onset and offset of the change in orientation. This is sufficient to
proceed onto attempting detection of multiple motion repetitions.
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4.4.1.2 Time window search adjustment of repetition detection
After collecting a series of data from the biosignal acquisition sleeve where the motion repetitions
were performed three times, it was apparent that other disturbances dominated portions of the
signal stream where the inertial sensors showed no activity. This is largely due to the fact that the
motions were performed in an unconstrained manner, allowing for imperfect motion or movement
to occur before or after the repetitions were completed. In order to counteract these shortcomings
and accurately determine onset and offset points, the search window was reduced; to do so, the
region of activity was found based on the IMU data zero-velocity crossings. The region between
the first zero-crossing to the penultimate zero-crossing was the basis for the window. A safety
factor of one eight of the window length was added to either side of the window, as EMG activity
often occurs prior to the start of mechanical motion.
Figure 4.24: Demonstration of the effects of reducing the search time window in which repetition
onsets and offsets are performed.
This newly-determined window was then used to inform the input index range of the raw
EMG data processed within the ”loadUp2” function. The results of the reduced search window
for repetition detection is shown in Figure 4.24. Here, the onset and offset points found through
reducing the search window corresponded to those of the biomechanical motion.
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4.4.2 Results of the adjusted algorithm using the biosignal acquisition sleeve
Three repetitions of elbow flexion–extension, forearm pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension,
and ulnar radial–ulnar deviation motions were each performed multiple times by three healthy sub-
jects using the biosignal acquisition sleeve. Ultimately, five datasets of each motion performed by
each subject were used to test the adjusted algorithm. For data to be included in the test, it was
required that visual detection was possible for the onset–offset points of at least one of the muscle’s
signal streams. As well, an equal number of datasets were to be used for each subject and motion.
Similarly to Section 4.3.4, Figures 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, and 4.28 display the signal streams of both
muscles of interest, with asterisks indicating onset points and filled dots to indicate offset points
of motion.
Figure 4.25: Detection of onsets and offsets across the entire recorded signal stream of three rep-
etitions of EFE using the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
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Figure 4.26: Detection of onsets and offsets across the entire recorded signal stream of three rep-
etitions of PS using the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
Figure 4.27: Detection of onsets and offsets across the entire recorded signal stream of three rep-
etitions of WFE using the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
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Figure 4.28: Detection of onsets and offsets across the entire recorded signal stream of three rep-
etitions of URD using the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
The modified algorithm with the limited search window allowed onset and offset points to be
detected for:
 15 /15 (100%) of elbow flexion–extension trials,
 15/15 (100%) of pronation–supination trials,
 13/15 (87.7%) of wrist flexion–extension trials, with the remaining two trials (13.3%) result-
ing in detection of two out of three repetitions, and
 14/15 (93.3%) of radial–ulnar deviation trials, with the remaining trial (7.7%) resulting n
detection of two out of three repetitions
Overall, the search window-adjusted repetition detector algorithm performed reasonably when
compared to visual detection.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, an algorithm for detecting motion repetitions using EMG signals was developed.
The algorithm was developed based on: the Teager-Kaiser energy operator, the windowed single
threshold method, and additional design rules based on the shape of expected motion profiles
observed through visual detection. This repetition detector was designed and validated using an
existing EMG database consisting of both healthy subjects and those recovering from upper limb
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musculoskeletal disorders. The detector was successful for 90.455% of elbow flexion–extension mo-
tions, 100% of forearm pronation–supination motions, 97.5% of wrist flexion–extension motions,
and 93.75% of ulnar–radial deviation motions. The algorithm was adapted for use with the biosig-
nal acquisition sleeve prototype, described in Chapter 3, to use inertial sensor data to find a search
window in which the repetitions occur. With the modification, the detector was found to be: 100%
successful for 15 elbow flexion–extension and forearm pronation–supination trials; 87.7% successful
and 13.3% partially successful for 15 wrist flexion–extension trials; and, 93.3% successful and 7.7%
partially successful for 15 radial–ulnar deviation trials. In conclusion, the developed repetition
detection algorithm proved to be suitable for both high efficacy, ”gold standard” stationary EMG
acquisition systems and low-cost ambulatory EMG acquisitions system.
Chapter 5
Development and non-contact
electrode for EMG measurement
5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the development and testing of a non-contact EMG electrode and signal
acquisition IC. Currently, discomfort associated with gelled contact electrodes is a major cause
of lack of compliance for regimens involving EMG monitoring; to mitigate this, there are many
who have developed both dry and non-contact EMG front end modules. This chapter aims to
develop a custom EMG front-end module to replace the gelled electrodes used within the biosignal
acquisition in Chapters 3 and 4.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 present a literature review that informs the requirements of the sensor
described in Section 5.4. The iterative design and testing process required to create the analog
front end of the collection system is described in Section 5.5 and the final design is presented in
5.6.
5.2 SENIAM Standards
The Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM) project is
a concerted action in the Biomedical Health and Research Program of the European Union. The
results of this project are often considered to be the gold standard for basic electromyography
protocol and processing [65].
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5.2.1 sEMG sensors
SENIAM’s recommendations include criteria that describe the physical sensors used in obtaining
electromyographic data. Only bipolar electrodes have been incorporated into the SENIAM study,
as the bipolar configuration offers a clear advantage in signal clarity over the monopolar configu-
ration. The introduction of the second electrode placed on the muscle belly allows for differential
amplification and thus a higher common mode rejection, eliminating a significant amount of noise
from the system.
SENIAM’s additional sensor recommendations include: the electrode shape and size of the
conductive area, inter-electrode distance, material, and sensor construction. It is recommended
that the electrode should not exceed 10 mm in size in the direction of the muscle fibers and that
the bipolar electrodes should be located within 20 mm of their respective conductive centers. Small
muscles should have an inter-electrode distance less than one quarter of the muscle fiber length to
reduce instability in recordings. SENIAM suggests the use of gelled Ag/AgCl electrodes with a
fixed inter-electrode distance and fixed cables to avoid motion artefacts.
5.2.1.1 sEMG placement.
The SENIAM project has also made recommendations regarding the placement of the sensors and
the procedure to be followed while doing so. First, the skin should be prepared by shaving off hair
from the electrode placement site. Then, the skin should be cleaned with alcohol, which should
vaporize prior to the sensor placement. SENIAM recommends starting postures specific to the
individual muscle measured, as well as the orientation of that body segment; for instance, it is
suggested that measurement of the biceps brachii are conducted with the subject seated on a chair
with the elbow flexed at a right angle and the dorsal side of the forearm in a horizontal downwards
position.
SENIAM recommends that the electrodes be located as a point on a line between two anatom-
ical landmarks, dependent on the specified muscle. Generally, the longitudinal location of the
sensor on the muscle is placed halfway between the distal motor endplate zone and the distal
tendon. As well, the transversal location of the sensor should be such that the geometric distance
of the desired muscle and other muscles is maximized.
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5.3 EMG noise
5.3.1 Electrode–skin interface
The electrode–skin interface is the junction at which the muscle signal is transduced into the differ-
ential amplifier as an ohmic potential. For typical gelled contact electrodes, this can be described
as an electrochemical process, where typically an oxidation–reduction reaction will result in the
charge distribution at the interface. This is known as a half-cell potential, for which the muscle ac-
tivity’s representative voltage is measured with respect to the standard hydrogen electrode. These
oxidation–reduction reactions are caused by the dissolution of metallic ions in hydrogel; however,
for noncontact electrodes, this half-cell potential is instead replaced by a capacitance characterized
by the size of the gap between the electrode and the skin. The remainder of the electrode–skin
interface is represented similarly in its circuit model analogue for all types of electrodes (see Section
5.5.2). The electrode–skin interfaces are modeled as layered conductive and capacitive structures,
where parallel RC blocks representing different surfaces are connected with one another in series.
Generally, one RC block will dominate the response of the junction.
For the gelled contact electrode, there is an RC block for the gel and another for the stratum
corneum, the outermost layer of the skin, as it acts like a semi-permeable membrane in the presence
of an electrolyte. The electrolyte is represented by a series resistor and the parallel layers are
ultimately followed by a series resistor as well. This “double time constant model” representation
of the interface is essentially a non-linear, inactive second-order filter and is displayed in Figure
5.1. Its behaviour was validated through simulation and testing by Kaczmarek and Webster [66]
and Assambo et al. [67].
5.3.1.1 Interface noise
Motion artefacts are one way in which EMG data are obscured upon recording. Typically, they
occur at the electrode–skin interface when either the muscle moves underneath the skin or a force
impulse travels through the muscle and skin beneath the sensor, causing motion at the interface.
This results in a voltage recorded of a much higher amplitude than the EMG signal, making it
challenging to pick out the desired content. As motion artefacts present as low frequencies in the
power spectrum, a high pass filter can be applied in post processing. A corner frequency of 20 Hz is
suitable for natural ADLs; however, this may need to be increased for vigorous motions associated
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Figure 5.1: Double time constant model of the gelled electrode–skin interface impedance. Here,
VBody is the physiological signal voltage, RBody is the resistance within the subcu-
taneous layers of the skin, RS.C. and CS.C. make up the impedance of the stratum
corneum layer of the skin, Rsweat is resistance resulting from sweat, Re and Ce make
up the impedance of the electrode, and Vh.c. is half-cell voltage produced by the redox
reaction of the electrode and skin.
with athletics or movement disorders. These artefacts can be mitigated by proper affixation of
electrode leads to lateral muscles and avoiding rapid movements.
Cross-talk is another problem inherent in EMG measurements. Visually, this appears as addi-
tional content at approximately the same frequencies as the desired signal. This occurs when the
electrodes pick up other physiological signals through skin conduction. These signals may be from
the heart (ECG) or other muscles. For the former, the amplitude of the cross-talk is expected to
be significantly higher and can be resolved by moving electrodes further from the heart. The latter
is the result of action potentials from nearby muscles and can be determined via cross-correlation.
This can be mitigated by repositioning electrodes (according to the aforementioned SENIAM stan-
dards), using double differential amplification to remove the common elements of the signals, and
adjusting skin prep, resistance, and ground electrode placement.
5.3.2 Intrinsic low-frequency noise
Low frequency noise can be divided into two categories based on their source: intrinsic and extrin-
sic. Intrinsic noise is from sources within the electrode–skin interface and the circuit components
within the signal acquisition electronics; cumulatively, these sources form the baseline noise inher-
ent within the system. These noise sources are more challenging to eliminate than extrinsic sources
and are often assumed to exist within the signal during analysis. This baseline noise is problematic
where the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is low and the EMGs characteristics are obscured.
Noise developed at the electrode–skin interface, described in Section 5.3.1 is electrochemical in
nature. It cannot be defined to fit within a certain frequency range. At the electrode–electrolyte
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interface, the noise level varies proportionally to f−n, where 0.5<n<1.5, such that the overall effects
of noise decrease at higher frequency signal content. This noise presents itself as fluctuations in
electrical potential at the interfaces. In gelled contact electrodes, this can be partially attributed
to instability in the fluid film under constant current. Generally, this may also be caused by some
small ionic discharges at the electrode surface as a result of material impurities. The other baseline
noise component is the instrumentation noise and is inherently developed in the electrodes, wire
leads, and all resistive circuit components required for amplification. This noise is the result of
random electron fluctuation and cannot be eliminated; however, the severity of its effects on the
signal quality can be controlled through careful circuit design and components selection. In the
observed frequency range, the power spectrum representation of this noise is given as the product
of Boltzmann′s constant, the operating temperature, and the component’s resistance value. Its
behaviour resembles white noise and is cumulative throughout the system [68].
5.3.3 Extrinsic low-frequency noise.
Conversely, extrinsic electrical noise is created by sources associated with the environment and
experimental setup. The most common extrinsic noise source is power line interference, which
exists in the presence of AC power sources at 60 Hz based on North American standards. This
may be removed through the implementation of a notch filter at that frequency. Similarly, the
system may be affected by nearby motors, phone lines, ethernet cables, and radio waves; however,
the power spectrum characteristics of these sources are known and can be accounted for in the
design. Another significant extrinsic noise source is the cable motion artefact. Cables between the
electrode and the acquisition system that are not well secured may cause additional noise, typically
under 10 Hz, caused by swinging motion and poor shielding. DC offsets can also be caused by
telemetry and removed through the use of a high pass filter at 5–10 Hz.
Many of these problems can be mitigated by using the system away from fluorescent light bulbs,
rooms lined with conductive materials, and large electrical machinery; keeping cables short and
braided; properly shielding cables; using pre-amplified electrodes; and ensuring that electrodes are
grounded to an electrically neutral location [69].
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5.4 Existing types of electrodes
Electrodes used for EMG acquisition can be described in terms of their configuration, arrangement,
and their construction. As described above in Section 5.2, electrodes may have a monopolar or
bipolar configuration, such that either one or two electrodes, respectively, are placed over the
muscle belly. The bipolar configuration removes the component common to both electrodes before
comparing it to the reference electrode while the monopolar configuration has no such mechanism.
Although SENIAM recommended the use of gelled contact-based electrodes in 1999, technolo-
gies have since emerged that provide reliable alternatives to these sensors in physiological recording.
Though mainly used in applications where the expected power spectrum occurs at lower frequen-
cies, dry contact and non-contact electrodes have become more commonplace as further research
has been conducted. The next section acts as a literature review on the subject, drawing from
publications found via Google Scholar and Western University’s library services between February
and June 2016.
5.4.1 Gelled contact electrodes
Contact gelled electrodes are considered to be the gold standard for EMG signal recording due to
their electro-mechanical stability and the quality of the signal obtained. They consist of a metal
electrode, typically Ag/AgCl, acting as the conductor and a hydrogel used as an interface between
the conductor and the skin. The hydrogel provides an explicit ohmic dielectric where oxidative
and reductive chemical reactions occur. This allows current to easily pass from the muscle to the
conductor by lowering the interface impedance; thus, reducing the amount of noise observed in the
signal. Sometimes, additional abrasion of the stratum corneum is required to further reduce the
skin’s impedance to obtain a better signal.
The hydrogel also ensures that the electrode properly adheres to the arm, preventing sensor
movement and motion artefacts. This makes them suitable for long term measurements from a
signal quality perspective; however, the use of gel requires significant preparation time and may
cause some discomfort or irritation. They may feel somewhat obtrusive to the user and cannot
easily be incorporated into a wearable device.
These contact gelled electrodes are low costs, come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and can be
either reusable or disposable. Their noise and impedance characteristics have been widely studied;
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subsequently, the processing required to obtain meaningful data is well understood [71].
5.4.2 Dry contact electrodes.
Although the skin provides significant resistance between the electrode and the action potential
signals, conventional electrode gel is not the only way to introduce conduction into the system.
Dry electrodes do not have an explicit electrolyte; however, the same results are achieved through
the conductive qualities of the skin’s natural moisture or by penetrating the stratum corneum to
bypass this resistance. Often, these are used in locations where using gel would be a challenge,
such as EEG application, decreasing the subject’s preparation time and discomfort.
Dry contact electrodes that preform comparably to gelled electrodes can be fabricated from
conductive materials, an active electrode circuit, and an on-site instrumentation amplifier. This
has been demonstrated in studies such as Valchinov’s that obtains signals from flat metal discs in
contact with the skin. Flexible conductive materials can also act as electrodes, such as rubber,
fabric, and foam. These materials conform more easily to the skin, increasing the comfort and con-
tact area of the sensor, reducing problems with stability observed within similar metal electrodes.
Still, all of these electrodes may not be reliable for long term use due to the increased impedance
within the skin–electrode interface and motion artefacts due to lack of adhesion [71] .
In order to mitigate the issues surrounding adhesion without relying on any sort of hydration,
small fabricated needles may be used to slightly pierce the outer layer of the stratum corneum.
These needles can be on the nanometer, micrometer, or millimeter scale and are made from ma-
terials such as silicon or carbon and are typically coated with an inert metal.
Ruffini’s research involves the use of fabricated silicon microneedles arranged in 3×3 mm2
arrays to record EEG signals. That person used multi-walled carbon nanotubes, each with a
diameter of 50 nanometers and a length of 15 micrometers. The needles were arranged in 4×4
microtip arrays on silicon substrates with an indium oxide coating, which allows the electrodes to
maintain a high charge delivery capacity and low constant impedance over the desired frequency
range.
Ghafar-Zadeh created 20-×20 MEMS microprobe arrays coated with Ti/Pt that improved the
observed signal intensity and electrode–skin impedance. These dry electrodes are considered to
be somewhat invasive; subsequently, their comfort, safety, and hygiene should be further studied.
The small needles were also fragile and longer spikes are susceptible to breakage. This results in
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an impedance mismatch between the differential measurements, which decreases the signal quality
and stability. [73]. Forvi has mitigated this concern and has developed sensors with low electrode
impedance, fewer artefacts, and a quick set up to be used for long term recording; however, these
are expensive to produce and still invasive [74].
To reduce the intrusiveness of dry contact electrodes, other researchers have developed sensors
with ‘tips’ or finger-like structures. These are often fabricated on a centimeter scale and are
around the size of a five cent coin. In 2008, Matthews et al. designed an EEG sensor with a 10
MΩ contact impedance between the scalp and tips, which are arranged in two concentric rings to
improve common mode rejection [85]. A new design was released in a 2011 publication, in which
a flexible, low-cost electrode was made from polymer silver-coated bristles. Both of these designs
required the tips to be re-coated to avoid impedance mismatches. In comparison to the needle
fabrications, the implementation of fingers reduced invasiveness and risk of infection; however, the
impedance was dependent on the amount of pressure they applied making them uncomfortable for
long-term use.
In order to facilitate attachment without the force or pain, Liao developed a dry EEG sensor
with 17 spring contact probes. This ensured high geometric conformity between the sensor and
surfaces, and the maintenance of low electrode impedance [75]. It was later improved upon by
changing the geometry of the probes and using a more flexible silicone-based material [76]. Sim-
ilarly, Salvo designed a non-invasive millimeter scale design with 80 conical 3-D printed needles
coated with titanium and gold. These designs still risk prevalence of motion artefacts due to lack
of abrasion or secured attachment at the interface [77].
5.4.3 Non-contact and fabric electrodes
Alternatively, dry electrodes can be fabricated where there is no ohmic contact with the skin;
instead, the sensor can be embedded within material. Here, the capacitance developed at the gap
between the insulating layer, the skin, and the electrode forms the interface. The simplified model
of the electrode–skin interface described in Section 5.3.1 can be extended to include a parallel
R-C block representing the resistive and capacitive properties of the skin and the intermediate
materials. This type of fabrication is advantageous in user compliance, as it can be incorporated
directly into the wearable device, does not cause discomfort, requires minimum preparation time,
and is impervious to the skin’s condition.
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Though they are ultimately more user-friendly, there are numerous challenges in the design
of non-contact capacitive electrodes that ultimately have limited their commercial availability.
Firstly, there is often much more noise at the electrode interface and low electromechanical stability.
This is because there is no explicit electrolyte; instead, there is another layer of material that will
not act as a perfect dielectric but instead will add additional impedances, typically dominated
by the resistive component, which can significantly reduce signal quality. The various layers of
materials add increased complexity to modeling the coupling between the electrode and the skin
due to the relationship between the resulting conductances and capacitances. Also, the lack of
contact makes these electrodes much more prone to displacement and thus motion artefacts.
These challenges can be somewhat mitigated through careful design of the electrode module.
The criteria used here to characterize the design of a non-contact electrode are as follows:
1. Electrode type: Describes the type of electrode used.
2. Analog front end (AFE): The amplification method used to collect signals.
3. DC bias path: Circuitry used, if any, to bias the signal for input to the AFE.
4. Guarding: Method used, if any, to provide shielding from external noise.
5. Active reference: Type, if any, of active reference used within the acquisition module.
6. Purpose: Type of physiological signal the module is intended to collect.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 compares these criteria amongst existing EMG acquisition module design.
Through the examination of the characteristics of existing electrodes, commonalities and well-
tested methods can be determined. This provides insights into proven factors that are incorporated
into the design presented later in this chapter. As well, it is notable that the majority of existing
works are directed towards collecting physiological signals from the heart and brain, EKG and
EEG respectively; thus, it appears as though non-contact electrodes tailored towards EMG is a
less explored field facing different challenges.
5.5 EMG Module Specifications
With knowledge of existing non-contact EMG signal collection modules as well as an understanding
of the goals at hand, specifications and requirements for the development of a custom module can
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be outlined, as follows:.
 In accordance to SENIAM standards, each channel must have a bipolar configuration.
 As human muscle active potential signals range between 5 and 500 Hz, each channel must
be able to sample at least at a rate fulfilling the Nyquist criteria (1 kHz).
 There must be very low noise in the acquisition system, to ensure this:
the AFE amplifier must have a very large input impedance,
the AFE components should have a CMRR larger than 90,
the AFE minimizes the input current noise per root Hz at 1 Hz; ideally, this would be
less than 1 fA.
After reviewing the literature, it was decided that signals would not be processed in real time,
as the biosignal acquisition sleeve it is intended to be incorporated within does not display data
in real time. This also allows for a great reduction in the cost, size, and complexity of the module.
The filtration of the EMG signal can be performed digitally, as speed is no longer a concern.
At minimum, four analog filtering stages can be omitted from the hardware design. The risk of
aliasing the desired signal content is also minimized, providing the selected parts minimize noise
and are recorded at a high resolution.
As this module is intended to fit within the biosignal acquisition sleeve described in the previous
chapter, considerations must be taken to ensure compatibility. The analog signal output from the
module must be able to be input into the sleeve’s ADS1292 IC in order to become digitized and
travel along the SPI bus. To do so, there should be output pins from the analog front end circuitry
with male-type connectors. The use of the existing ADC set up negates the need for each module
to have an active reference, as the sleeve’s ADC is able to create a single reference to eliminate
common mode noise created at the interface. To keep the sleeve’s circuitry viable for modularity,
this EMG module should not require additional connections to either the ADC or other power
sources that do not already exist within the system, or they must be easily amendable from a
user′s perspective. The module must be able to operate on a 3.3 V or +/- 5 V power supply, like
the other devices to be used in the SPI bus within the sleeve, or incorporate another logic level
shifter.
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Figure 5.2: Flow chart describing the design process of the EMG acquisition module.
One of the main goals of this chapter is to develop a method for acquiring EMG signals in a
manner that is comfortable for the user, likely increasing adherence. The module is intended to
be non-contact in order to mitigate discomfort associated with the use of a hydrogel. Removing
contact with the skin will prevent possible irritation during long-term use. As well, set-up time
and artefacts caused by poor sensor placement will be reduced. The pressure placed upon the skin
by the module will be even and the module should be operable when enveloped by soft textiles
when integrated into the sleeve.
5.5.1 Design process of the non-contact EMG module
The design of the EMG collection module became an iterative process after acknowledging the
fickle nature of both the desired signal and the sensitivity of some of the electronic components;
as well, some key characteristics of the design, such as guarding, cannot be simulated. As a
result, many partial prototypes were constructed in order to inform the subsequent iterations.
The design’s shortcomings and their possible solutions were addressed using aspects of existing
designs, as outlined in 5.2. Initially, a board was fabricated with just the layers making up the
electrode and a place to surface mount the basis of the AFE. The signal produced through this
board was tested with a microcontroller’s ADC, the results were analyzed, and the appropriate
additional guarding or biasing techniques were compared and used to inform the design of the next
board. This process was repeated.
The foundation of a non-contact electrode design has been described similarly by Matthews [85],
Hazrati [81], and Prance [91]. An adaptation of this description cis shown in Figure 5.3. The
structure consists of a dielectric interface between the biopotential signal and an adjacent sensing
plate for collection. This plate is connected to amplification circuitry via the analog front end. A
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bias circuit may be introduced if necessary to prevent amplifier saturation, and connected to the
non-inverting terminal of the AFE. All of this should be encapsulated by a guard. Neutralization
circuitry may be added between the output and non-inverting input if necessary, to accommodate
for changes in capacitance due to varying distances between the dielectric and the electrode.
Figure 5.3: Generalized non-contact biopotential electrode structure.
5.5.2 Interface of the non-contact electrode.
In addition to the basis of the analog front end of the non-contact electrode, a basic model of the
electrode interface is also known. Typically, this is modeled as layered conductive and capacitive
structures, where parallel RC blocks representing different surfaces are connected with one another
in series. The R—C blocks within the model is as follows:
1. the stratum corneum, encompassing the signal deterioration between the action potential of
the muscle and the outermost layer of the skin, which acts as a semi-permeable membrane,
2. the intermediate insulating material, and
3. the gap between the skin and the bioamplifier, encompassing the capacitance characterized
by the thickness of the electrode.
The analogous circuit model is displayed in Figure 5.4:
Mathematically, the impedance of the electrode–skin interface is represented as follows:
Z = Rbody +
1
1
RS.C.
+ jωCS.C.
+
1
1
Rinsulator
+ jωCinsulator
+
1
jωCd
(5.1)
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Figure 5.4: Circuit model of the body–non-contact electrode–skin interface. Here, VBody is the
physiological signal voltage, RBody is the resistance within the subcutaneous layers
of the skin, RS.C. and CS.C. make up the impedance of the stratum corneum layer
of the skin, RS.C. and CS.C. make up the impedance of the insulator, and Cd is the
capacitance of the electrode.
Figure 5.5 (A) displays a representative schematic of the impedance from the skin–electrode–
AFE model. It is to note that the term Cd is the capacitance generated at the electrode. The
value of Cd is dictated by the following equation:
Celectrode =
0RA
d
. (5.2)
In this equation, 0 is the value of permittivity in a vacuum, roughly 8.854187 · 10−12F ·m−1, r
is the relative permittivity of the insulator, A is the area of the electrode, and d is the insulator’s
thickness. Taheri et al. [106] determined that the capacitive component of skin impedance was 15
nF at 10 kHz, and that the capacitive electrodes function optimally where their capacitance is two
orders of magnitude smaller.
Figure 5.5: Circuit model of the dielectric–skin interface and AFE impedance. (A) Representative
model of the impedance of the body, skin–electrode interface, and AFE. (B) Simplified
model of the electrode–AFE interface, indicating behaviour of a high-pass filter.
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The electrode–AFE interface impedance model can be further simplified as a high pass filter,
as shown in Figure 5.5 (B). The pseudo-filter’s behaviour is determined by the value of Cd and
the effective impedance of the AFE, Z’IN or R’IN . The electrode and AFE should be designed
such that the cut-off frequency of the filter, f = 1/2piR′INCd , does not eliminate frequencies of
interest; here, the value of f should not exceed 1 Hz.
5.6 First iteration of the partial prototype of the EMG module
The first iteration of the electrode design can be constructed once the two major components have
been established. The first component is the electrode itself, which is a multi-layer PCB design
consisting of various materials in order to create a dielectric interface and isolate the desired signal.
This design is informed by basic properties of materials, understanding of capacitive sensing, and
existing works in this field. The second component is the selection of suitable analog front end
circuitry. Following the design and AFE selection, CAD software was used to design a PCB, which
was later fabricated and tested.
5.6.1 Electrode design
As discussed above, the electrode itself transduces the body ionic current into a standard electrical
current. Any conductor can be used to fabricate a sensing plate of a dry electrode; however, simply
using a metallic plate neglects the imperfections of the system. Due to the need for high-precision
instrumentation to obtain the EMG signals, the electrode must also be designed, with the AFE
in mind, to mitigate distortion. Figure 5.6 illustrates a profile view of the non-contact electrode
design.
Figure 5.6: Profile view of the non-contact electrode design.
In published works, the entire prototype, including the AFE, was directly printed using copper
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and solder mask as the conductive and insulating materials respectively. Here, this is not feasible
due to the guarding required for the selected components, as most manufacturers will not support
boards with more than four layers. The selected AFE requires copper-filled guards incorporated
onto both the top and bottom layer of the circuit board to prevent current leakage and noise
better; thus, the ground plane needs to be a separate layer.
As well, a shield layer is incorporated, which is driven by the feedback of the AFE to ensure that
the same voltage potential exists at the shield and at the positive input. Through this technique,
the capacitance between the shield and the core is effectively minimized; resultantly, the noise due
to environmental interferences, parasitics, temperature effects, and motion artifacts are reduced.
Input impedance into the AFE will also be increased, resulting in improved signal quality.
The materials selected must not be susceptible to triboelectric effects nor should they have high
susceptibility to noise. Copper and solder mask fulfill this criteria and can be incorporated into a
printed PCB structure design; however, as mentioned above, other materials must also be used due
to manufacturing limitations. The interspatial material must be an insulator that provides a fixed
distance between the sensing and the shielding plates. Ideally, it would not change in thickness, as
that would alter the capacitance, but still be able to maintain constant contact with both plates.
Lee et al.’s work experimentally indicates that urethane rubber proved to be a suitable option [82].
In order to eliminate free space between the plates, the rubber was molded and adhered to both
plates. This, along with the low dielectric constant reduces the unwanted capacitances developed
within the sensor.
To fulfill this criteria, a customizable rubber-like substance was selected. Using the Objet260
Connex 3-D printer, a composite of Objet’s Tango and Vero materials was created with a Shore
hardness of 50 A, which is approximately the hardness of a pencil’s eraser. It allows for the module
to be somewhat flexible and form to the garment instead of contributing to a motion artifact. As
well, the concern regarding stray capacitance due to free space is eliminated due to negligible
shrinking. The sensing plate must be made of a conductor. For simplicity and consistency, copper
has been chosen; however, unlike the printed PCB layers, milled copper plates were not be used.
In order to reduce costs and ease the process of manual fabrication, 3M’s copper tape was used.
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5.6.1.1 Analog front end selection
The type of AFE selected within this design is the instrumentation amplifier. Amongst physiolog-
ical signal acquisition modules, this is a popular choice due to the nature of these ICs. A three
op-amp instrumentation amplifier topology contains two general stages: first, two signals are input
into two separate buffer amplifiers; afterwards, the two signals are fed into another op-amp for
differentiation. The buffers reduce the impedance of the acquired signals, matching it to the next
stage.
The AFE selected here is Brown-Burr’s INA116. This medical-grade device is typically used
for biopotential amplification due to its ultra-low input bias current and noise design. The IC has
a 3 op-amp topology, in which the first two amplifiers collect signals before they are differentiated
by the third. A schematic of the INA116 is shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Schematic of Brown-Burr’s INA116 instrumentation amplifier, from Texas Instruments
The inverting inputs of both first stage amplifiers are tied together, such that a single resistor
can be used to control the in-amp’s gain. The non-inverting inputs of both first stage amplifiers
are designed to minimize noise associated with the bias current. To do so, guard pins are placed
around both inputs to eliminate bias currents from coupling with the signal, thus distorting it.
As well, these inputs also contain unity gain buffers, which functions as a voltage follower; since
this ensures that little current is drawn, it also reduces the associated current noise. As indicated
in Section 5.4.3 above, this technique is commonly used in existing designs. Having it included
within the AFE IC reduces the need for more complex designs and reduces the required circuitry.
In addition to providing some of the necessary guarding for a low-noise biopotential acquisition
module, the INA116 also fulfills the AFE criteria described in Section 5.5. Table 5.3 uses this
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Table 5.3: Specifications of the non-contact electrode’s AFE.
Criteria INA116 Requirement
CMR 84 dB at G=10 > 90 dB
Input impedance 1015 Ω 109
Input current noise 0.1 fA/
√
A 1 fA/
√
A
knowledge and compares the specifications of the chosen in-amp to the desired values to ensure
sufficiency.
5.6.1.2 First prototype board design
The first board constructed and tested incorporates the non-contact electrode design and interface,
as well as the INA116. CadSoft’s EAGLE 7.6.0 Professional CAD software was used to design the
printed circuit board, which was then fabricated.
The acquisition circuitry is designed using the generalized diagram from 5.5.1 and the INA116.
The positive input pin is connected to the sensing plate and receives feedback from the unguarded
output of the instrumentation amplifier. A pair of header pins are placed within the feedback
loop to allow for testing of neutralization circuitry, which would stabilize the amplifier gain across
coupling distances, and between the positive input and guard pins, to examine the effects of bias
circuitry. The guard pins of the positive input are connected to the shield layer of the electrode.
The negative input receives feedback from the guarded output, and its guard pins are also connected
to the shield layer. The schematic is displayed in Figure 5.8.
The board consists of alternating layers of copper and solder mask, with the former acting
as the sensing plate, grounding plate, and shield, while the latter provides isolation. The board
dimensions are 0.93 inches by 1.25 inches. Table 5.9 describes the various layers of the board, their
purposes, and thickness. The board was fabricated by OshPark Ltd, in Lake Oswego, Oregon,
USA.
In Figure 5.9, the leftmost image is the top layer, Layer 1, which will lie furthest away from
the skin. It contains the electronic components, some traces, and copper-filled guards surrounding
the input pins of the INA116. The layer adjacent is Layer 2, the bottom of the first layer. It
contains additional traces and copper guards surrounding the input pins and the non-neutralizing
feedback, connecting to the shield layer. To the right, Layer 15 is a copper-filled ground plate and
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.
Figure 5.8: Schematic of the first electrode prototype.
Figure 5.9: Four layer printed circuit board of the initial sensor prototype. From left: Layer 1,
AFE electronics, traces, input guards; Layer 2, traces, input and feedback guards;
Layer 15, filled ground plate; Layer 16, internal shield plate.
Layer 16 is a solid copper shield plate.
5.6.1.3 First prototype fabrication
Of the initial prototype, the printed component accounts for all but the sensing plate and the
interspatial material between the former and the shield plate. This part of the fabrication process
was completed manually using the additional materials described earlier.
Given the dimensions of the electrode PCB, a rectangle with the same surface area as the
board, 1.1625 in2, and a thickness of 1 cm was designed in SolidWorks. The structure was printed
using the Objet260 Connex 3-D printer with a combination of Tango (rubber-like) and Vero (rigid)
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materials. By 3-D printing the interspatial plate instead of molding it, consistency and accuracy
of the desired shape, size, and finish can be ensured. The rubber-like layer is adhered directly to
the PCB using Gorilla Glue, eliminating variable space in which stray capacitance may vary.
(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 5.10: Fabrication of the electrode test module. (A) Soldering of the in-amp, bypass capac-
itors, and headers to the PCB. (B) Adhering the printed rubber composite to the
PCB. (C) Adhering the 3M copper tape and snap to the module.
Afterwards, the sensing plate was attached on top of the interspatial material. Copper tape by
3M was used, as it is a solution that is inexpensive, simple to implement, and results in the desired
properties. The tape iwas negligibly thick and can be placed flush onto the printed rubber-like
layer without any additional adhesive. As well, the snap used to connect to the physical structure
of the sleeve, is incorporated without interfering with the contact between the sensing plate and
the fabric dielectric interface.
5.6.2 Electrode iteration 2
Through basic bench-top testing, it was determined that the described electrode module did not
function as desired: the amplifier would attenuate an input signal due to improper power supplies
and a short circuit was created through the board layout. In order to test the proof-of-concept
design, another test module was fabricated. This version has a number of key differences from the
printed module:
1. The negative feedback between the shield and the output was omitted.
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2. The materials used were different and more connections were made manually.
3. The module is powered by a dual power supply with a +/- 5 V rail.
To fabricate this module, the bottom two layers remained the same: the sensing plate was a piece
of 3M copper tape and the interspatial layer was the 3-D printed Tango rectangle. As the inner
shield plate, another piece of copper tape was used. A tab was left such that it was accessible
to other connections. A single layer of copper-fill from an existing layer was glued on top of the
structure as a ground plate. The top-most layer was created using a piece of vector board. This
contained the INA116 amplifier, the bypass capacitors, a jumper for neutralization circuitry, and
the other electrical connections.
The connection between the positive input terminal and the sensing plate was created by
soldering a wire from the vector board to the bottom-most layer of the copper tape. Similarly,
the shielded components were all connected together at a node on the vector board and a wire
was soldered between the node and the copper tape tab of the shield layer. For the bias circuitry
connection location, wires were soldered to both pieces of copper tape without other connections.
Figure 5.11: Electrode module re-design. (A) Top layer with electronics, INA116, and visible
shield. (B) Ground plate and interspatial material. (C) Sensing plate and its connec-
tions, shielding plate.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the fabricated module’s structure and connections. The left-most
image shows the vector-board with the instrumentation amplifier and other electronic components
and connections. The shield layer tape tab can be seen, as can the connection between it and
the negative input. The middle image contains the lifted vector-board, under which the soldered
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connections can be seen, and the single layer circuit board that acts as a ground plate. The Tango
interspatial material below the ground plate is also visible. Finally, the right-most image displays
the copper tape sensing plate, the wire connecting this to the positive input and bias, and the
shield tape tab. When connected to a +/- 5 V power supply, the effects of the capacitive contact
could be observed through an oscilloscope, verifying some initial success of the module.
   
          
through an oscilloscope, verifying some initial success of the module.  
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Figure 5.12: Opened up profile view of the electrode module and all of its materials, features, and
components..
5.6.3 Bench-top testing of the prototype
Following the construction of the electrode test module, twelve basic configurations underwent
bench-top testing. The objective of the bench testing is to validate the functionality of the AFE
and the ability of the electrode to pick up signals administered via a conductive fabric test pad.
This allows for the comparison of accuracy and drift among different circuit configurations with a
known applied signal. The bench-top tests were run as a repeated measurement study with two
factor, bias and feedback, with four and three levels, respectively. It was expected that the results
would indicate that a particular circuitry combination would result in more accurate, less noisy
readings of a fixed, known voltage signal.
The test pad used for the bench-top testing setup is fabricated with the conductive fabric
incorporated into the final design of the biosignal acquisition sleeve. A male snap was attached
through the center of the fabric patch to receive the electrode module. A piece of wire was soldered
to the edge of the conductive fabric such that the intended signal exists within it for observation.
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Figure 5.13: Test-pad used to transmit a known signal to the electrode module.
Figure 5.14: Schematic representation of non-contact electrode configurations used in the test-
bench analysis.
The nine basic test-configurations are displayed in Figure 5.14. There are three different feed-
back configurations and four bias path configurations of the electrode module, with the top row
displaying the former and the bottom row displaying the latter. (A) shows a set-up without any
positive feedback. (B) shows basic positive feedback used to bootstrap the biasing element, increas-
ing the effective input impedance and thus the signal stability. (C) introduces some capacitance
into the positive feedback, used to match the anticipated changes due to mechanical movement of
the module. The feedback is still expected to increase the effective input impedance.
Figures (D), (E), (F), and (G) reflect four different biasing techniques that are tested. The first
configuration uses no biasing whatsoever; instead it relies on a floating input. (E) uses a grounded
bias resistor in the giga-ohm level of magnitude, (F) uses a reverse-current diode, and (G) uses
a back-to-back diode pair and a load resistor to keep the voltage input levels within the device-
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specified range. For the test-bench series, each feedback technique was tested in combination with
each bias technique; thus, there are twelve unique configurations to be assessed.
5.6.3.1 Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up of the bench-top testing is shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The fabricated
electrode module had a gain resistor of 1 GΩ such that the gain of the amplifier was approximately
unity. The module was connected to the conductive fabric test-pad through the snap, which
received a signal through an alligator clip from the signal generator.
The electrode module received its +/- 5 V power from the BK Precision 1871A DC regulated
power supply. Jumper wires were used to attach the feedback and bias headers to the breadboard,
allowing for the circuit configurations to be easily changed.
 
Teensy 3.2 
microUSB 
    (to PC) 
Conductive 
fabric  
test pad 
Electrode 
module 
Bias  
circuitry 
Power 
 (from BK precision 
1671A supply) 
Neutralization 
circuitry 
      Test input  
(from signal 
generator) 
Figure 5.15: Experimental setup of the bench top testing for the non-contact electrode module.
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Figure 5.16: Experimental setup of the bench top testing for the non-contact electrode module,
showing the signal generator and power source.
The output signal from the electrode bias was read by the Teensy 3.2 through one of the
analog-compatible pins. The other Teensy 16-bit analog channel read the value from the signal
generator such that the two readings could be compared later. A program was run on the Teensy
that sampled these two channels at 1 kHz for 30 seconds and read them to the serial monitor on
the PC. This data were then saved as a .csv file for further processing.
Trials were conducted using each of the twelve configuration using both an input of a DC signal
of 3.3 V and a 1 V peak-to-peak sine wave, centered around 1 V with a frequency of 500 Hz. Both
the AC and DC trials for each configuration were conducted 10 times.
5.6.3.2 Results
The data collected as .csv files were processed and analyzed using MathWorks’ MATLAB. Each
data set contained a channel of data directly reflecting the applied signal, as a reference, and the
signal picked up by the electrode.
In order to track the signal’s accuracy, the distance was calculated between the electrode
module and the measured voltages from the signal generator. As the module was expected to
output unity gain, any deviation away from the generated value was considered to be an error.
For the DC signal, the Euclidean distance between the input and output point was calculated and
the mean value of the difference was considered to be the error.
Similarly, the expected baseline of the AC input trials was known. The amount of noise
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measured within the breadboard itself was removed from the signal stream. Then, dynamic time
warping (DTW) was applied to the input-—output signal pair prior to calculating the Euclidean
distance between the pairs. Due to the inexact manner in which the signal was input to the
electrode, it was likely that the signal reaching it became slightly out of phase and needed to be
corrected. Finally, the mean of the Euclidean distance between each point was calculated to find
the error. As each test was conducted ten times, the mean and standard deviation of each test
was noted in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics of the bench top testing results.
Configuration
DC Results (mV) AC Results (mV)
Mean
Tracking
Error
Standard
Deviation
Mean
Tracking
Error
Standard
Deviation
No bias, no feedback 0.19996 0.10256 0.19746 0.10614
No bias, basic feedback 0.00228 0.00623 0.21069 0.10011
No bias, capacitive feedback 0.10272 0.09044 0.14961 0.06765
Resistor bias, no feedback 0.31508 0.04123 0.37295 0.06072
Resistor bias, basic feedback 0.00010 4.43459E-05 0.08784 0.00207
Resistor bias, capacitive feedback 0.02410 0.01794 0.14416 0.10403
Reverse diode bias, no feedback 0.32840 0.03625 0.34165 0.07373
Reverse diode bias, basic feedback 0.0008 0.00206 0.16695 0.12859
Reverse diode bias, capacitive feedback 0.10919 0.11442 0.19713 0.14122
Dual diode + resistor bias, no feedback 0.29681 0.03386 0.29495 0.09024
Dual diode + resistor bias, basic feedback 0.00098 0.00134 0.20585 0.14478
Dual diode + resistor bias, capacitive feedback 0.019997 0.02743 0.15730 0.11905
It was determined that most of the configurations did not track the signal as accurately as
desired. This is likely due to issues receiving the input through the conductive material, the
surrounding air, and other disturbances (i.e., power line interference). While the electrode itself
contains shielding, the wires that administer the signal and output it to the microcontroller are
unshielded; this likely results in the presence of radio frequency interference (RFI) and electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) surrounding noise from the power supply, PC, cellular phones, and
AC power lines.
Two different types of diode-based biasing configurations were tested: a single reverse-current
diode and two back-to-back diodes with a resistor load. Chi et al. selected the theoretically more
noisy configuration although the other one had been used earlier [80] [91]. The two were tested
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and directly compared to determine which would provide better signal tracking.
The data reported from the repeated measure study with two factors was input into The
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, IBM. Here, the main effects and the interaction between
the factors were analyzed using the Bonferroni adjustment. It was determined that the effects
of changing the feedback type were significant, which yielded a p value of 1.9 e-7 (<< 0.001);
conversely, the p value of the bias was 0.8 and thus insignificant. These values were identical for
tests of both the AC and DC datasets. Tables 5.6 and 5.5 show the isolated descriptive statistics
for both the bias (Table 5.5) and the feedback (Table 5.6). As well, it was found that there is clear
interaction between the bias and feedback levels; however, they do not appear to be significant
due to the variations between trials.
Table 5.5: Descriptive statistics of the bias effects on bench-top testing
Bias Mean Std. Error
95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound Upper Bound
No bias 0.102 0.015 0.068 0.135
Matched resistor bias 0.113 0.005 0.101 0.125
Reverse diode bias 0.146 0.012 0.119 0.174
Dual diode + resistor 0.106 0.005 0.096 0.116
Table 5.6: Descriptive statistics of the feedback effects on bench-top testing
Bias Mean Std. Error
95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound Upper Bound
No feedback 0.285 0.014 0.254 0.316
Basic feedback 0.001 0.000 -5.356E-5 0.002
Capacitive feedback 0.064 0.012 0.037 0.091
From the feedback results shown in Table 5.6, it is evident that the use of basic bootstrap-
ping with all types of bias configurations preformed best; conversely, capacitive feedback of all
bias configurations performed poorly. It can be determined from the interaction results that the
matched resistor bias and basic feedback configuration preformed best, followed by the dual-diode
bias and basic feedback. The worst preforming combinations were the matched resistor bias with
no feedback and the reverse diode bias with no feedback. Still, there is little statistical significance
to these specifics. While some information was gained through the bench top testing, its efficacy
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is limited due to the unknown and inconsistent nature of the signal in real applications.
5.6.4 An attempt at on-arm testing
Though the bench-top test allowed one to observe the effects of various circuit configurations on the
AFE in a known environment, further testing was conducted to understand the module’s operation
in more realistic conditions. Prior to conducting a proper experimental protocol, an attempt was
made at observing a signal through the module while on-arm.
In order to evaluate the efficacy of the electrode and perform the desired signal processing, a
reference electrode was required. An Ambu Blu gelled contact electrode was placed only the bony
portion of the elbow. In order to allow the signal to be read without the use of an additional EMG
collection system, a wire was soldered to the electrode’s snap. The wire was then wrapped with
3M copper tape to shield the signal from RFI noise in the surrounding area.
Unlike the bench top testing, the signal applied to the electrode cannot be controlled. For the
bench top test, the AC sine wave was centered around 1 V since the ADC on the Teensy 3.2 is
unable to measure negative voltages; here, negative voltages were unavoidable and a new system
was required. Data was collected using National Instrument’s NI DAQ N19205 connected to a
PC through a microUSB cable. The data was recorded through a basic visual interface using NI’s
LabView 2017. A DAQ assistant block was used to collect data from two channels each set at a
sampling rate of 1 kHz, which is the Nyquist frequency of EMG signals. One channel is set to read
from the electrode’s output and the other from the gelled reference electrode. The representative
voltages and the timestamps are saved as an excel file for further processing.
Through a quick trial, it was determined that the electrode module with a unity gain was
unable to detect changes in muscle activities with this set up; however, the elbow flexion—extension
activity was observable through the a Rigol DS1052E digital oscilloscope. In order to complete
testing, a Bourns W202 potentiometer was added in parallel to the 10 MΩ resistor between pins 1
and 16 on the INA116. The potentiometer’s resistance ranges from 0 to 2000 Ω; so, assuming the
average EMG signal has an amplitude of 10 mV, this would allow the minimum voltage output to
be 260 mV. Ideally, the rheostat was set to 500 Ω to center the voltage between 100 mV and 1 V.
The gain was made to be approximately 100, which should have allowed the signal to be observed
on the scope of the LabView program; however, no signal could be seen as it was overtaken by
noise.
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The assumption was made that the environmental noise was too large and that the shielding
techniques were not executed correctly. This iteration of the module was set aside and a new one
was designed.
5.7 A Proposed Module Design
Based upon the results of the benchtop testing and failures of the previous iterations, a final design
was proposed. The remainder of this chapter will describe the design process of these modules,
including the electrode structure, amplifier topology, the bias network, and the bootstrapped
feedback. The final design, shown in Figure 5.17 is expected to be implemented in future works.
Figure 5.17: Schematic of the proposed electrode and AFE module design. (A) High-level
schematic (B) Schematic including the selected bias–feedback network and high pass
filter.
In Figure 5.17, image (A) shows a simplified version of the proposed design, described in Section
5.7.1. The circuit components in image (B) are described in Section 5.7.2, including the component
descriptions in Table 5.7.
5.7.1 Topology and physical characteristic
The design is based upon the differential input topology of the INA116 instrumentation amplifier,
where the sensing plate acts as the positive input terminal and the external shield acts as the
negative input terminal. The internal guards on the IC for each input are tied together; as well, the
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positive input’s guards would be attached to the shield of a coaxial cable to provide an additional
on-board guarding mechanism for the biosignal before entering the amplifier. The signal wire of
the coaxial cable would be soldered to a hole through the signal layer of the PCB through to the
sensing plate underneath the module. A thin insulating substrate would separate the signal and
ground layers from the sensing plate, formed from 3M’s copper tape.
One of the major sources of error of the previous iterations is the lack of proper insulation
surrounding the electrode and analog front end structure, to rectify this, a casing would be printed
from Stratysys’ Tango material using the Objet Innovator 3-D printer. This material is rubber-
like in texture, such that the electrode casing could form to the curvature of human body and
limit mechanical disturbances due to its ability to grip to the skin. As the relative permittivity
of the Tango material is approximately 2.8161 [107] and the expected size of the electrode is
approximately 6.5 cm2, the resultant capacitance at the interface would be dictated by Equation
5.2 and should be at minimum 150 pf, in accordance with Taheri et al. [106]. In order to meet this
criterion, the thickness of bottom of the insulating case should be at least 0.54469 mm thick.
The interior of the insulating case, with exception of the floor, is covered with Bare Conductive’s
Conductive Paint to act as an external shield. The inverting input of the amplifier would be wired
to an external shield surrounding the module to create an active shielded differential input. The
amplifier’s output is wired through a hole in the lid of the case and attached to a snap for simple
use with existing EMG acquisition technologies.
5.7.2 Bias and feedback selection
The bias an feedback networks chosen for the proposed designs were shown visually in Figure
5.17 (B) and the corresponding components are listed in Table 5.7. The remainder of this section
provides rationale for these part selections.
As the impact of introducing positive feedback to the amplifier was found to be significant
through the statistical analysis of the bench-top testing in Table 5.6, it was incorporated into the
proposed design. However, the type of feedback included, a capacitive bootstrap, was shown to
perform most poorly. This is likely attributed to improperly chosen components, resulting in the
wrong ratio in the network, and the lack of insulation surrounding Iteration 2 of the electrode
module. As well, this type of bootstrap feedback has been successfully used in high-impedance
bio-amplifiers for nearly forty years; in fact, many of the selected components have been modeled
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Component in Fig. 5.17 Value / Part
D1, D2 CMDD6001CT
RB 1 MΩ
Cf 1 µF
Chp 10 µF
Rhp 160 kΩ
Amplifier INA116
Table 5.7: Circuit components of the proposed electrode design
based on the feedback network presented by Pallas-Areny [104] and Thakor and Webster [105].
The anti-parallel bias configuration was chosen for the proposed bioamplifier based on the
data in Table 5.5, the descriptive statistics found from the bench-top testing of the second AFE
iteration. It was found to result in the smallest error value when taking into account both the mean
and standard deviation of error. During the bench-top test, standard signal diodes were used. The
use of carefully selected components would further improve the impact on the bias network; in
the proposed design, two CMDD6001CT diodes were placed in the anti-parallel configuration. As
these diodes are intended to operate in their reverse region for this application, their low reverse-
leakage current of 500 pA at 75 V would result in the desired high impedance value. As well, the
selected diode has a quick switching time of 3 µs, preventing a slow operation and recovery time
in EMG signal artefacts. The diode noise contribution is smaller than the proposed resistor value,
4.02259 µVRMS for 1 MΩ.
A first order passive high pass filter with a cut off frequency of 1 Hz was placed at the amplifier’s
output, eliminating noise content below the expected range for EMG signals.
5.8 Conclusion and future works
The goals of this chapter were not met; however, progress was made towards the design and
development of a capacitive electrode to be used in conjunction with the biosignal acquisition
sleeve. The over-arching conclusion of this chapter would be the impact of environmental noises
on an amplifier’s output, particularly with respect to the much smaller amplitudes of physiological
signals. The partial literature review addressed these noise sources, the review of existing works
described methods to mitigate such noises, and the electrode design process was largely focused
on the noise arising at the dielectric interface. Techniques required for high-precision sensing
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were studied, but not necessarily applied correctly, leading to the ultimate lack of success for this
component of the project. The study of the impact of AFE topologies, bias, and feedback networks,
such as the bench-top testing performed on Iteration 2 of the module, are a step towards better
understanding of high-precision and low noise circuit applications. A final design was proposed
in Section 5.7 that focused more heavily on the characteristics of the dielectric interface, on-
board guarding, external shielding, additional literature, and the results of the bench-top testing.
Future work includes its characterization, which can be tested through use of modules within the
biosignal acquisition sleeve, including the ADS2192R and its driven right leg functionality to create
a common mode reference signal.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis aimed to progress towards the development of a system to address
lack of adherence to at-home physical therapy regimens for upper limb MSD patients. Initially, a
literature review was conducted to examine exoskeletons and monitoring systems that tracked at
least two of the following gross motions associated with the upper limb: elbow flexion–extension,
forearm pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension, and ulnar–radial deviation. Through this
search, it was determined that few systems were suitable for use outside of a laboratory environ-
ment. The systems were typically tethered, cumbersome and not self-contained. As well, existing
work has mostly relied on unimodal sensor input, which would limit the ability to fully characterize
the motion profile data obtained from the system.
In order to address the underlying need for a more accessible way for medical professionals
and patients to track MSD therapy regimens, the following system components were proposed and
designed:
 a biosignal acquisition sleeve,
 an algorithm that uses EMG data to determine upper limb gross motion repetitions, and
 a proposed compatible non-geled EMG acquisition module.
The biosignal acquisition sleeve was designed as a self-contained platform to acquire both
physiological and biomechanical sensor data from either a healthy subject or a patient suffering
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from an upper limb MSD. It is adjustable to users of various sizes, unobtrusive, and simple to don
and operate. The sensor peripherals incorporated in the sleeve are modular, such that they can
be removed, adjusted, or replaced as needed. The piloted sleeve has been configured to collect
biomechanical data using four inertial measurement units located proximal and distal to the elbow
and wrist, two flex-bend piezo-resistive sensors located across the elbow and wrist, and two channels
of EMG acquisition sensors and a driven right leg reference. A visualized tool was developed using
Mathworks’ MATLAB to visualize and process the data in a simple, intuitive manner to the user.
To track basic adherence to physical therapy regimens, existing algorithms were modified to
count repetitions of EFE, FPS, WFE, and URD motions. The algorithm was implemented using
MathWorks’ MATLAB and validated using an existing database of 23 patients, which collected six
channels of EMG data from each subject. The subjects ranged from healthy individuals to those
who began treatment for an MSD 1–2 months prior to data collection. The repetition algorithm
was then modified for use with the biosignal acquisition sleeve, capable of identifying onset–offset
points of the same gross patients. This version was piloted on fifteen datasets collected amongst
three healthy users.
Finally, a non-contact EMG acquisition module design was proposed to be embedded within
the sleeve to be used in conjunction with the other two components. This would allow the system
to collect the necessary data for the complete motion profile and the repetition detection algorithm
in a modular and less obtrusive fashion than through the use of standard gelled electrodes. Another
literature review was completed to inform the basis of the module’s design; here, the following topics
were analyzed: the nature of EMG signals, the electrode–skin interface, potential noise sources,
and existing gelled, dry, and non-contact EMG acquisition methods. While three iterations of the
module were designed, assembled, and tested unsuccessfully on-arm, a two-pronged approach to
the design of a bioamplifier and a layered electrode structure was proposed to optimize the sensor,
such that it would be capable of obtaining low-noise biosignals from the upper limb.
These three components of the work presented further the goal of developing a wearable device
to monitor biosignals relating to the physical therapy regimen of an upper limb MSD. The compo-
nents present the system’s overarching framework through the sleeve hub, EMG sensor, and basic
processing; however, significant groundwork has been laid for more elaborate sleeve electronics,
extension of the EMG acquisition module to incorporate more nodes, and additional processing to
provide further characterization of data collected from the biosignal acquisition sleeve.
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6.2 Contributions
This work aimed to fill the gaps in existing systems in order to reduce barriers to adherence to
upper limb MSD physical therapy regimens. The following contributions in this thesis towards
this goal were:
1. Design of the electronic system to be used within the biosignal acquisition sleeve. Board
schematics and PCB layouts for the proposed circuitry were completed using OrCad’s EA-
GLE software following the selection of components. The designs proposed were as follows:
(a) A microprocessor board, acting as a central hub for the peripherals;
(b) An ADC board, containing a medical-grade IC to digitize acquired EMG signals with
patient protection and ESD circuitry, provide a driven right-leg reference and sense
temperature; and,
(c) A power management board, containing a battery charging IC with battery protection
circuitry, a rechargeable Li-ion battery, a regulator to provide a 3.3 V digital power
supply, and a regulator to provide a split-rail +/- 5 V analog power supply.
2. Design and implementation of the first prototype of the ambulatory biosignal acquisition
sleeve. The sleeve design allows the size and sensor site placement to be adjusted to the
individual. The peripherals are incorporated in a modular fashion, such that they can be
removed or interchanged within the system. In the pilot, data were collected and validated
from four inertial measurement units, one flex-bend sensor, and two channels of EMG signal
acquisition. The multi-modal sensor data were presented in an intuitive, visually pleasing
manner and were able to provide meaningful metrics to MSD recovery, such as range of
motion and muscle activity.
3. An EMG onset–offset detection algorithm was adapted for the purpose of detecting repe-
titions of the following gross motions of the upper limb: elbow flexion–extension, forearm
pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension, and radial–ulnar deviation. The onset and
offset points were determined through each motion’s muscles of interest and consequent
adaptive sensitivity in threshold detection. The algorithm was tested and validated using
an existing database consisting of 23 subjects, ranging from healthy to 1–2 months after
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seeking treatment for MSD of the upper limb. The overall success rate was 95.43%. With
modifications to limit the activity’s search window, the algorithm was able to perform with a
93.33% success rate with data collected using the low-cost, ambulatory biosignal acquisition
sleeve.
4. Proposal of a non-obtrusive EMG sensing module to be embedded within the biosignal
acquisition sleeve. The design was based on principles existing within the literature; however,
most papers focused on the ECG or EEG measurement where the signal is less erratic and
contained within a smaller frequency range. The work within this thesis adapts the filtration
and amplification parameters for the desired signal type. The proposed electrode’s physical
structure uses a unique set of available materials to re-create layers for sensing, guarding,
insulation, and creating a driven shield that attaches to the analog front end PCB.
6.3 Future Work
While this work focuses on initial prototypes and proofs of concepts to illustrate the structure of
the overall system, many of the individual components were proposed but not implemented due to
lack of time, resources, and expertise. Implementation of these designs and further development
would improve the system’s ease-of-use, size, and comfort. Some of these modifications are as
follows:
 The proposed biosignal acquisition sleeve’s integrative board designs, shown in Section ??,
should be verified and fabricated. The microcontroller and peripheral ADC and power man-
agement boards should be programmed to acquire and save data from the sleeve in a manner
similar to the existing prototype. As these board designs are smaller and less bulky than
the current versions’ components, the sleeve will be less bulky, more visually appealing, and
more robust. Collection code for additional common sensing modules could be included to
eliminate the need for the user to manually make these changes when taking advantage of
the design’s modularity.
 The data visualization application could be improved upon to increase functionality. The
application should include the ability to allow the user to input custom functions, such that
the user would be able to process the data to their specification. As well, the application
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could be extended to include: regimen instruction information, the user’s fulfillment of the
regimen, the ability to track motion metrics over time, and the ability to export or share
session information with a third party.
 The proposed dry electrode design presented in Section 5.7 should be fabricated, assembled,
and tested. A comparative study, similar to the bench top testing performed on the earlier
module iteration in Section 5.6.3, should be performed on-arm to determine the optimal low-
noise, high input-impedance front end design. The electrode should be characterized and
integrated into the biosignal acquisition sleeve through either the MyoWare or ADS1292R
modules. This would provide an alternative solution to the gelled electrodes used in the
initial prototype, improving comfort and ease of use.
 The EMG based repetition detection algorithm should be tested using data collected from the
biosignal acquisition sleeve with the non-contact electrode and analog front end design, once
implemented. This would further validate its efficacy with data from a variety of systems.
 A future prototype of the sleeve should be piloted on subjects in recovery from upper-
limb MSDs. These individuals would be asked to provide feedback to gage the qualitative
requirements of the acquisition sleeve, outlined in Section 3.2. This would allow the researcher
to determine if the system is appealing to patients and if it successfully addresses some of
the barriers associated with adherence to a prescribed physiotherapy regimen. Their input
could be used to inform further requirements for a future version.
Though there is a significant amount of work involved in the implementation of the next
prototype, the initial aims of this thesis, described in Section 1.2.1, were met. A prototype was
presented of an effective, resource-conscious tool for multi-modality tracking of human upper limb
motion. The biosignal acquisition sleeve was able to provide quantitative motion feedback to the
user and detect the onset–offset points of motion repetitions. Continued work based upon the
foundations laid in this thesis could produce a system that is more stream-lined, comfortable,
and with increased feedback capabilities. With this further direction, the system could aim to be
incorporated into remote physical rehabilitation regimens for upper limb MSDs.
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Iterations of sleeve
electronic designs and electrode
modules
A.1 Integrated systems board design
Initially, the main electronics component was designed as a singular board. The consequent
schematic and board design are presented in Figures A.1 and A.2:
Figure A.1: Schematic of the integrated sleeve’s main PCB
However, it was proven to be impractical to have this board fabricated. The design was large
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Figure A.2: Board layout of the integrated sleeve’s PCB
and would have been cumbersome to attach to the sleeve itself. As well, particular portions of
the board used ICs with many small pads and connections. These required extremely thin trace
widths and hole sizes that either exceeded the capabilities of the manufacturing houses or scaled
in price, based on board size, as the width and drill sizes were reduced.
A.2 Power management board design
This section contains the initial design of the power management board. The schematic and board
layout, created in OrCad’s EAGLE 7.6.0 is displayed in Figures A.3 and A.4 below.
Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of the first iteration of power management circuitry
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Figure A.4: Board layout of the first iteration of power management circuitry
To charge the battery, the BQ29702’s output is connected to the designated terminal of Texas
Instrument’s BQ25121 IC. This chip has been designed specifically for power management of
wearable and IoT applications; it contains a linear charger, regulated output, a load switch, and
a buck converter with a low quiescent current to reduce the voltage from a 5V input. Such a
power supply is introduced into the circuit via a mini-USB socket. The buck converter’s output,
as well as many of the chip’s other features, are programmable via the MCU through its I2C
channel. Here, the output voltage is set to 3.3V. This voltage can be accessed through the SYS
pin and acts as the digital source for the system. It is used as a supply for the MCU, the IMU
and MyoWare sensors,and the SD connector. The buck converter uses T.I.’s DCS (Direct Control
with Seamless Transition into Power Saving Mode) topology, which combines hysteric, voltage, and
current mode controls, and transitions between PWM and Power Save Modes without disturbances
to voltage. This topology results in high accuracy voltage management with a low quiescent
current, minimizing its consumption.
The LS/LDO pin is connected to an additional regulator in order to establish a separate +/- 5V
analog power source for both the mixed-signal ADC and the electrode modules. A dual supply is
output from this LDO, as many EMG analog front end circuit modules use differential amplification
and require the use of both a positive and negative supply rail. Here, Texas Instrument’s TPSXXX
is incorporated to provide the desired output. The PMID pins are not needed in this application,
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as the outputs are within the chip’s natural range and do not require additional boost circuitry.
Insurmountable challenges presented themselves when attempting to have this board fabricated
due to the ball grid array package of the BQ25121 IC. It was difficult to find a board house that
was able to create trace width thin enough to prevent overlap of the signals to the chip’s pads.
As well, there is no machine on site capable of mounting the ball grid array chip; thus, this
would have to be done externally. To have this done quickly became prohibitively expensive for a
single prototype. back-and-forth communication and re-iterations of the board design, with long
wait times in between correspondance, with Seeed Studio eventually lead to the discarding of this
design.
A.3 Electrode iteration 3
Regardless of the attempts to reduce noise, the environmental interference was insurmountable;
consequently, another electrode module prototype was developed. This version, iteration 3, at-
tempts to keep all components required for a clear EMG reading self-contained without increasing
the sensor’s size from previous versions. This iteration consists of a two-layer PCB fabricated by
Seeed Studio (Shenzen, China), as well as the additional layers of copper tape and Tango-composite
3D-printed insulator materials used in design 1.3. Below are the schematic and EAGLE board
design realizations of this iteration.
In this version, a SOTL-16 INA116 is the centerpiece of the design. Guard traces are placed
around the positive and negative inputs and lead towards a hole through the bottom of the board;
similarly, the positive input leads to a hole as well. The bypass capacitors remain at the supply pins,
though the negative input pin is no longer grounded. All three bias and feedback configurations
were realized and incorporated into this board: for the former, two sets of two-pin headers were
placed between the shield and the input nets. The diode bias circuitry was placed across one
of these headers and the resistor bias was placed across the other. Once printed, a jumper was
used to create the chosen bias connection, or left open for no bias. Likewise, two sets of two-pin
headers were placed across the shield net between the input and output. One connection results
in basic feedback, the other to capacitive feedback, or open for no feedback. By having all of the
configurations present on the board, the noise associated with breadboard and the wires heading
to it are mitigated.
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As well, the signal is digitized on the module itself using the 24-bit ADS1291 analog-to-digital
converter. The output of the INA116 amplifier is routed to the positive input of one channel.
Its negative input is grounded. A second channel is set up with amplification equal to the first
channel for the connection of another electrode, which can be selected as the driven right leg signal
through the chip. Following the printing and assembly of the two-layer PCB, the remainder of the
module is fabricated. First, wires are soldered to the holes that pass through the board. Then, a
single layer of copper fill with holes below those in the PCB layout is attached to the board using
Gorilla Glue. The wires are passed through this plate.
As well, the signal is digitized on the module itself using the 24-bit ADS1291 analog-to-digital
converter. The output of the INA116 amplifier is routed to the positive input of one channel. Its
negative input is grounded. A second channel is set up with amplification equal to the first channel
for the connection of another electrode, which can be selected as the driven right leg signal through
the chip. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) circuitry was included between the signal origins and the
ADC input pins. Following the printing and assembly of the two-layer PCB, the remainder of the
module is fabricated. First, wires are soldered to the holes that pass through the board. Then, a
single layer of copper fill with holes below those in the PCB layout is attached to the board using
Gorilla Glue. The wires are passed through this plate.
A rectangular block of the same surface area as the PCB board was printed in the Tango-
composite material with a Shore hardness of 50A using the Objet Innovator 3-D printer. The
component had a hole through it where the connection from the sensing plate to the positive input
is expected to be placed. The sensing plate was applied to the bottom of the printed interspatial
material, and the wire from the PCB was passed through the rubber and soldered to the tape.
Another piece of copper tape was adhered to the top of the interspatial material as the shielding
plate; here, the wire from the shielding connection was soldered to the tape. The PCB structure
and the tape—rubber structures are glued together. Finally, a wire was connected between the
analog ground and a foil-based casing around the electronic components of the structure. Although
significantly more components were included within this module, it is of comparable size to the
previous iterations.
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Figure A.5: Schematic of the third iteration of the electrode module.
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Figure A.6: EAGLE board layout of the third iteration of the electrode module.
Appendix B
Appendix B: Code
This appendix contains some of the scripts used to acquire and process data throughout this work.
B.1 Biosignal Acquisition Sleeve Scripts
B.1.1 Arduino sensor data acquisition script
ArduinoCollect.ino
163
// -----------------------------
//  Initialize needed libraries
// ----------------------------
#include <Wire.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <SparkFunLSM9DS1.h>
#include <LSM9DS1_Registers.h>
#include <SD.h>
#include <ADS.h>
//#include <TimeLib.h>
#include <String.h>
// --------------------------------------------
//    Create all possible instances of imus
// --------------------------------------------
LSM9DS1 imu1;
LSM9DS1 imu2;
LSM9DS1 imu3;
LSM9DS1 imu4;
int whichImus[] = {};
int whichAnalogs[] = {};
#define LSM9DS1_M_CS1 9
#define LSM9DS1_AG_CS1 10 
#define LSM9DS1_M_CS2 7
#define LSM9DS1_AG_CS2 8
#define LSM9DS1_M_CS3 6
#define LSM9DS1_AG_CS3 5
#define LSM9DS1_M_CS4 25
#define LSM9DS1_AG_CS4 24 
#define PRINT_CALCULATED
#define DECLINATION -9.1 // Declination (degrees)
String GyroString, DataString, FlexString, AnalogString;
int iNum;
// ----------------------------------------------
//  Define pins and variables for flex sensors
// ----------------------------------------------
int FLEX_PIN1 = A9;
int FLEX_PIN2 = A8;
String FlexString;
int flexNum = 0;
// -----------------------------------------------
//  Define pins and variables for analog sensors
// -----------------------------------------------
int ANum = 0;
int aPin1 = A3;
int aPin2 = A2;
int aPin3 = A5;
int aPin4 = A4;
// -----------------------------------------------
//  Define pins and variables for ADS1292
// -----------------------------------------------
ADS ADS1292;
volatile uint8_t SPI_Dummy_Buff[30];
uint8_t DataPacketHeader[16];
volatile signed long s32DaqVals[8];
uint8_t data_len = 7;
volatile byte SPI_RX_Buff[15] ;
volatile static int SPI_RX_Buff_Count = 0;
volatile char *SPI_RX_Buff_Ptr;
volatile bool ads1292dataReceived = false;
unsigned long uecgtemp = 0;
signed long secgtemp = 0;
int y, z;
long status_byte = 0;
uint8_t LeadStatus = 0;
int chSet;
int isADC = 0;
char fileName[] = "sleeve00.csv";
// -----------------------------------------------
//  Define file and source of SD writing
// -----------------------------------------------
File dataFile;
const int SDSelect = BUILTIN_SDCARD;
// --------------------
//  Set-up sequence
// -------------------
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
while (!Serial) ;
Serial.flush();
// ------------------------------------------------
//     Initialize flex sensor inputs and count
// ------------------------------------------------
pinMode(FLEX_PIN1, INPUT); //Initialize flex sensors as inputs, count
pinMode(FLEX_PIN2, INPUT);
if (analogRead(FLEX_PIN1) > 300 && analogRead(FLEX_PIN2) > 300) {
flexNum = 2;
}
else if (analogRead(FLEX_PIN1) > 100 || analogRead(FLEX_PIN2) > 100) {
flexNum = 1;
}
else (flexNum = 0);
// ------------------------------------------------
//     Initialize analog sensor inputs and count
// ------------------------------------------------
pinMode(aPin1, INPUT); //Initialize flex sensors as inputs, count
pinMode(aPin2, INPUT), pinMode(aPin3, INPUT), pinMode(aPin4, INPUT);
int An1 = 0, An2 = 0, An3 = 0, An4 = 0;
if (analogRead(aPin1) > 10) {
An1 = 1;
}
if (analogRead(aPin2) > 500) {
An2 = 1;
}
if (analogRead(aPin3) > 500) {
An3 = 1;
}
if (analogRead(aPin4) > 500) {
An4 = 1;
}
int Analoglist[] = {An1, An2, An3, An4};
int As = 0;
for (int i = 0; i <= 3; i++) {
if (Analoglist[i] == 1) {
whichAnalogs[As] = i + 1;
As = As + 1;
}
if (Analoglist[i] == 1) {
ANum = ANum + 1;
}
}
// ------------------------------------------------
// Set up SPI for IMUs, determine which are active
// -------------------------------------------------
imu1.settings.device.commInterface = IMU_MODE_SPI;
imu1.settings.device.mAddress = LSM9DS1_M_CS1;
imu1.settings.device.agAddress = LSM9DS1_AG_CS1;
imu2.settings.device.commInterface = IMU_MODE_SPI;
imu2.settings.device.mAddress = LSM9DS1_M_CS2;
imu2.settings.device.agAddress = LSM9DS1_AG_CS2;
imu3.settings.device.commInterface = IMU_MODE_SPI;
imu3.settings.device.mAddress = LSM9DS1_M_CS3;
imu3.settings.device.agAddress = LSM9DS1_AG_CS3;
imu4.settings.device.commInterface = IMU_MODE_SPI;
imu4.settings.device.mAddress = LSM9DS1_M_CS4;
imu4.settings.device.agAddress = LSM9DS1_AG_CS4;
int n;
int ONE = !(!(imu1.begin()));
int TWO = !(!(imu2.begin()));
int THREE = !(!(imu3.begin()));
int FOUR = !(!(imu4.begin()));
int IMUlist[] = {ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR};
int Is = 0;
boolean _autocalc = true;
imu1.calibrate(_autocalc);
imu2.calibrate(_autocalc);
imu3.calibrate(_autocalc);
imu4.calibrate(_autocalc);
iNum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i <= 3; i++) {
if (IMUlist[i] == 1) {
whichImus[Is] = i + 1;
Is = Is + 1;
}
if (IMUlist[i] == 1) {
iNum = iNum + 1;
}
}
// ------------------------------------------------
// Set up ADC, determine if active
// -------------------------------------------------
delay(2000);
pinMode(ADS1292_DRDY_PIN, INPUT); //6
pinMode(ADS1292_CS_PIN, OUTPUT); //7
pinMode(ADS1292_START_PIN, OUTPUT); //5
pinMode(ADS1292_PWDN_PIN, OUTPUT); //4
ADS1292.ads1292_Init(); //initalize ADS1292 slave
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_CONFIG2, 0xA0);
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_CONFIG1, 0b0000011);
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_CH2SET, 0b01100000);
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_CH1SET, 0b01100000);
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_RLDSENS, 0b00101111);
ADS1292.ads1292_Reg_Write(ADS1292_REG_RESP1, 0b00000011);
delay(1000);
ADS1292.ads1292_Stop_Read_Data_Continuous();
delay(10);
chSet = read_ADCbyte(0x20 | 0x00);
if (chSet == 115)
{ isADC = 1;
}
ADS1292.ads1292_Start_Read_Data_Continuous();
digitalWrite(ADS1292_START_PIN, LOW);
delay(150);
ADS1292.ads1292_Start_Data_Conv_Command;
// -------------------------------------------------------
// Set up file name and create a data file to save on SD
// -------------------------------------------------------
Serial.flush();
if (!SD.begin(SDSelect)) {
Serial.println("Card failed, or not present");
return;
}
for (uint8_t k = 0; k < 100; k++) {
fileName[6] = k / 10 + '0';
fileName[7] = k % 10 + '0';
if (! SD.exists(fileName)) {
dataFile = SD.open(fileName, FILE_WRITE);
Serial.println(fileName);
break;
}
dataFile.close();
}
String hString;
String d = ",";
hString = "Time (ms)" + d;
String Gx = "Gx", Gy = "Gy", Gz = "Gz";
String Ax = "Ax", Ay = "Ay", Az = "Az";
String Mx = "Mx", My = "My", Mz = "Mz";
int v = 1;
String hTemp;
dataFile = SD.open(fileName, FILE_WRITE);
if (dataFile)
{
hString = "Time,";
if (isADC == 1) {
hString += "ADC1" + d + "ADC2" + d;
}
if (iNum > 0) {
hTemp = Gx + 1 + d + Gy + 1 + d + Gz + 1 + d + Ax + 1 + d + ...
Ay + 1 + d + Az + 1 + d + Mx + 1 + d + My + 1 + d + Mz + 1 + d;
hString += hTemp;
if (iNum >= 2) {
hTemp = Gx + 2 + d + Gy + 2 + d + Gz + 2 + d + Ax + 2 + d +...
Ay + 2 + d + Az + 2 + d + Mx + 2 + d + My + 2 + d + Mz + 2 + d;
hString += hTemp;
}
if (iNum >= 3) {
hTemp = Gx + 3 + d + Gy + 3 + d + Gz + 3 + d + Ax + 3 + d + ...
Ay + 3 + d + Az + 3 + d + Mx + 3 + d + My + 3 + d + Mz + 3 + d;
hString += hTemp;
} if (iNum >= 4) {
hTemp = Gx + 4 + d + Gy + 4 + d + Gz + 4 + d + Ax + 4 + d + ...
Ay + 4 + d + Az + 4 + d + Mx + 4 + d + My + 4 + d + Mz + 4 + d;
hString += hTemp;
}
}
if (flexNum > 0) {
hTemp = "FlexVal1"+ d+ "FlexAngle1" + d;
hString += hTemp;
if (flexNum == 2) {
hTemp = "FlexVal1"+ d+"FlexAngle2" + d;
hString += hTemp;
}
}
if (ANum > 0) {
hTemp = "Analog1" + d;
hString += hTemp;
if (ANum == 2) {
hTemp = "Analog2" + d;;
hString += hTemp;
}
if (ANum == 3) {
hTemp = "Analog3" + d;;
hString += hTemp;
}
if (ANum == 4) {
hTemp = "Analog4" + d;;
hString += hTemp;
}
}
dataFile.println(hString);
dataFile.close();
}
else {
Serial.println("Error");
}
Serial.println(hString);
}
int read_ADCbyte(int reg_addr) {
int out = 0;
digitalWrite(ADS1292_CS_PIN, LOW);
SPI1.transfer(0x20 | reg_addr);
delayMicroseconds(5);
SPI1.transfer(0x00);
delayMicroseconds(5);
out = SPI1.transfer(0x00);
delayMicroseconds(1);
digitalWrite(ADS1292_CS_PIN, HIGH);
return (out);
}
String printG(int imuNum)
{
String Gx, Gy, Gz, Ax, Ay, Az, Mx, My, Mz;
String G;
char buffer[10];
String d = ",";
switch (imuNum) {
case 1: {
imu1.readGyro();
Gx = dtostrf(imu1.calcGyro(imu1.gx), 4, 2, buffer);
Gy = dtostrf(imu1.calcGyro(imu1.gy), 4, 2, buffer);
Gz = dtostrf(imu1.calcGyro(imu1.gz), 4, 2, buffer);
imu1.readAccel();
Ax = dtostrf(imu1.calcAccel(imu1.ax), 4, 2, buffer);
Ay = dtostrf(imu1.calcAccel(imu1.ay), 4, 2, buffer);
Az = dtostrf(imu1.calcAccel(imu1.az), 4, 2, buffer);
imu1.readMag();
Mx = dtostrf(imu1.calcMag(imu1.mx), 4, 2, buffer);
My = dtostrf(imu1.calcMag(imu1.my), 4, 2, buffer);
Mz = dtostrf(imu1.calcMag(imu1.mz), 4, 2, buffer);
}
break;
case 2: {
imu2.readGyro();
Gx = dtostrf(imu2.calcGyro(imu2.gx), 4, 2, buffer);
Gy = dtostrf(imu2.calcGyro(imu2.gy), 4, 2, buffer);
Gz = dtostrf(imu2.calcGyro(imu2.gz), 4, 2, buffer);
imu2.readAccel();
Ax = dtostrf(imu2.calcAccel(imu2.ax), 4, 2, buffer);
Ay = dtostrf(imu2.calcAccel(imu2.ay), 4, 2, buffer);
Az = dtostrf(imu2.calcAccel(imu2.az), 4, 2, buffer);
imu2.readMag();
Mx = dtostrf(imu2.calcMag(imu2.mx), 4, 2, buffer);
My = dtostrf(imu2.calcMag(imu2.my), 4, 2, buffer);
Mz = dtostrf(imu2.calcMag(imu2.mz), 4, 2, buffer);
}
break;
case 3: {
imu3.readGyro();
Gx = dtostrf(imu3.calcGyro(imu3.gx), 4, 2, buffer);
Gy = dtostrf(imu3.calcGyro(imu3.gy), 4, 2, buffer);
Gz = dtostrf(imu3.calcGyro(imu3.gz), 4, 2, buffer);
imu3.readAccel();
Ax = dtostrf(imu3.calcAccel(imu3.ax), 4, 2, buffer);
Ay = dtostrf(imu3.calcAccel(imu3.ay), 4, 2, buffer);
Az = dtostrf(imu3.calcAccel(imu3.az), 4, 2, buffer);
imu3.readMag();
Mx = dtostrf(imu3.calcMag(imu3.mx), 4, 2, buffer);
My = dtostrf(imu3.calcMag(imu3.my), 4, 2, buffer);
Mz = dtostrf(imu3.calcMag(imu3.mz), 4, 2, buffer);
}
break;
case 4: {
imu4.readGyro();
Gx = dtostrf(imu4.calcGyro(imu4.gx), 4, 2, buffer);
Gy = dtostrf(imu4.calcGyro(imu4.gy), 4, 2, buffer);
Gz = dtostrf(imu4.calcGyro(imu4.gz), 4, 2, buffer);
imu4.readAccel();
Ax = dtostrf(imu4.calcAccel(imu4.ax), 4, 2, buffer);
Ay = dtostrf(imu4.calcAccel(imu4.ay), 4, 2, buffer);
Az = dtostrf(imu4.calcAccel(imu4.az), 4, 2, buffer);
imu4.readMag();
Mx = dtostrf(imu4.calcMag(imu4.mx), 4, 2, buffer);
My = dtostrf(imu4.calcMag(imu4.my), 4, 2, buffer);
Mz = dtostrf(imu4.calcMag(imu4.mz), 4, 2, buffer);
}
break;
}
GyroString = Gx + d + Gy + d + Gz + d + Ax + d + Ay + d ...
+ Az + d + Mx + d + My + d + Mz + d;
return GyroString;
}
String printFlex(int flexNum)
{
const float VCC = 3.3; // Measured voltage of Ardunio 5V line
const float R_DIV = 47500.0; // Measured resistance of 3.3k resistor
int flexADC ; float STRAIGHT_RESISTANCE; float BEND_RESISTANCE;
if (flexNum == 1) {
STRAIGHT_RESISTANCE = 37300.0; // resistance when straight
BEND_RESISTANCE = 7406.78; // resistance at 90 deg
flexADC = analogRead(FLEX_PIN1);
}
else if (flexNum == 2) {
STRAIGHT_RESISTANCE = 17988.54; // resistance when straight
BEND_RESISTANCE = 90000.0; // resistance at 90 deg
flexADC = analogRead(FLEX_PIN2);
}
float flexV = flexADC * VCC / 1023.0;
float flexR = R_DIV * (VCC / flexV - 1.0);
float angle = map(flexR, STRAIGHT_RESISTANCE, BEND_RESISTANCE, 0, 90.0);
String d = ",";
char buffer[10];
String angle2 = dtostrf(angle, 7, 3, buffer);
String flexString = flexADC+d+angle2 + d;
return flexString;
}
String printAnalog(int analogNum)
{
String a, d = ",";
char buffer[10];
switch (analogNum) {
case 1: {
a = dtostrf(analogRead(aPin1), 4, 2, buffer);
} break;
case 2: {
a = dtostrf(analogRead(aPin2), 4, 2, buffer);
} break;
case 3: {
a = dtostrf(analogRead(aPin3), 4, 2, buffer);
} break;
case 4: {
a = dtostrf(analogRead(aPin4), 4, 2, buffer);
} break;
}
String AnalogString = a + d;
return AnalogString;
}
String printADC() {
int i; int j;
digitalWrite(ADS1292_START_PIN, LOW);
digitalWrite(ADS1292_START_PIN, HIGH);
if ((digitalRead(ADS1292_DRDY_PIN)) == LOW)
{
SPI_RX_Buff_Ptr = ADS1292.ads1292_Read_Data();
for (i = 0; i < 9; i++)
{ SPI_RX_Buff[SPI_RX_Buff_Count++] = *(SPI_RX_Buff_Ptr + i);
}
ads1292dataReceived = true;
}
if (ads1292dataReceived == true) // process the data
{{
j = 0;
for (i = 3; i < 9; i += 3)
{ uecgtemp = (unsigned long) ( ((unsigned long)SPI_RX_Buff[i + 0] << 16) ...
| ( (unsigned long) SPI_RX_Buff[i + 1] << 8) | (unsigned long) SPI_RX_Buff[i + 2]);
uecgtemp = (unsigned long) (uecgtemp << 8);
secgtemp = (signed long) (uecgtemp);
secgtemp = (signed long) (secgtemp >> 8);
s32DaqVals[j++] = secgtemp;
}
}
}
char buffer[33];
String d = ",";
String ADC1 = ltoa(s32DaqVals[0], buffer, 10);
String ADC2 = ltoa(s32DaqVals[1], buffer, 10);
String ADCString = ADC1 + d + ADC2 + d;
ads1292dataReceived = false;
SPI_RX_Buff_Count = 0;
return ADCString;
}
void loop() {
String ADCString; String GyroString; String FlexString;
String AnalogString; String DataString;
String d = ",";
DataString = millis() + d;
int iN = 0, fN = 1;
if (isADC == 1) {
ADCString = printADC();
DataString += ADCString;
}if (iNum > 0) {
GyroString += printG(1);
if (iNum > 1) {
GyroString += printG(2);
if (iNum > 2) {
GyroString += printG(3);
if (iNum > 3) {
GyroString += printG(4);
}
DataString += GyroString;
}
if (flexNum > 0) {
FlexString += printFlex(1);
DataString += FlexString;
if (flexNum > 1) {
FlexString += printFlex(2);
DataString += FlexString;
}
}
if (ANum > 0) {
AnalogString += printAnalog(whichAnalogs[0]);
DataString += AnalogString;
if (ANum > 1) {
AnalogString += printAnalog(whichAnalogs[1]);
DataString += AnalogString;
}
if (ANum > 2) {
AnalogString += printAnalog(whichAnalogs[2]);
DataString += AnalogString;
}
if (ANum > 3) {
AnalogString += printAnalog(whichAnalogs[3]);
DataString += AnalogString;
}
}
dataFile = SD.open(fileName, FILE_WRITE);
if (dataFile) {
dataFile.println(DataString);
dataFile.close();
Serial.println(DataString);
}
}
}
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SleeveCollect.ino
addpath('quaternion_library');
uiopen;
filenum='SLEEVE27.';
time=eval(strcat(filenum,'Time'));
Ts=1000;
a1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax1')) , eval(strcat(filenum,'Az1'))];
g1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx1')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz1'))];
m1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'My1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx1')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz1'))];
A1=[1.8981 0.1267 -0.0890; 0 1.7398 -0.0415; 0 0 1.8930];
c1= [0.3704, -0.6698, -0.5064]';
i1=m1-repmat(c1,1,length(m1))'; m1= (A1*m1')';
[c,d]=butter(3,0.1/(100/2),'high');
g1=filtfilt(c,d, g1);
windowSize = 25; b = (1/windowSize)*ones(1,windowSize); a=1;
g1 = filter(b,a, g1); a1 = filter(b,a, a1); m1 = filter(b,a, m1);
Cbn1 = TRIAD(a1(10,:)', m1(10,:)',[mean(a1(10:150,:))]', [mean(m1(10:150,:))]');
q1=dcm2quat(Cbn1);
a2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax2')),eval(strcat(filenum,'Az2'))];
g2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx2')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz2'))];
m2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'My2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx2')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz2'))];
A2= [1.8221 0.3075 -0.0007; 0 2.1160 -0.0372; 0 0 1.7718];
c2=[0.1013 0.3565 0.0562]';
i2=m2-repmat(c2,1,length(m2))'; m2= (A2*i2')';
g2=filtfilt(c, d, g2);
g2 = filter(b,a, g2);a2 = filter(b,a, a2); m2 = filter(b,a, m2);
Cbn2 = TRIAD(a2(10,:)', m2(10,:)',[mean(a2(10:150,:))]', [mean(m2(10:150,:))]');
q2=dcm2quat(Cbn2);
a3=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax3')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Az3'))];
g3=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx3')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz3'))];
m3=[-(eval(strcat(filenum,'My3'))), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz3'))];
A3=[1.8938 0.2399 -0.0477; 0 1.8497 -0.0135; 0 0 1.7747];
c3 = [0.3743 0.1438 0.0605]';
i3=m3-repmat(c3,1,length(m3))'; m3= (A3*i3')';
g3=filtfilt(c, d, g3);
g3 = filter(b,a, g3); a3 = filter(b,a, a3); m3 = filter(b,a, m3);
Cbn3 = TRIAD(a3(10,:)', m3(10,:)',[mean(a3(10:150,:))]', [mean(m3(10:150,:))]');
q3=dcm2quat(Cbn3);
a4=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax4')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Az4'))];
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g4=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx4')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz4'))];
m4=[-(eval(strcat(filenum,'My4'))), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz4'))];
A4 =[1.7039 0.1046 0.0729; 0 1.7736 0.0556; 0 0 1.7061];
c4 =[0.1574, 0.1399, 0.1425]';
i4=m4-repmat(c4,1,length(m4))';
m4= (A4*i4')';
g4=filtfilt(c,d, g4);
g4 = filter(b,a, g4);a4 = filter(b,a, a4); m4 = filter(b,a, m4);
Cbn4 = TRIAD(a4(10,:)', m4(10,:)',[mean(a4(10:150,:))]', [mean(m4(10:150,:))]');
q4=dcm2quat(Cbn4);
AHRS = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts, 'Quaternion', q1, 'Beta', 1);
AHRS2 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts,'Quaternion', q2, 'Beta', 1);
AHRS3 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts, 'Quaternion',q3,'Beta', 1);
AHRS4 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts,'Quaternion', q4, 'Beta', 1);
quaternion1 = zeros(length(g1),4);
for t = 1:length(g1)
AHRS.Update(g1(t,:) * (pi/180), a1(t,:), m1(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion1(t, :) = AHRS.Quaternion;
end
quaternion2 = zeros(length(g2),4);
r=zeros(length(g2),1);
for t = 1:length(g2)
AHRS2.Update(g2(t,:) * (pi/180), a2(t,:), m2(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion2(t, :) = AHRS2.Quaternion;
end
quaternion3 = zeros(length(g3), 4);
for t = 1:length(g3)
AHRS3.Update(g3(t,:) * (pi/180), a3(t,:), m3(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion3(t, :) = AHRS3.Quaternion;
end
quaternion4 = zeros(length(g4)-4, 4);
for t = 1:length(g4)
AHRS4.Update(g4(t,:) * (pi/180), a4(t,:),m4(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion4(t, :) = AHRS4.Quaternion;
end
%qd=quaternion1(200,:)-quaternion1(200,:);
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%quaternion2=quaternion2+qd;
rUA=quat2rotm(quaternion1);
rUF=quat2rotm(quaternion2) ;
rLF=quat2rotm(quaternion3);
rH=quat2rotm(quaternion4) ;
Q1=zeros(3,3,length(rUA));
Q2=zeros(3,3,length(rUA));
Q3=zeros(3,3,length(rH));
for i=1:length(rUF)
Q1(:,:,i)=rUF(:,:,i)\rUA(:,:,i);
end
Qmat1=rotm2quat(Q1);
Elbow=quat2dcm(Qmat1);
[eAlpha, eBeta, eGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(Elbow, 'ZXY')) ;
figure; plot(eAlpha); title('Elbow orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
for i=1:length(rLF)
Q2(:,:,i)=rLF(:,:,i)\rUF(:,:,i);
end
Qmat2=rotm2quat(Q2);
Forearm=quat2dcm(Qmat2);
[fAlpha, fBeta, fGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(Forearm, 'XZY'));
figure; plot(fGamma); title('Forearm orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
for i=1:length(rH)
Q3(:,:,i)=rUA(:,:,i)\rLF(:,:,i);
end
Qmat3=rotm2quat(Q3);
Wrist=quat2dcm(Qmat3);
[wAlpha, wBeta, wGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(t, 'XYZ')) ;
figure; plot(wAlpha); hold on; plot(wBeta);
title('Forearm orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
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B.1.2 MATLAB IMU data processing script
imuProcess.m
addpath('quaternion_library');
uiopen;
filenum='SLEEVE27.';
time=eval(strcat(filenum,'Time'));
Ts=1000;
a1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax1')) , eval(strcat(filenum,'Az1'))];
g1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx1')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz1'))];
m1=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'My1')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx1')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz1'))];
A1=[1.8981 0.1267 -0.0890; 0 1.7398 -0.0415; 0 0 1.8930];
c1= [0.3704, -0.6698, -0.5064]';
i1=m1-repmat(c1,1,length(m1))'; m1= (A1*m1')';
[c,d]=butter(3,0.1/(100/2),'high');
g1=filtfilt(c,d, g1);
windowSize = 25; b = (1/windowSize)*ones(1,windowSize); a=1;
g1 = filter(b,a, g1); a1 = filter(b,a, a1); m1 = filter(b,a, m1);
Cbn1 = TRIAD(a1(10,:)', m1(10,:)',[mean(a1(10:150,:))]', [mean(m1(10:150,:))]');
q1=dcm2quat(Cbn1);
a2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax2')),eval(strcat(filenum,'Az2'))];
g2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx2')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz2'))];
m2=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'My2')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx2')),-eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz2'))];
A2= [1.8221 0.3075 -0.0007; 0 2.1160 -0.0372; 0 0 1.7718];
c2=[0.1013 0.3565 0.0562]';
i2=m2-repmat(c2,1,length(m2))'; m2= (A2*i2')';
g2=filtfilt(c, d, g2);
g2 = filter(b,a, g2);a2 = filter(b,a, a2); m2 = filter(b,a, m2);
Cbn2 = TRIAD(a2(10,:)', m2(10,:)',[mean(a2(10:150,:))]', [mean(m2(10:150,:))]');
q2=dcm2quat(Cbn2);
a3=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax3')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Az3'))];
g3=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx3')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz3'))];
m3=[-(eval(strcat(filenum,'My3'))), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx3')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz3'))];
A3=[1.8938 0.2399 -0.0477; 0 1.8497 -0.0135; 0 0 1.7747];
c3 = [0.3743 0.1438 0.0605]';
i3=m3-repmat(c3,1,length(m3))'; m3= (A3*i3')';
g3=filtfilt(c, d, g3);
g3 = filter(b,a, g3); a3 = filter(b,a, a3); m3 = filter(b,a, m3);
Cbn3 = TRIAD(a3(10,:)', m3(10,:)',[mean(a3(10:150,:))]', [mean(m3(10:150,:))]');
q3=dcm2quat(Cbn3);
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a4=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Ay4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Ax4')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Az4'))];
g4=[-eval(strcat(filenum,'Gy4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Gx4')), eval(strcat(filenum,'Gz4'))];
m4=[-(eval(strcat(filenum,'My4'))), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mx4')), -eval(strcat(filenum,'Mz4'))];
A4 =[1.7039 0.1046 0.0729; 0 1.7736 0.0556; 0 0 1.7061];
c4 =[0.1574, 0.1399, 0.1425]';
i4=m4-repmat(c4,1,length(m4))';
m4= (A4*i4')';
g4=filtfilt(c,d, g4);
g4 = filter(b,a, g4);a4 = filter(b,a, a4); m4 = filter(b,a, m4);
Cbn4 = TRIAD(a4(10,:)', m4(10,:)',[mean(a4(10:150,:))]', [mean(m4(10:150,:))]');
q4=dcm2quat(Cbn4);
AHRS = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts, 'Quaternion', q1, 'Beta', 1);
AHRS2 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts,'Quaternion', q2, 'Beta', 1);
AHRS3 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts, 'Quaternion',q3,'Beta', 1);
AHRS4 = MadgwickAHRS('SamplePeriod', 1/Ts,'Quaternion', q4, 'Beta', 1);
quaternion1 = zeros(length(g1),4);
for t = 1:length(g1)
AHRS.Update(g1(t,:) * (pi/180), a1(t,:), m1(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion1(t, :) = AHRS.Quaternion;
end
quaternion2 = zeros(length(g2),4);
r=zeros(length(g2),1);
for t = 1:length(g2)
AHRS2.Update(g2(t,:) * (pi/180), a2(t,:), m2(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion2(t, :) = AHRS2.Quaternion;
end
quaternion3 = zeros(length(g3), 4);
for t = 1:length(g3)
AHRS3.Update(g3(t,:) * (pi/180), a3(t,:), m3(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion3(t, :) = AHRS3.Quaternion;
end
quaternion4 = zeros(length(g4)-4, 4);
for t = 1:length(g4)
AHRS4.Update(g4(t,:) * (pi/180), a4(t,:),m4(t,:)); % gyroscope units must be radians
quaternion4(t, :) = AHRS4.Quaternion;
end
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%qd=quaternion1(200,:)-quaternion1(200,:);
%quaternion2=quaternion2+qd;
rUA=quat2rotm(quaternion1);
rUF=quat2rotm(quaternion2) ;
rLF=quat2rotm(quaternion3);
rH=quat2rotm(quaternion4) ;
Q1=zeros(3,3,length(rUA));
Q2=zeros(3,3,length(rUA));
Q3=zeros(3,3,length(rH));
for i=1:length(rUF)
Q1(:,:,i)=rUF(:,:,i)\rUA(:,:,i);
end
Qmat1=rotm2quat(Q1);
Elbow=quat2dcm(Qmat1);
[eAlpha, eBeta, eGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(Elbow, 'ZXY')) ;
figure; plot(eAlpha); title('Elbow orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
for i=1:length(rLF)
Q2(:,:,i)=rLF(:,:,i)\rUF(:,:,i);
end
Qmat2=rotm2quat(Q2);
Forearm=quat2dcm(Qmat2);
[fAlpha, fBeta, fGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(Forearm, 'XZY'));
figure; plot(fGamma); title('Forearm orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
for i=1:length(rH)
Q3(:,:,i)=rUA(:,:,i)\rLF(:,:,i);
end
Qmat3=rotm2quat(Q3);
Wrist=quat2dcm(Qmat3);
[wAlpha, wBeta, wGamma] = rad2deg(dcm2angle(t, 'XYZ')) ;
figure; plot(wAlpha); hold on; plot(wBeta);
title('Forearm orientation');
xlabel('Time (samples)'); ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
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B.2 Repetition Detection Algorithm for use on the Existing Database
— MATLAB scripts
loadup.m
function [data, rVar1, rVar2]=loadUp(patientNum,motion)
location=strcat('C:\Users\gadx230\Dropbox\Raneems Data Analysis\Second Round of Trials\S',
patientNum, '\S',patientNum,motion,'.edf');
[hdr, record] = edfread(location); %import file
samplef=4000; % sampling frequency Hz
r=size(record);
l=r(2);
%Load, name, and filter the data for each channel of muscle information
[bb, bbFilt]=process(record(1,:),l);
[tb, tbFilt]=process(record(2,:),l);
[tbLong, tbLongFilt]=process(record(3,:),l);
[pt, ptFilt]=process(record(4,:),l);
[fcu, fcuFilt]=process(record(5,:),l);
[ecu, ecuFilt]=process(record(6,:),l);
data=[bbFilt;tbFilt;tbLongFilt;ptFilt;fcuFilt;ecuFilt];
% Based on the type of motion input, return data from the relevant channels
switch motion
case 'EFE'
rVar1= bb;
rVar2= tbLong;
case 'PS'
rVar1= pt;
rVar2= bb;
case 'URD'
rVar1= ecu;
rVar2 = pt;
case 'WFE'
rVar1= fcu;
rVar2= ecu;
case 'HOC'
rVar1=fcu;
rVar2=ecu;
end
function [y,z]=process(rawsignal,l)
y = detrend(rawsignal);
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%bandpass filter
[b,a]=butter(5,[10/(4000/2) ,500/(4000/2)]);
y = filtfilt(b,a,y);
%notch filter
wo = 60/(4000/2);
bw = wo/10;
[b,a] = iirnotch(wo,bw);
y = filtfilt(b,a,y);
%take the absolute value, then apply linear envelope
x=abs(y);
[c,d]=butter(5,3/(4000/2),'low');
z = filtfilt(c,d,x);
end
end
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repDetect.m
function [ons, offs, onsTemp, offsTemp]=repDetect(y)
%Apply the TKEO
TKEO=zeros(1, length(y)-1);
for i=2:1:(length(y)-1)
TKEO(i)=y(i)ˆ2-y(i+1)*y(i-1);
end
%Find the absolute value of the TKEO
TKEO = abs(TKEO);
% Compute the threshold value
mu=mean(TKEO);
sigma=var(TKEO);
threshold = mu +7*sigma;
%Determine where the signal exceeds the threshold
TH=zeros(1,length(TKEO));
for i=1:1:length(TKEO)
if TKEO(i) > threshold
TH(i)=1;
else
TH(i) =0;
end
end
j=2; k=2; l=1;flag=0; onsTemp=zeros(1,20); offsTemp=zeros(1,20);
%Determine temporary onset and offset points based on a moving window
for i=1:1:length(TH)-2000
if sum(TH(i:i+500)) > 200 & flag==0
if i-onsTemp(j-1) > 4000
onsTemp(j)=i;
flag =1;
j=j+1;
end
elseif sum(TH(i:i+500))< 50 & flag==1
if i-offsTemp(k-1) > 4000
offsTemp(k)=i;
flag=0;
k=k+1;
end
end
end
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offsTemp=offsTemp(offsTemp˜=0);
onsTemp=onsTemp(onsTemp˜=0);
m=1;
if length(onsTemp) > length(offsTemp)
offsTemp=[offsTemp length(TKEO)];
end
if length(onsTemp) > 3
for l=1:length(offsTemp)
if offsTemp(l)-onsTemp(l) > 1500
ons(m) = onsTemp(l);
offs(m) = offsTemp(l);
m=m+1;
end
end
else
for l=1:length(onsTemp)
ons(l)=onsTemp(l);
offs(l)=offsTemp(l);
end
end
% Conditions for datasets that detect 4, 5, or 6 "on" and "off"
% pairs based on observations of EMG patterns
if length(onsTemp) == 6
for i= 1:length(ons)
if mod(i,2)˜=0
ons(i)=ons(i);
offs(i)=0;
else
ons(i)=0;
offs (i)=offs(i);
end
end
ons=ons(ons˜=0);
offs=offs(offs˜=0);
end
if length(ons) == 4
ons=ons(ons˜=ons(4));
offs=offs(offs˜=offs(3));
end
ons=ons(ons˜=ons(ind))
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repLengths=zeros(1, length(ons));
for i=1:length(ons)
repLengths(i)=offs(i)-ons(i);
end
[˜,ind]=min(repLengths)
if ind >1
ons=ons(ons˜=ons(ind))
offs=offs(offs˜=offs((ind)-1));
else
ons=ons(ons˜=ons(ind+1));
offs=offs(offs˜=offs(ind));
end
end
if length(ons) == 5
for i= 1:length(ons)
if mod(i,2)˜=0
ons(i)=ons(i);
offs(i)=0;
else ons(i)=0;
offs (i)=offs(i)
end
end
ons=ons(ons˜=0);
offs=offs(offs˜=0);
end
% Add a 'safety factor', to account for further filtering (application of
% the linear envelope)
for i=1:length(ons)
if ons(i)> 150
ons(i)=ons(i)-550
if offs(i) < length(TKEO)
offs(i)=offs(i)+500 %00
else offs(i)=offs(i)-300;
end
end
end
end
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createRep.m
function [repData]= createRep(patientNum, motion)
[data, var1, var2]=loadUp2(patientNum);
[onsv1, offsv1]=repDetect2(var1);
[onsv2, offsv2]=repDetect2(var2);
for i=1:length(onsv1)
if onsv1(i) < onsv2(i)
Reps(:,1)=onsv1(i);
else Reps(:,1) =onsv2(i);
end
if offsv1(i) > offsv2(i)
Reps(:,2)=offsv1(i);
else Reps(:,2) =offsv2(i);
end
end
repData=struct;
for i=1:length(Reps)
fieldName=strcat('rep',num2str(i));
repData = setfield(repData, fieldName, data(:, Reps(i,1):Reps(i,2)));
g=getfield(repData,fieldName);
fileName=strcat('Subject',patientNum,motion,fieldName);
save(fileName,'g');
end
end
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